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PREFACE

THE importance of the history of the village communities in

India can hardly be overrated ;
for the real history of India con-

sists of the history of its village communities. Dynasties have

come and dynasties have gone, but it is the village communities

that have preserved intact the culture and tradition of the old

Bharatavarsha through several revolutions.

Though the subject is thus very important, it still remains to

be dealt with in a scientific, systematic, and comprehensive
manner. Sir Henry Maine and Mr. Baden-Powell, no doubt, throw

important light upon the subject in their well-known works.

These scholars, however, were not acquainted with the valuable

evidence supplied by the Smritis and Inscriptions, nor with the

documents of the Mahomedan and Maratha periods that have

been procured during the past few years, and are now being

published. Their works therefore give us a picture of the Indian

village communities t the advent of the British rule ; such

observations as they have made about the past are based more
or less upon conjectures. They can hardly be said to have

traced the history of the village communities from age to age.

This is attempted in Dr. Radhakumud Mookerji's Local Govern-

ment in Ancient India and in Dr. R. C. Majumdar's Corporate

Life in Ancient India, but these works deal more with the town

and city life and corporations than with the village communities.

The latter are treated only incidentally ; and there are many
aspects of village life and government which are not touched on at

all. Thus the questions connected with the village officials and

their duties, land-tenures, occupations, education, medical relief,

amusements and charities, are not discussed. Besides, these

scholars bring down their history only to the Mahomedan period

and so the important changes that have taken place since A.D.

1200 cannot be ascertained from their works.

A systematic history of the Indian village communities still

remains to be written. The subject, however, is difficult : for the

available evidence shows that at least from the mediaeval times,
if not from a date much earlier, marked provincial peculiarities

were developed by the village communities of India. There is
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Part L VILLAGE GOVERNMENT

CHAPTER I

VILLAGE OFFICERS

WHEN proceeding to trace the history of the several institutions

in the village community, it is but natural that we should first

consider the problem of Village Government. This question

has given rise to several divergent theories ; let us examine the

facts in Western India and see how far they are acceptable. We
shall first take up the question of various village officers as they

naturally form the backbone of the Village Government. The

foremost among these is the village headman and we shall deal

with him in our first section.

A. THE HEADMAN

We have already stated why the type of village community
thai'-was seen to exist in the sub-HimalayanHeadman . , ^_. _, ,, _ T ...

region among the Sakyas, Mallas, Vajjms and the

Lichchhavis cannot oe regarded as the common one prevailing

in the rest of India in the days of the Buddha. For the true

picture of the normal Aryan village community of the time, we
have to turn to the Jatakas and we have already shown how the

picture in the Jatakas holds good of the new communities that

were being established in Western India. Let us see what light

the Jatakas throw on the position and function of the village

headman.

From the Jatakas we learn that at the head of the village

executive was the headman of the village, who is

Existing in therein termed as Gamabhojaka. The Kharas-
Northern India

* / ..

in early times sara Jataka states that his function was to

collect the revenue and defend the village

with the help of local men. The Paniya, Kulavaka and the

Ubhatobhathha Jatakas also refer to the headman and inciden-,

tally describe his functions. We must therefore conclude that

the headman was the normal feature of Village Government in

the Buddhistic India even in the north. We cannot therefore

accept Sir Henry Maine's contention that ' in those parts of
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India (he means North India) in which the village community
was most perfect, the authority exercised by the headman is lodged

with the village council.' 1
For, the headman is a

very,very ancient officer even in the Aryan villages

of the north, which Sir Henry thinks have best

preserved the old type. Inscriptipnal evidence also goes against

Sir Henry ; two Mathura Jain Inscriptions of the first century

A.D. refer to the village headman in the clearest terms. 2 If

really there had been no headman in the Aryan north, how
could he have been so frequently mentioned in the Jatakas and

inscriptions at a time and place when and where the Dravidian

influence could not be in the least suspected ?

There can therefore be no doubt that the village headman
was a normal feature of the Aryan village in the

Westen?
n
india s ^xth century B - c - We can say with equal

certainty, that he existed also in the new villages

founded in Western India by the Aryans. Colonization always

requires daring leadership ; we have seen how in the Vedic times

the *

gramanl* was necessary to lead the village. The same
therefore must have been the case when the Rattas and Bhojas

proceeded to colonize the Dandakaranya. We have no direct

evidence about the conditions prevailing at the commencement

I A dh P
"

d
^ ^e co

'

lonizat i n
> but there is clear evidence

to prove that even about five or six centuries

later, the most important person in the Deccan village was the

headman or *

gramanlS For the Saptafatl, whose author, Hala,

ruled his Andhra empire in the first century A.D., refers to
1 Gramaril

'

or Gr&maiilnandana in about seven or eight places

in a manner which conclusively shows that he was the leading

figure of the village community. 3 And his importances it is

but natural to. presume, must have been greater still when these

communities were first founded five or six centuries earlier.

Sukraniti, ii. 862, says that the village headman should be

a Brahmana ; but this does not seem to have
His caste: been the usual case. It is true that in Western
Sukra'sview .

untenable 1
India, some of the patels in a few localities are

j Brahmarias ; but they are exceptions even now.

And the conditions could not have differed much in these early

Maine, Vill. Com., p. 123. * Ep. Ind., vol. i, p. 387.
1
SaptaSati, i. 30 ; iv. 69 ; v. 10, 49, 69 ; vii. 8, 10.



times when the village communities were being established in

Western India. The leading part in the colonization was taken

by the Ratfas and Maharajas, Bhojas, and Mahabhojas (from
whom modern Marathas and Bhonsles are descended,) and most of

the village community consisted of their followers, it is therefore

natural that the headman also should have been selected from the

most influential family among them. From the SaptaSM it appears

that a daughter of the village headman would often sigh for the

hand of the son of a village farmer, a fact which shows that the

headman also must have been a non-Brahmana. 1 The nature of

the duties of the post, which we shall soon describe, will also

make it clear that a Brahma^a could hardly ever have held the

post in early times. We therefore reject the statement of Sukra

as being inapplicable to Western India.

The headman in Western India is now neither elected by the

people nor appointed by the Government, but
Headman a , ,., ~ A . . . . ,,

hereditary
1S a hereditary officer. An inquiry into the case

officer even in shows that such has been the case in Western
i enort

India since the earliest times. It is true that

the Kufavaka Jataka and Manusmriti 2 seem to show that the

headman being appointed by the king, could not have been

hereditary ; but a moment's reflection on the facts of the case as

they are to-day will show that such a conclusion is likely to be

fallacious. The headman is now appointed by the collector and

is removable, as in the days of Kulavaka Jataka^ for misconduct,

but still the office is hereditary. Similar may have been the

case in the days of Manu, an inference which is supported by

inscriptional evidence: for the Mathura inscriptions, which have

been already referred to, mention in the first

part a lady who was both the wife and daughter-

in-law of the village headman. 3 This can ob-

viously happen only when the office is hereditary. In the

Deccan at any rate the office was hereditary ; for Hala refers to

the son of a headman in a manner which shows that he was

1
vi. 100.

z

nwwrfaqfa ^ksmraqfci awi i

- '<*. vol. i, p. 387, No. n.
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expected to succeed his father. One wonders whether other-

wise he would have been such an important personage

in the village community as he is depicted to be in the

SaptaSati.

Under the Andhras, then, the village headman was a hereditary

officer and the same was the case under the

Hereditary in Chalukyas. For the Goa plates of King Satyasraya
the Hindu and _., _. ,. ^ , <?, -, v .

Moslem periods Dhruvaraja (dated A.D. 610)
* describe all the

village officers, including the headman, as

sthayi
'

or permanent residents of the place. This statement

certainly justifies the inference that the resident officers might

then, as now, have been hereditary as in the preceding Andhra

period. The conditions under the Rashtrakutas and their Hindu

successors may have continued to be the same, for there was

nothing to disturb the even course of history. Under the

Mahomedans, the patel is known to have been hereditary, for

they continued the old arrangement. 2 To entertain any doubts

as to the hereditary character of the office under the Marathas

and Peshwas would be to exhibit a strange ignorance of history-

A survey of the history of the office therefore perfectly justifies

the conclusion that it has always been a hereditary office in

Western India.

Let us now consider what were the duties of this hereditary
office. We have already seen how the defence

His duties (i) of the community with the help of local militia,
6

was according to the Kulavaka Jataka, a duty of

the headman, and we may well infer that this

duty may have come into greater prominence in the early

history of our Western Indian communities when they were

colonizing new and forest tracts. Our inference is here again

supported by the Saptaati> from which it clearly appears that

the village headman used to lead the village, during the Andhra

period in the Deccan, in military defence and attack. Saptafatl,

vii. 31 is in this connection most important and we would quote
here the galha as well as the commentary thereon :

53??
11

p. 365. * JS.P.L s.> i p, 312.
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The commentator explains :

\

This g-fl^fl and the commentary thereon make it quite clear that

the duty of the headman, and the most important one, was in

those early days the defence of the community against the

attacks of savage tribes or freebooters who might attempt to

disturb the village peace. In the Andhra period then the

gramanl was, as in the Vedic age a military leader who had

often to lay down his life while defending his village. In our

chapter on * Defence and Safety
' we shall show that the head-

man continued to perform this function in Western India down
to the British times.

The next important duty of the headman was the collection

of village revenues. We hav seen how the

Kx'&aka Jataka refers to this duty and there

is no doubt that it continued to be attached to

the office throughout the Hindu period (200 B.C.-A.D. 1300).

For Manu 1 and other Smriti writers mention,

times
6 e

as one ^ t*16 sources of the headman's income,

the daily taxes in kind that were payable by
the villagers to the king. The task of collecting these taxes

must obviously have been entrusted to him and it is but natural

to presume that similar was the case with other taxes, as was

the case in the Jataka period. It is possible that under some

Governments like the Mauryas there may have been appointed

special officers for tax collection ; but even these must have

worked under the headman. For, whether we

period

HlndU
consider the Valabhi inscriptions from Gujarat
and Kathiawar of the sixth, seventh and eighth

centuries, or the Chalukya inscriptions of Karnatak during the

same period, or the Gujarat Maharashtra and Karnatak inscrip-
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tions of the Rashtrakutas of the succeeding two centuries, or

the Silahara inscriptions of Konkan of the pre-Mahomedan

age, we find, that all these mention the headman as the most

important officer in the village, and all others are mentioned

as subordinate to him. The plates mention the officers

according to their grades and the usual order is

* The

kings were anxious to warn all those officers who possibly may
be in a position to disturb the enjoyment of the rent-free land

or village ; it therefore goes without saying that at least those

officers who were connected with the collection of taxes are all

mentioned here. It is equally clear that all these officers are

mentioned according to their grade and importance, a fact

which shows that the headman (gramakuta), was the most

important among the village officers, and even if any of the other

village officers mentioned in those passages were concerned

with tax collection, they must be acting under the general

direction and supervision of the headman.

This inference is further supported by what we know of the

Mahomedan period. Baden-*Powell has justly

remarked that Moslem ruler^ closely conformed

to the old system changing only names, 2 and

Grant Duff states that the revenue officers of the Bahamani

Kingdom, called * aumils ' used to collect the revenue from the

Hindu patel.
3 It therefore follows that the patel's responsibility

for the village revenue was one which must have been

inherited from the previous Hindu age.

When the revenues of the Deccan subha were in a sad

plight, the first thing that Murshid Quli. the Viceroy of the

Deccan under Shajahan did, was to appoint new patels to those

villages where they had perished owing to the prevailing

anarchy.* Thus it is clear that during the Mahomedan period
in Western India, the existence of the headman was regarded
as necessary for revenue collection.

1 Cf for example the Kavi (Bharoch Dt.), Radhanpur and Wani plates
(Nasik Dt.) of Govinda III, Alas (Khandesh) plates of Kakkaraja
II, Karhad plates of Krishna III, Samangada (Kolhapur) plates of Danti-
durga, etc.

*
B.P.L.S.>\. p, 314.

3
Duff, i, p. 34.

*
Sarkar, History of Aurangzeb< vol. i, p. 192.
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In the Maratha period, the Mamlatdar used to settle the

share of each village with its patel who used to

Marathas
6

represent to him grounds for relaxation if any.

If the patel and the Mamlatdar did not agree,

the patel used to return to consult the rayats again, and if his

revised estimate also was not acceptable to the Mamlatdar, the

case was referred to a special officer. 1 If the amount settled

was not collected by the headman, he was put into custody

until he made up the deficit. The responsibility of the headman

for the village revenue collection was well established under the

Marathas and Peshwas. Even under British rule, the duty of

collecting the village revenue is still being discharged by him.

The third important duty of the village headman was the

settlement of the village disputes, What part

he took in adjudicating these will be made
clear in the chapter headed * the Settlement of

Village Disputes.*

Apart from these principal duties, the headman used to

discharge many others of a varied nature. If

the villa e well was in need of repairs, it was
he who used to supervise the work. If any

co-operative concern was to be organized, it was he who took

the leading part. If any officer from the Central Government

came to inspect the village it was he who attended to his needs.

If the village had to be represented at the coronation or marriage

ceremony at the capital, it was he who was deputed to visit the

capital at the public expense.

Let us now proceed to consider how the village headman
was remunerated. At present all over Western

Remuneration T ,. , ,
- . -. , . ,

India, the headman enjoys inalienable rent-free

lands for his remuneration. In the Maratha period this was so, for

the numerous papers published by Mr. Rajwade
conta*n numerous references to the Patilki

watan. From the dispute that was existing

between Narsu Jagdale of Masur and Bapaji Musalman of

Karad about the patil watan or the headman's rent-free land of

Masur in Satara District during the reign of Ibrahim Adilshaha

of Bijapur,
2

it is clear that even under the early Mahomedan

rule, the watan or the village headman was regarded as one of

1
Elp,, p. 27.

*
Rajwade, Aitihasik Lckhasamgraha, xv. 2.
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great antiquity. The Mahomedan rulers did not introduce this

watan system but they simply continued the old custom under

the Hindu kings.

It is therefore natural to presume, although there is no

contemporary inscriptional or other historical evidence, that the

watan of the headman existed under the Rashtrakutas and

Chalukyas. For, were the watan not long established the

Mahomedan rulers would probably not have continued it.

It is true that according to Manu, the headman was entitled

to no such watan lands. 1 He allows certain "watans to the

officers over ten villages, twenty villages, hundred villages and so

on, but not to the village headman. The only provision he

makes for his remuneration is the assignment of taxes in kind

which the villagers had daily to pay to the king.

Marm's statement however is not sufficient to disprove the

antiquity of the Patilki watan at least in Western India. We have

already seen how there is strong circumstantial evidence to

presume that the Patilki watan> which the Moslems continued,

must have been of a great age and therefore existing also under

the previous Hindu dynasties. Manu was admittedly a northerner,

and his refusal to allow any watan to the headman may be due

to the practical difficulties that may have been experienced in

the north in finding out a watan for every headman. The
colonization had occurred several centuries before and there

might be no fresh lands to be assigned. No such difficulties

probably existed in our village communities. The colonization

was going on even in the Andhra period. There were still large

tracts of land available for the purpose. To assign some of

them by way of watan did not require any enunciation of an

unknown principle, for the principle was there already ; it had

only to be extended in application.

And we know from the unimpeachable evidence of the

Arthasastra that such extension of the principle
Evidence in the was ma(je {n new village communities and even
sirt/iaSilstra

to ordinary farmers. For, Chanakya says :

1

2 In the days of

555 cT

wrar
Artha$totra> ii. 1,
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Ch5$akya, our communities in Western India were being

founded, and we may well conclude that this principle of giving

rent-free lands was followed there. If ordinary farmers were

given rent-free lands, it is natural to presume that the headman,
who was the leader of the colonizing party, must himself have

been a recipient of a hereditary watan. Hence it is that we find

watans regarded as an ancient right even in the early Maho-

medan period, and we conclude therefore in spite of Manu's

dictum, that watans must have existed in the Hindu period at

least in Western India.

Let us now see whether apart from his watan or rent-free

land, the headman had any other source of

Other sonrces:(i) income. From the Kulavaka Jataka it is clear

assigned to him that the fines collected from the village offenders

also went into the headman's pocket, for there

the gamabhojaka exclaims :
* when these men used to get drunk

and commit murder and so forth, I used to make a lot of money
not only from their drinks but also by fines and the dues they

paid.'
1 But this right of the headman was not acknowledged in

Western India in the Mahomedan and Maratha periods and the

inscriptions show that similar was the case in the Hindu period.

For every grant of village distinctly assigns
In Western India , -. , , , . ,, M1 ,, , ,the right to receive the village fines to the

grantee. This obviously could not have been so if the fines

were payable to the headman rather than to the Central

Treasury. A king can assign only that to which he is entitled.

We have seen how Manu mentions that the taxes in kind

payable daily by the villagers formed one source

(ii) Daily taxes o f the headman's income. We do not know
payable to king , . . TT . _ . . _TT

assigned to him whether in the Hindu period in Western India

the patel was allowed to claim those taxes for

himself ; for, the inscriptions throw no light on the matter.

The more important of these taxes were undoubtedly taken by
the Central Government itself, for grants of villages usually assign
to grantees the right to receive them [cf. in this connection

expressions like fln: qsW: gf^qqRJPfq: which occur

in almost every grant]. But it is possible that
Hindu period

tfae minor taxes were c ]a iwe^ by the patel ; for

in the Maratha and early Mahomedan period, the headman's

31 Vol. i, p. 198.
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right to receive them was regarded as so incontestable as tc

deserve distinct mention in the sale-deeds of the Patilki Watans

Thus from a sale-deed of the Patilki Watan of Bhanogaon ii

Junner Taluka we learn that the headman wai
Maratha period entit]ed to receive two shoes from the shoe

maker, two dhotis from the weaver, five sheafs of cotton anc

twenty-five sheafs of fodder from every farmer, a certain amoun
of '

gur
' from the sugarcane farmers, thirteen betel leaves anc

some vegetables every day from those who , dealt in them, *

certain amount of fee, partly in cash, partly in kind, from the

village shopkeepers, etc. 1 The headman's right to clain

these dues is obviously supported by and therefore based upor
the dictum of Manu mentioned above, and if it was universally

recognized arid enforced in Western India in the sixteenth

century, it is not improbable that it may have been in existence

in the Hindu period.

The headman has been the most influential person in Western

Indian villages. Svktanlti observes 2 that the

head of the villa e
'
like father and m ther,

protects the people from aggressors, thieves,

and officers, and in Western India we have seen how he has been

ever discharging this function. Though responsible to the

Government, he has always been a man^of the people. His

usefulness to Government is attested to by the .fact that both

Moslem and British rulers have found him indispensable in the

village administration ; his usefulness to the people has been

proved by the confidence that has been always reposed in him by

villagers. It is, therefore, natural that the headman should be

found in almost all villages, and everywhere in

Headman Western India. Even in Kathiawar where almost
in joint villages

every village has been assigned either to

a relation of the chief, or given in charity or divided

amongst a number of co-shares, each, even the smallest one,

has its hereditary headman. 3 Sir Henry Maine's theory,

therefore, that in a Bhagdari village the executive power

is vested in a village council and not in a village headman

is without foundation at least as far as Western India is

concerned.

* Adm. of Mar,, p. 185.
a

ii- 343.
9 Kathiawar Go*., p. 171.
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In a few village communities, however, the headman does

not exist but his absence can be easily explained.

This is chiefly in the Ratnagiri and Kolaba

Districts and its cause is the Khoti system which

is prevalent there. Khot when introduced by the Marathas

and Peshwas soon became masters of their villages and

replaced the ancient patels as headmen of villages. Hence
it is that there are no hereditary patels in those districts. But

several Maratha and Kumbi families are styled as patels

in ancient deeds, and therefore we may well conclude

that in the pre-Khoti days, headmen were common even in

Konkan. 1

The influence of the headman is now gradually dwindling.

He hardly occupies the same position now which

he did ia 1818 * The reasons
> however, are clear

enough. In the first place he has been deprived

of many of his powers and privileges. He can no longer collect

his former dues ; he can no longer act as the village judge ; he

can no longer pose as the village protector. Besides in an age

when literacy means power, he is often illiterate. It is no wonder

then that his influence should have considerably diminished since

the advent of the British Rule.
9

B. THE ACCOUNTANT

The headman, we have seen, is an invariable feature of the

Village Government, but not so the accountant. Every village

does not possess an accountant ; if its revenues are small the

vUage is put under the jurisdiction of the accountant

of a neighbouring village, the latter functioning at both

places.

Until recently, the accountant in the Deccan and Karnatak

villages used to wield an influence incomparably greater than

that of the headman ; but such was not the case in the past.

Literacy under the early British period meant power, and the

accountant was the chief among the few village literates, if not

the only literate of the locality. So he out-shone the headman.

But in the past it was quite different. We have shown already

how the headman was the most important personage in the

1
Ratnagiri Gas., pp. 136-42.

5
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community ; the accountant was subordinate to him and acting

under his directions. His privileges too were inferior to that of

the headman. Thus in the Maratha period, he would receive the
* shir pan

'

only after the headman had first received it ; on the

Dasara, the village musicians would play at his door only after

they had first done so at the door of the headman.

The fact is that the office of the accountant is neither so old

nor was it so important as that of the headman. The latter was

the defender and protector of the village, while the former was

only a clerk working under him. Hence it is that the

law books which mention the headman hardly ever

mention the accountant; he must therefore have been quite

an insignificant officer in the early days of the history

of our communities. We cannot, however, conclude that the

office did not exist in the Smriti period ; it is not mentioned

simply because it was not important. For the office was

regarded as a hereditary watan, like that of the headman, even

under the early Mahomedan rule ; for among the case-papers

published by the Bharata Itihasa Samshodhaka Mandala, Poona,

there are some which refer to litigation concerning the right to

this watan. It is true that the name kulkarni cannot be traced

to the Smritis and inscriptions, but the reason is not that the

office did not exist, but that it was known by a different name.

The name of the office does not seem to have been the same all

through India ; but lekhaka or gramalekhaka was probably one

of them. The duties of a * lekhaka ', according to Sukra are the

following :
* The* clerk is to be he who has skill in accounts, who

knows of the difference between countries and languages and

who can write without hes itation and without vagueness.*
*

' He is to keep accounts of income and expenditure and part with

goods only after writing, and receive goods only after writing,

in such a way as not to cause diminution or increase in the

amount.* 2 These duties are precisely those of a modern

accountant, the reference to the custody of goods being due to

the fact that the land revenue was then paid in kind. Sukra

was a northern writer but his * lekhaka
' was existing in Western

India. In many of the old unpublished sanads of Kulkarni

watans in Maharashtra which the present writer has seen, the

grant is stated to be that of ' lekhanavriti ', so it follows that

1
ii. 348. *

ii. 861.
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the name ' lekhaka
' found in Sukraniii must have been in

currency in Western India. Inscriptions however supply con-

clusive evidence on the point ; from Nasik cave inscriptions

Nos. 16,
1 and 27,

2
it becomes absolutely clear that under the

Kshatraps in the first century A.D., the office of the accountant

existed and the incumbent was called a ' lekhaka ', as pointed out

by 6ukra. The * lekhaka
'

of these inscriptions could not have

been a mere writer or clerk, for the profession of mere clerks

was practically unknown in the ancient days. Nasik inscription

No. 27, besides shows that the lekhaka there was a Saka, and it is

difficult to imagine how at a time when the Sakahad just con-

quered Western India, the members of their clans would have been

reduced to such a plight as to accept mere, clerical work. If on
the other hand we, agreeing with 6ukra interpret

' lekhaka '

as

the village accountant, we can well understand why the con-

quering race should have appointed its own members to the

important position of the village accountant.

The office, however, is much older than the first century A.D.,

for it existed under the Mauryas. The duties of the '

gopa
*

resemble precisely those of the modern accountant ; he was to

number the fields and mark them as cultivated and uncultivated,

set their boundariei, to note any remission of taxes regarding
fields, to keep an account of the exact number of cultivators,

cowherds, merchants, artisans, etc. It is true that *

gopa
' was

in charge of five or ten villages, but the duties that he had to

perform were so multifarious and onerous, that he could not

have discharged them without the assistance of a '

lekhaka '

at

each village. How much older than the Maurya period the

office is we do not know. It is not referred to in the Jatakas, and

probably it was not then in existence. The system of keeping
village registers does not seem to have been universally in

vogue in these early days.

The office of the accountant being so old, it follows that

written records of land titles, etc. in the villages were kept in

Western India ever since the foundation of village communities.

The record of right in the village is referred to in the Nasik

No. 16,

RH qtfar i NO, 27.
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inscriptions, No. 4, 10, 19. Cf.

No. 19 Konnur inscription of Amoghavarsha (Eft.

Ind. t vi. 33) shows the same thing.

Besides the headman and the accountant there was one more

officer, the watchman ; his duties however will be discussed in

the chapter on Defence and Safety.
1



CHAPTER II

VILLAGE COUNCIL

HAVING discussed in the last chapter the question of village

officers, let us now proceed to consider the

Village Council : village council. It should be stated at the
meaning of the ^ A . x .

, . ., , ,

term outset that by
'

village council we do not

mean the village Panchayat or judicial court,

but a select body of villagers which used to superintend all

kinds of village affairs village banking, village charities, village

public works, village disputes, temple management and so on.

From Chola epitaphs, it is clear that such a council was a

regular feature of the South Indian village communities, and it

has been assumed by many writers that the same was the

case in the rest of India. Let us see what was the state of

affairs in Western India.

In the Introduction we have shown how the * samitis
' and

1 sabhas
'

of the Vedic times lost much of their

una^T^iem importance in the Brahmaija age ; we have also

shown why the facts about the {Sakya, Lichchhavi

and Malla village communities cannot be accepted mutatis

mutandis with regard to the rest of India. The correct notion

about the average type of the village community can be formed

from the data of the Jatakas, which being of the nature of

folklore books, give a realistic picture of the village life as it

was actually lived all over Northern India at the time.

The P&hiya, Gahapati, Kharassara, Kulavaka and Ubhato*

bhattha Jatakas are very important. The
Kulavaka Jataka informs us that the headman
had the power to impose fines, and the fact that

the headman fined the wife of a villager for stirring up quarrels,

recorded in the Ubhatobhattha Jataka, gives us additional evidence

on the point. Neither of the Jatakas, however, refers to a village

council as assisting the village headman in the discharge of his

judicial and other powers ; but the absence of reference does

not prove the absence of the institution. Under the Peshwas

for instance all cases were decided by Panchayats, and yet the
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decisions were invariably promulgated in the name of the

judicial officers who had referred the cases to the Panchayats.
1

The same may have been the case in the Jataka period and the

Jatakas would naturally give more prominence to the presiding

officer. This inference is supported by the Kulavaka Jataka

which records that the '

villagers
' used to transact the

affairs of the village locally. This would hardly be a correct

description of actual facts, if the headman were acting autocrati-

cally without the assistance of the village council, howsoever

informally it may have been constituted. The Paniya Jataka
^

however, removes all doubts ; for therein we read how two

headmen in the kingdom of Kasi respectively prohibited the sale

of strong drinks and slaughter of animals, and how they

subsequently cancelled their orders on the representation of the

people that these were time-honoured customs.

It is therefore clear that in the Jataka period, villagers had a

voice in the administration of their affairs. It is

Its precise equally clear, however, that there was no regular
n&tvirc'

constitutional machinery through which people

could exercise their powers. Had there been, as Prof. Majumdar
observes 2 a council of two, three or five men who regularly met

for village business and who were ultimately responsible to the

people, things would not have come to that fass to which they

did in the Paniya Jataka. The village council at its regular

meetings would have opposed the order of the headman and it

would never have been promulgated. As it was, it seems that

the people thought of managing their own affairs only when the

headman had shown himself incompetent. The correct conclusion

about the Jataka India is that the village council

An informal was no t the same kind of living and self-acting
body of village . ... . , ^ T , .

elders representative body as it was m the Vedic

times. It was a more or less informal body of

aristocratic elders who exercised their powers only when things

were mismanaged by the village headman. This council of

elders neither met regularly nor did it have a regular elective

constitution. It consisted of those village elders who were

regarded as influential persons in the community.
The Aryan colonization of Western India was going on with

full speed at the Jataka period. It is therefore natural to presume

*
Elp. pp, 65, 66,

*
Corporate Life in Ancient India, p. 68.
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that the village communities in Western India, at the period of

their earliest history did not possess a council of a more defined

or representative character. Our communities were then

engaged in the difficult and dangerous task of occupying forest

lands and subjugating the aborigines ; they were, therefore, more

in need of daring leadership than of popular or elective

councils ; it may therefore safely be concluded that they did not

think of making any new democratic changes in the constitution

with which they were familiar in the north.

Let us now trace the subsequent history of this nebulous

council. For the conditions in the Maurya period,

MauryasT
we have amPle evidence in the ArthatOstra,

and when we remember how genuine was

Asoka's anxiety and effort to secure uniformity of administration

throughout his wide empire,
1

it will be clear that things in

Western India in the Maurya period were much the same as

they are described in the Arthafastra of Chanakya.
This book minutely describes all the details of the several

departments of the Maurya administration, but

a regui^body
1 h nowhere mentions the village council. Had

the council been at that time a common feature

of village communities, regularly meeting and functioning, it

would certainly hav% been mentioned by Chariakya. The absence

of reference can only be explained on the ground that in the

Maurya as in the pre-Maurya age, the council had not developed

a regular constitution as it subsequently did in the south during

the ninth century. Nor can it be contended that these councils

ceased to function during the Maurya age as no scope was left

for their functioning by the all-engrossing Maurya bureaucracy ;

for the Arthasftstra distinctly shows that even the Maurya
bureaucracy used to encourage the villagers in managing many
of their local affairs. Thus exemption from taxation offered

by way of reward to those who would undertake works of

public'utility like the construction of a tank, or the digging of an

embankment, clearly shows that these things were often managed

by a non-official agency.
2 The penal provision

<jfe: shows clearly that such works were not

1 Pillar edict, No. 4.

Cf. cfSIsreaWHT fWJW^ VWrf^R: qftfTC; etc., iii. 9,

3
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always executed by the villagers through the agency of a

regularly constituted council.

The fact is that even in the Maurya period, the Aryan village

communities, whether in the north or in the west,

one only

nf rmal had not devel Ped a regular council of two, three

or five members ; they still continued to exercise

their rights and discharge their duties through an informal and

non-elective council of village worthies, who used to meet only

as occasions arose. And the Arthafastra confirms this theory,

for, whenever a non-official village agency had to be mentioned

Chanakya always mentions *

gramavriddhas
'

or village elders,

and never '

grdmasabha
'

or *

gramapuga
'

i.e., village council.

Thus boundary disputes were to be settled not by a gramasabha but

by gramavriddhas ;

J the power to allow the

debtor to take away the pledge in the absence of

the creditor was vested not in the former but in the

latter. 2
It is therefore clear that in the Maurya period such

powers of self-government as were enjoyed by the village comtrtu-

nities in Western India were exercised as before through the elders

of the community. The arrangement of public fairs, festivals and

shows, the management of temple property and the property of

minors, occasional undertakings of public works and other matters

which were left to the villagers were all maftaged by them under

the general guidance and supervision of the village elders. Nor

can the statement rffcTRrilt RRffa: ^TRq SHq^fpTf^cf
3 be

construed as proving that there existed in each

discussed
6

village a village council or '

gramasa^tgha\ for

grftmasamgha in this passage obviously does not

mean the village council of the type we are considering. For were

it to denote that body, the passage yields no sense whatever.

What business has a village executive council to go and stay in

another village ? And what danger can be apprehended from an

occasional visit on business of such a body ? And what interest

had the administration in forbidding it ? What Samgha here

means is some kind of popular village organization for managing

Samajas, shows, etc. ;
the arrival of such a body from another

village was likely to interfere with the farming operations and

in. 9.
z cf . 3Teram GIF

Hi. 10.
3

ii. 1.
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regular pursuits of villagers ; therefore Cha^akya desires to

prohibit its entry if possible.

Village councils of the Chola type were not in existence in

Western India in the Mauryan period ; let us now
one usion ^^ what happened in the Andhra-Kshatrap

period (250 B.C. to A.D. 350). Fortunately, for this period purely
Western India data are available for our inquiry ; the Kshatrap and

Andhra inscriptions of Western India and the Saptafati of Hala,

enable us to get a peep at the condition of the Deccan during
this period. The evidence available, however, does not enable us

T . ,
to state definitely whether the villages had or had

Andhra period .11 i *i ^ i_
not evolved regular councils of their own by

this time. Towns and cities no doubt had such councils ; thus

Nasik inscription No. II 1 shows that it was a regular part of

the procedure in connection with land grants that they should

not only be recorded in the town register but be proclaimed in

'

nigama sabha
'

or town council. But whether these city-councils

were purely non-official and elective bodies, we have no clue to

ascertain. Nor is there any epigraphical evidence to prove that

village communities possessed any organization

evidence* analogous to the nigama sabhas of towns and

cities. Nay there is a significant omission in the

procedure described in*the case of village land grants. Two Nasik2

and three Karli3
inscriptions mention land grants in villages by

the same king or his successor, they contain the order to get these

registered in the registers of the various villages concerned, but

there is no direction to announce the grants in any village council

or gramasabha. Surely had the gramasabha been a regular con-

stitutional feature it would have been mentioned like the

nigama sabha. It is possible that there is no direction in the case

of villages for the promulgation of grants in local councils because

villages being small units did not require any formal announce-

ment ; the event or grant would become well known without

any such formality. This explanation however is not convincing.

It appears then that no gramasabha was as yet evolved

as a full-fledged constitutional body ; we, how-

evolution

11

ever
>

think that the institution was being

during gradually evolved in the late Andhra period.
A.D. 2 0-

,phe inscrjptjons show clearly how the whole of

1 cf . qrai ^ g$ rfaa ft*rowro i

3 NOS. 3 and 4.
* NO. 13,
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Western India was at this time studded with guilds of almost

every profession ; and their members were well acquainted with

the constitution of a central council consisting of two, three or

five members as laid down by Brihaspati.
1

Villages which

often included among their residents some members of -these

guilds may not have been slow to imitate a similar constitution

for their own corporate life. This process may have been

accelerated during the three centuries following the fall of the

Andhras when the Deccan does not seem to have possessed any
strong central rule. In this period of weak or no central

control, villages in Western India might have acquired greater

powers and privileges and felt more acutely the necessity of

a regular council to exercise them.

Whatever the real reasons may have been, we find that a

regular village council was evolved in Western India by the

beginning of the sixth century. This conclusion is not based upon
the well-known lines of Narada and Brhaspati Smritis ; for the

conditions described in them may not have been true of Western

India. The evidence supplied only by the Chalukya, Valabhi,

Gurjara Rashtrakuta, Yadava and ilahara plates is utilized, and

its applicability to Western India cannot be questioned.

The Chalukya plates unfortunately throw no light on the pro-

blem ;
for they do not usually mention any officers.

R.tshtrakuta From the contemporaryValabhi and Gurjara plates

and Yadava of Gujarat and Kathiawar, it distinctly appears
Plates that some kind of village council was evolved at

this period. Grants of these monarchs exhaustively enumerate all

persons and officers who were likely to interfere with the grantee's

enjoyment of the lands granted ; let us see who are thus referred to.

(1) Valabhi forged plates of Dharasena II mention the

following :

I
Ind. Ant., vol, x, p. 284.

(2) Naosari plates of Dadda mention :

rorei^^grfqwq^

vo1 - xiii P- 77 -

(3) Bharoch plates of Dadda II mention :

I
l*d- Ant., vol. xiii, p. 15.

xvii. 9.
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Similar statements occur in many other Gurjar and Valabhi

grants. Officers are arranged in their descending grade

(as in these cases) or in the ascending one (as in some others)

from which it clearly appears that from 5JFSRR5 onwards, we have
c*

village dignitaries enumerated. Among those officers are

mentioned 3riGRlfefflfTRi: or

Who are the m, ./- r ,, u
Mahttaradhka- The significance of these two expressions has
rikas? not yet been made clear. Both Fleet and

Buhler are doubtful in the matter. It may be

however suggested that these expressions refer to the elders of

the village council. Monier Williams states that ^xTC means

the eldest person in the village ; as, however, several ft^l s

are referred to, we may take the expression in the slightly

modified sense of village elders. ^TRll^FJrfeRF.' then would

mean the officers appointed from among the village elders,

or JTSTRF^ arf^rffor: being the

explanation of the compound] STf^ofilfc^CT^tHF.* would mean

the same, only the compound being solved in a slightly different

manner (B^^ff^: Bfflt q^TRF:). These expressions then

undoubtedly refer to the council of village elders, a statement

which receives quite unexpected support from the qualification

of the councillors as laid down by Brihaspati ; nay, it would

appear that he actually designates the village officers by a name

analogous to the one given here, viz.

c r: xvu. .

It is therefore quite clear from these inscriptions that during
the Gurjar and Valabhi rule in Gujarat and

They are the Kathiwar (A.n. 480-780) village communities

dde^councils possessed a council of elders, consisting of the

and are persons selected or elected by the village
referred to in

Gujarat, Deccan elders, and called qgrKnETGRlftcfil; . That the
and Konkan
inscriptions same was the condition under the Rashtrakutas

throughout Gujarat, Maharashtra and Karnatak

becomes clear from the grants of these monarchs. For, the
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s or SToRr^Tft s are referred to in the

Baroda plates of Karkaraja, Radhanpur plates of Govinda II,

Cambay plates of, Govinda IV, (thus showing that the council of

elders continued to exist under the Gujarat Rashtrakutas) ; also in

the Karhad plates of Krishna III, Paithan (Nizam's dominion),
and Kavi (Bharoch District) plates of Govinda III, Wani (Nasik
District) and Talode (Khandeh District) plates of Kakkraja II

;

(thus showing that the council existed in the Maharashtra of the

eighth, ninth and tenth centuries). The Silahara grants also

disclose the existence of such a body in the Deccan and Konkan of

the eleventh and twelfth centuries. As regards the Karnatak,
Rashtrakuta plates in that province attest to the existence, not

only of a more or less aristocratic council of elders, but of a

village assembly resembling to a great extent its prototype in

the extreme south under the Cholas. With this point, however,
we shall deal later on.

Before tracing the further history of this village council, it

would be convenient to stop here for a while to inquire what the

constitution and function of this body were for that will enable us
to understand its future better.

As regards to the constitution of this council, we must observe
that it was not like the village council of the

south - The Uttannallur inscriptions lay down
minute rules regarding (i) the qualifications of

voters and candidates and (ii) the time and manner of election.

No such formal election probably ever took

place in our western communities. We have
seen how in the Jataka, Maurya, and Andhra periods there was no
formal council at all in existence. Village elders then were

exercising the rights of village communities simply because

they were their natural leaders. In the subsequent Valabhi and

Rashtrakuta periods the only change that took place was that

these natural leaders of the village communities began to

appoint, for the convenient transaction of business, a council

or committee from amongst themselves ; for the
Council not a inscriptions expressly state that the council con.

assembly sisted of elders (3^) who were for the time

being in power. Villagers at large had nothing
to do with the election or selection of this committee ; the

expression ^TRHfqTPfii: (officers appointed by the elders) that
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is used in some inscriptions makes it abundantly clear that this

council consisted of and was appointed by the elders.

The council though aristocratic was still popular in a sense

because it consisted usually of non-officials.

Officials also not The inscriptions quoted above sharply distin-
included in it _

guish ^STRn^rU^r; fr m tlie officers of the

Central Government ; nay, Silahara inscriptions sometimes actually

contrast the local councils with other local officials by remarking
that they were appointed or '

niyukta ', whereas the j&napadas

or peoples' council was *

aniyukta
'

or not appointed (by the

Central Government).
1

It may be further stated that the gr&mavriddhas or the

village elders did not consist of the Brahma$as
alone. When we remember how even the

included orthodox Smritikaras had no objection to Ksha-
non-Brabmans

s
^ Vaishyas, nay even Sudras being included

in the assembly which was to decide undecided points in the

Sacred Law (Das&vara parishad), when we observe how the

Mahabharata lays down a constitution for the cabinet with a

preponderance of the non-Brahmins,
2 when we notice how in the

succeeding early Mahomaden period the village
'

gota
'

or

council included even the untouchables in Maharashtra, we
may confidently assert that in our western village communities,
which consisted mostly of non-Brahmins and which were proverbi-

ally unorthodox, the village council must have been a cosmo-

politan body. In this connection our communities present a

striking contrast with the orthodox communities of the far

south ;
for there no one could become a member of the council

who did not know Mantra and Brahmaria. 3
Orthodoxy was

Bhacdup plates of 977, and
va so o

Kharepatan plates, 1016 Saka., hid. Ant., ix, p. 35.

2

3?qrfo cT
>9

=33 (t ^F^

?wr

| Santi., 85,
ov

3 Utarmallur inscription.
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never rampant in Western India as in the south ; hence this

characteristic difference.

Having so far investigated into the constitution and composition

of the council, let us now examine its functions.

Absence of contemporary historic evidence how-

ever renders this task extremely difficult. Inscriptions throw no

light whatever on the point, the voluminous
can y evi once y^j^ Qurjar, Chalukya, Rashtrakuta, Yadava

and Silahara records give no clue whatever to the working of this

council.

The examination of these records enables us, however, to

come to some negative conclusions ; and they are

^y no means unimportant. Nowhere do we find

Contrast with the elders or their council discharging functions
Chola councils

Q{ fural bankg receiving
. and administering public

or private or trust properties. Nor do they seem to have

developed any departmental committees as was the case in the

south. Had there been, for instance, a taxation committee in

the Deccan village community, it would certainly have been

referred to in the inscriptions at Patan (near Chalisgam), Vaghli

(in Khandish) and Salgoti (inBijapur). There we are told how
the villagers of these localities agreed to pay certain additional

voluntary levies for the purpose of supporting local colleges.

The relevant portion from one of these inscriptions which we

quote below l by way of example, clearly shows that there were

no taxation committees. We notice that the people are exhorted

to pay the taxes ; had there existed a permanent taxation

committee, it would have been naturally asked to collect them

with due diligence.

eg[ojrfcr[

^./^-,iv.60; Salgoti

inscription of
ZJJStJJ HI.
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It must therefore be concluded that the tendency to allow

the village headman to take the initiative and to encourage the

villagers to do things of communal utility in an informal manner
seems to have characterized the village councils even in the

period under review when they had attained their greatest

development. The village council in the Deccan
No standing does not seem to have ever discharged its

functions in a formal and constitutional manner.

It never appointed a standing sub-committee for

the public works ; when the necessity arose, it made requisite

arrangements for the work immediately in hand. The work

over, the temporary organization would cease to function.

Nor are temple sub-committees ever seen to be appointed

anywhere ;
the management was left to the temple Pujdri as

long as he was behaving properly.
1

It may be noted that in

the numerous temple or monastery grants at Karli, Nasik, Kavi

(in Bharoch), Valabhi, etc., extensive properties that are granted

for the management of temples and monasteries for their repairs,

etc., are conveyed directly to these temples or monasteries and

never to any temple committee or village council in trust for

any temple or monastery. This clearly shows that ordinarily

there was no temple sub-committee in Western India as

there was in the extreme south. Similarly here was no

tank committee or committee for public works ; had such

a sub-committee been a regular feature of the village com-

munities in our part of India, it would have been referred

to in the Nadwadinge plates of Akalawarsha (A.D. 902) which

mention provisions made by the villagers for the construction

and repairs of a local village tank. But the contents and

tenor of this inscription show that there was nothing like a

permanent tank sub-committee existing there, as was the case

in the extreme south. 2

It may therefore be safely concluded that the various things

that were done in the Dravidian south through formal agencies

of standing sub-committees were done in Western Indian commu-

nities by temporary committees, formed for a particular work,

1 2nd. Ant., vol. xii, p. 224.
2 Ibid.
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committees which had no permanent existence or constitution

and which came to an end with the works entrusted to them. The

village elders in Western India used to merely supervise the

work of the village youngers, giving them advice, solving their

difficulties, composing their quarrels (should any arise) and

raising the necessary funds from the villagers through their

influence. The only occasion when they used to gather formally

together was when a civil dispute had to be settled, how

they discharged that function, will be narrated in the next

chapter.

Such then was the nature, constitution and function of this

somewhat mysterious village council. It will be
Conclusion : noted that our conclusions in this respect do
different from .^ ,, , ~ , , . , ,

Dr. Majttmdar's not agree with those of Profs. Majumdar and

Mukerji who think that there was a regular

council of two, three or five persons in the Indian village

communities. Such councils did exist in the extreme south, but

the epigraphic evidence for Western India which is discussed

above shows quite clearly how dangerous it is to draw general

conclusions applicable to India as a whole from data supplied by
the Smritis of one province or the inscriptions of another. It is

indeed high time for scholars to realize that real and reliable

history of India's past can be reconstructed not by wide

generalizations but iby intense research, province by province,

century by century.

Our conclusions about the nature of this council are applicable

to Gujarat, Kathiawar and Maharashtra. They are

The case of the in fact based upon inscriptions in these provinces.

Karna?ak They do not however hold good in the case of

the Bombay Karnatak, whose case, it may be

recollected, we had postponed for a future and separate

discussion. This province was on the boundary that divides

the Aryan north from the Dravidian south, and so we find

many of the village institutions there combining some of

the features of the south and the north. This province was

originally purely Dravidian, but ever since the commencement
of the Christian era, it has been under the Aryan rule.

In fact in historic times at any rate, the province is

never known to have come under the Chola, Panya or

Kerala rule for any appreciable time. Naturally therefore

the original Dravidian type of the village community was
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here largely modified by the influence of the northern

Aryan rule. And this is most clearly seen in the case of the

village council of the Hindu period which we find neither

so aristocratic as in the north nor so democratic as in the

south.

An examination of the Karnatak inscriptions of the Rashtra-

kutas and Chalukyas gives us very interesting
Examination of information in this connection. Tirukkalukkun-
mscnptional . . .

evidence ram inscription of Krishna 111 hails from the

Chingleput District in Madras Presidency. After

recording the registration of a grant of land by the village

sabha> the inscription adds,
' If we, members of the assembly

of Tirus, obstruct the burning of the lamp, we shall incur the sin

of Brahmakatya' * In another inscription from the same place

we read,
' We members of the assembly having taken from this

person the money for taxes gave the land tax-free for as long as

our village and the sun and the moon endure.' 2 These records

then, make it quite clear that under the Rashtrakuta rule in the

extreme south of their kingdom, there existed regular village

assemblies of the Dravidian type which used to record and

guarantee such pious grants and act as trustees for the grantors.

In the Adargunchi inscription of Govinda 3 we read '

Malligu

Gudayya gave into tfie hands of eighty-four Mahajanas a piece

of land for the temple of God Malligeshwer.' This again shows

that the village communities in Gadag Taluka possessed temple
committees which used to discharge the functions of trustees.

But this was not invariably true of the Bombay Karnatak, nor

even of Gadag Taluka; for, another and almost contemporary

inscription from Soratur (in Gadag Taluka) refers to several

grants to the local temple but mentions no temple committee for

their administration. Line 9 of the inscription makes it quite

clear that the temple Pujari or manager himself was to execute

the trust.* The same is the case with the Hatti Mallur Canarese

inscription of Nityavarsha dated 916 A.D. 5 which mentions two

1 Ep. Ind., vol. iii, p. 284.
* Ibid.

t p. 287, D inscription.
3 Ind. Ant., vol. xii, p. 257.
* Ibid.
s
Ibid., p. 225.
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grants to the local temple but no temple committees to administer

them. Coming further north to Bijapur district, we find that such

sub-committees and village sabhas become still rarer. We have

already seen how the Salgoti inscription in this district, which

records gifts of extensive lands for the maintenance of the local

college and imposition of extra taxes for the same purpose,

makes no mention of the village council acting as trustee or of

a taxation committee supervising the work of the collection of

the voluntary taxes. The Bhairanmath inscription in the

Bagalkota Taluka records a certain grant and concludes with the

statement that the six *

gaudas
'

shall protect this act of piety.

As *

gauda
' means the headman, it becomes clear that

there was here no village assembly to guarantee the grant,

but that the village headman used to give the necessary

assurance.

The facts cited above from the various parts of the Karnatak

make it quite clear that (i) in the extreme south
Its territorial there existed full-fledged village assemblies (as
analysis

at Tirukkalukkunram) discharging banking and

other duties through sub-committees, (ii) that in the central part

of the Karnatak such assemblies and their sub-committees are

seen to exist and function in some villages (as in Adargunchi)
and not in others (as in Hatti Mallvfr Soratur Salgoti)

and that (iii) in the North Karnatak there seem to exist

no regular assemblies, their functions being discharged by
the leading members of the headman's family (as at Bhairan-

math).

The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is quite

clear. It shows that the regular village council

shows
lt

an(^ *ts sub-committees which used to exist in

the Chola country were peculiar to it, being

most probably Dravidian institutions. Hence it is that we
find them fully developed in Chola and the extreme south of

the Karnatak, partially developed in the central Karnatak (where
the northern Aryan influence was partially felt) and practically

non-existent in the North Karnatak (where the Aryan influence

was more effective). This clearly supports our theory that the

village assembly, with regularly constituted sub-committees

working as standing bodies and discharging various functions

entrusted to them, is a purely Dravidian institution. Hence it

is that we find it fully developed in the heart of Dravida
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country, partially developed on the borderland in the Bombay
Karnatak and practically absent in the Aryan Maharashtra,

Gujarat and Kathiawar. It should be, however, noted that

when we call Maharashtra, Gujarat and Kathiawar Aryan, we
do not mean to say that the population of these provinces

is from an ethnic point of view, predominantly Aryan ;

we simply assert that the institutions in these provinces

are modelled (Upon the northern pattern of the Jataka and

Tpus-Jataka periods when no Dravidian influence could be

suspected.

The original type of the Aryan agency for local self-

government was the assembly or council of the

village elders, not elected but self-constituted,

distinguished meeting not regularly, but as occasion arose

Drswidlan
and makin informal and temporary arrange-
ments for each piece of public business. This

council did not discharge any banking functions but left them to

the local businessman or guild. It did not impose any regular

local rates but managed to raise the necessary funds through

voluntary contributions. It did not undertake any responsibility

for the peaceful enjoyment of grants by grantees but left that

duty to the headman and the Central Government. It

derived its power n6t from any election, but from the influence

which its members naturally wielded in the village com-

munity.

Such then was the typical village council in Western India

down to the Mahomedan period. Let us now
investigate its further history. The task of

affects different ascertaining the effect of Mahomedan rule
par s

on our village communities becomes rather

complicated from the fact that the rule was not equally

stable and permanent all over Western India. In Gujarat

it was stable, permanent and fairly well organized,

so the effects were most pronounced there. In Maha-

rashtra it was never well established ; in the Karnatak,

though it lasted for long time, it used to invariably utilize

Hindu agency ; so here the influence was less marked. The

present writer does not agree with those who maintain that the

onward trend of the march of the Hindu culture was not much
affected by the superimposition of the Moslem rule. As far as

village communities are concerned, there can be no doubt that
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it arrested their further development. It is true that the

Mahomedans did not much interfere with the

General effect : oid arrangements of village communities, but

it is equally true that the general effect of

the Mahomedan rule was to render feeble the

various forces which were spontaneously working in the village

communities. The paternal solicitude of the Hindu rulers was

replaced by cold indifference of the new conquerors ; or, as

Prof. Jadunath Sarkar puts it, the communities could enjoy

parochial self-government rather than local autonomy,
1 There

was despair and despondency at the loss of independence ;

the rulers being often whimsical there was always an

apprehension of something like an unknown dread. Then

again the existence itself of these communities was always

hanging in the balance whenever hostilities arose, for unlike

the old Hindu kings, Mahomedan sovereigns never spared

villages in their warfare. And these hostilities were frequent

and bitter.

It is natural that under such adverse circumstances the

development of many of the institutions of our
The formal village communities should be arrested and

disappears
some of them should cease to function. The
latter was the fate of the Council of elders in

Western India. The council was in itself a kind of superfluous

formality, and in adversity men always part with superfluities.

Enthusiasm and buoyancy again which are necessary for the

successful working of popular institutions were also altogether

lacking, so a formal council must have been found no

longer workable. Then again, it must have been found more
convenient and safe to entrust the village affairs to the village

headman alone ;
in times of stress and difficulty, single

leadership is always preferred. Owing to these and similar

factors, the village council of elders disappeared from Western

India as a formal body. It is nowhere mentioned in the

numerous papers of the early Maratha period
that have been so far Pub lished - Had such a

council existed, it would surely have been
referred to. Had it existed in the early Mahomedan period,

Shivaji would certainly have continued it. Nay, he would even

1 Mogul Administration, p. 12.
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have revived it, as he revived the old Hindu ministry. But no

such body is known to have existed even in the days of Shivaji

and later. From the Maratha papers it appears that the patel

was in this period managing village affairs with frequent

consultations with village worthies on occasions of importance.
A formal meeting of the latter body was convened only when a

,. . , dispute arose and it could not be settled by the
Conditions under

,
. . ,

Marathas in the headman. All other village business, like the
Deccan and construction of a new well or the celebration
Karnatak , , . , ,

of an annual festival, was managed by the

headman himself with an informal consultation with the village

elders. This consultation, though informal, was real and effective ;

it was hardly possible for a headman to discharge his duties if

he were to flout the opinion of the village worthies. Villagers,

then, were enjoying in substance if not in form a substantial

amount of self-government. The headman was moreover always

acting as a man of the people and not as an officer of the Central

Government ; the interest of the villagers and not of the Central

Government was usually foremost in his mind.

Such was the state of affairs in the Deccan and the Karnatak

throughout the Maratha period. The state of
In Gujarat _. . , .., .

Gujarat, however, was different; the informal

village council theie was not exercising the same amount of

influence as in the Deccan. The Mahomedan rule was firmly

established there for four centuries, and through the oppres-

sion of its officers, and the greed of its revenue farmers,

the villagers practically lost all their powers ; the village

council became an effete body hardly possessing any
influence. 1

Let us now turn to the British rule and inquire into its effect

on the informal village council. The British
Under the Government no doubt did not declare those

rule *..

the informal informal councils as unlawful assemblies, but
council

still the inevitable effect of its policy was to
disappears

destroy them. Not that the British Government

deliberately worked to bring about this result, on the other

hand its first batch of officers genuinely desired to preserve these

institutions but the natural and inevitable effect of its policy

and system of administration was fatal to them. The British

1 Ranade, Rise of the Maratha Power, p. 22.
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administration was, until recently, an exceptionally centralized

one ; all its activities were guided and controlled by the directions

received from the headquarters at the capital. In such a system
of administration, the old village council meeting irregularly

in an informal fashion and doing the village business according

to the wishes and convenience of the villagers, had no place.

The villagers again were not accustomed to transact the village

business according to the strict orders issued from the

Government head-quarters. Their procedure was
Reasons for its informal and the Government in India, as

discussed
3 Ce

introduced by the British, was a Government by
red tape. The council, therefore, was bound

to disappear in course of time. But its disappearance was

accelerated by two more factors (i) the disallowance of the grant

to the village fund from village revenues and (ii) the many-sided

activity of the new Government. We shall show in our chapter

on taxation how about fifteen per cent of the revenues collected

in the village were handed over to the headman and the village

elders for defraying the village expenses. It was this fund which,

supplemented by other sources, enabled the council to organize

village concerts, to execute works of public utility and to relieve

the poor and the distressed. But the British Government

discontinued the grant to the village fund arid so the very sinews

of the informal council were destroyed. Voluntary subscription,

too, ceased to come forth when people found that the new state

was undertaking all sorts of activities undreampt of in the old

days. Thus when the local board was seen to repair the

Dharmashala or Chavdi, people naturally saw no reason for

raising voluntary subscriptions. They were again growing

progressively poorer and poorer and could not afford to pay

these subscriptions. Members competent to discharge the

duties of the old council began to become rarer and rarer.

Owing to the economic conditions introduced by the British rule,

villages began to be depopulated ; the best element in the village

population began to migrate to towns and cities and no compe-
tent persons were left to discharge the duties formerly performed

by the council. Egoism, fostered by Western culture, soon

filtered down to the villages and produced factions and parties.

The establishment of regular law courts removed adjudication

from the cognizance of the village elders and this deprived them

of most of their old awe and power. The average villager soon
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realized that under the new regime, the village elders and

their council were completely ignored and so he ceased to pay

any regard to their wishes. Naturally the power of the elders

came to an end. The Village Panchayat Act has been recently

passed in 1920 by the Bombay Legislative Council ;
whether it

will succeed in resuscitating the old councils will be discussed in

the concluding chapter.



CHAPTER III

THE SETTLEMENT OF VILLAGE DISPUTES

HAVING traced in the last two chapters the history of the

Village Executive, we now proceed to inquire how the various

governmental functions connected with the life of the village

community used to be discharged. The foremost governmental
function that suggests itself is the administration of justice and

in this chapter we proceed to discuss the arrangement made in

our village communities for the settlement of village disputes.

From times immemorial down to the British period, village

disputes used to be settled among the villagers

Panchayats themselves. There was only one exception, and

buUiad^o
' ^at was f vil ent anc* serious crimes. These

jurisdiction were tried and their perpetrators punished by

cdme
S

s

eii US
official tribunals of the Central Government.

Professor Mukerji, however, maintains that ' the

local courts took cognizance both of civil and criminal cases ;'
1 we

must therefore state in detail our reasons for differing from him.

A survey of the authentic as well as legendary history goes

against the learned professor. Thus Kul&vaka Jataka proves that

the comparatively serious cases had to be sent to the royal courts

for decision. There the headman did not himself try the band

of robbers, which he would certainly have done

if he were Permitted to try such cases, but

evidence goes sent them to higher authorities for trial and

Punishment. In the Maurya period again the

case was the same ; the purely non-official court

could take cognizance only of petty disputes ; even the official

village court could try minor cases only.
2 From As oka's Pillar

Edict, No. 4, it is clear that serious cases were tried only by

superior courts and their sentences were subject to confirmation

by special officers. Smritis again are unanimous in observing

1 Local Self-Government, p. 140.

iqr: I Arthasastra, III, 20.
N
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that sahasas or violent crimes were to be excluded from the cogni-
zance of local courts. Thus Brihaspati i. 28 states *

Relatives,

companies (of artizans), assemblies (of co-inhabitants) or other

persons duly authorized by the king should decide law suits among
men excepting causes concerning violent crimes? The same reserva-

tion is made by Vishnu, Narada and Sukra. This is as regards the

Hindu period. Among the numerous Panchayat papers of the

early Mahomedan and the subsequent Maratha periods, no record

exists of any high crime being tried by the local

Maratha periods village Panchayats. Under the Mahomedan rule

continued the in Gujarat criminal offences of a serious nature

were tried by Quazis appointed by the Central

Government. In the Deccan of the Peshwa period we learn

from Mr. Chaplin's report, 1824,
* that '

patels exercised without

any defined limits to their authority, the power of slightly

punishing for all offences such as abusive language, petty assaults

and trespasses. The punishment seldom went beyond a few

blows with open hand or confinement for a couple of days in the

village chavadi. ... If the crime was of such a nature as to require

a greater penalty, the delinquent was sent to the Mamlatdar.'

It thus clearly appears from the survey of the known facts of

history that
criminal

cases of a serious nature were never tried

by local Panchayats. Professor Mukerji bases his conclusion

on two or three Chola epigraphs, but there are others which go

against him. Thus in all the five cases, mentioned in Section

42 of the Government Epigraphic Report, 1907, persons guilty of

accidental homicide were tried and convicted not by the local

assembly but by a meeting of ' four quarters, eighteen districts

and the various countries' or by
' the Governor and the people of

the districts.' This makes it quite clear that even in the Chola

country, serious offences were tried not by the local village

assemblies but by higher district or provincial councils presided

over by the Governor.

Serious criminal cases then were always outside the jurisdic-

tion of the village Panchayats all over India.

And the reason for this is not far to seek - Most
from their of the serious crimes were in the opinion of
juris iction

Hindu Jurisconsults capital crimes, and this

theory held the field almost everywhere till not very long ago.

1
Vill. Govt., p. 163.
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In many cases mutilation was laid down as a punishment. Now
capital punishment and mutilation involve the exercise of the

highest power of the state and so naturally they can hardly be

delegated under any system of local government to the village

tribunals. Naturally therefore we find serious crimes deliberate-

ly excluded from the cognizance of the local courts by the wise

Smritikaras.

After this discussion, it is hardly necessary to observe

that the system of criminal administration described in the

Afhthakatha *, a commentary on the Mahdparinibbanasutta^ could

hardly ever have existed in any village community. It is

doubtful whether even among the Vajjins it was ever actually in

vogue ; for it is difficult to believe that any community could

ever have followed a practice which required a criminal to be

tried by eight courts before he could be convicted and sentenced.

With the exception of serious criminal offences, village

communities all over India could themselves try

Panchayats in and decide all causes. As we are chiefly

days*

" aur^a concerned with Western India, we must resist

the temptation of citing passages from the

Atharva Veda> Vajasaneyt Samhita and other Vedic works to

prove how even in that early age cases were tried by Panchayats

whose members were called sabh&charas or sabh&sadas. The
reference to the village judge in the Taittiriyasamhita again

shows that at that early time cases were decided in the villages

themselves. Coming to historic times and Western India, we

find that even the Mauryan zeal for centralization was not strong

enough to kill the village Panchayats. It is true that many of

the cases were taken out of the cognizance of the local

Panchayats, but some were still left to them. The Arthasastra

expressly states that the boundary disputes should be tried by the

elders,
2 who had also the power of allowing a debtor to

take away his pledge in the absence of the creditor on the pay-

ment of the debt. 3

Villagers however indirectly exercised even in the Maurya

period large powers in the settlement of disputes
The Maurya ^^ were tried by the government courts only.
village court , . . <.

. ^ . ,A glance at the composition or the official

village court will make -this clear. This court consisted of three

1 See /. A. S, ., 1838, pp. 993-4.

*iii. 9.
3

iii. 25.
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Amatyas and three Dharmasthas. l With reference to a village,

Amatyas cannot mean ministers ; they obviously denote govern-

ment village officers like the headman or gramaswdmt the

accountant or Ayukta and the circle officer or '

gopa '. As
regards the Dharmasthas, their qualifications are thus described

q^qfF ft^rafs^Wfa^^fa^ft^ra TWF *=P?P?T: iv. 20.
r- -o so

This clearly shows that Dharmasthas were influential persons in

villages appointed by Government to the village bench. They
therefore must have been prominent members among the village

elders. Under the Mauryas therefore though the village

communities did not possess de jure the same powers of self-

adjudication as they did in the previous and subsequent ages,
still they were de facto exercising them. The Madhyasthas were
from among the village elders, the Amatyas were from among
the village residents, and the whole endeavour of this court was,
like that of a popular Panchayat to arrive at an equitable

arrangement satisfactory to both the parties.
2 Such then was

the state of affairs in the Maurya age and we have already shown
in the last chapter why we are justified in maintaining that the

conditions described in the Arthafastra are applicable to Western
India of the time.

Let us now pass 6*n to the Andhra-Kshatrapa period. We here

suffer from the want of reliable inscriptional
Andhra, evidence. The Andhra and Kshatrap inscriptions
Valabhi and

., ,,

other Western are numerous and scattered all over Western
inscriptions India, but they throw no light whatever on the
throw no light

'

. v T ^nu
settlement of village disputes. The same also

may be said of the Valabhi, Gurjara, Chalukya and Rashtrakuta

inscriptions, with this exception, however, that they conclusively

prove that throughout the Hindu period all over Western India

village disputes were mostly settled in the villages themselves.

: I ArthaSdstra, iii. 1.
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For, almost every village grant assigns to the grantee the right
to receive, along with the land revenue, the fines and other sums

due from the villagers in connection with then-
Cases were tried disputes [cf . the usual inscriptional phrase
in villages

occurring very frequently].

It is difficult to realize how this assignment would have been
found workable if the village cases were tried at the headquarter
of a bhukti or taluka or vishaya or district, and the 'stamp and

dispute fee collected at the treasury of these headquarters. It

was because suits were tried, and Government dues from the

parties collected, at the village itself that its assignment to the

grantees of village grants was found practicable.

But these inscriptions throw no light whatever on the nature

of the village judicial agency or its procedure.
By the elders _ .

. . -,,.,
It is however safe to conclude that the village

disputes were decided by the village headman or gramakufa>
with the help of the village elders or gr&mamahattaras when

necessary. We have already seen in the last chapter how the

village elders had by this time evolved a regular executive

committee and how one of its functions undoubtedly was the

settlement of village disputes. The expression used by
Brishaspati xvii. 9, while describing tht members of the

village court is most significant. He says that besides being

pure, well-behaved and learned in law, they should be also

from among the village elders. We have already seen in the

last chapter how the expression *Tg\TWr: of ??WfcJ is but

another form of the expression SfgrRj: of the Western India

inscriptions. Then again there is the statement of Narada

i"- 18.

which clearly shows that the elders played the chief part
in the settlement of village disputes. The inference, then, that

the gramamahattaras, who are so often mentioned in the
Western India Inscriptions, were the very persons who
were attending to the settlement of village disputes is not
unwarranted.
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Inscriptions being silent on the point, we must mainly rely

on the Smritis for a detailed picture of the

village administration of justice. Yajnavalkya,
yet applicable to Narada, Sukra and Brihaspati throw important
Western India * *, ..i u- *. T> i. r ^

light on the subject. But most of these

authorities hail from Northern India ; and the question

therefore naturally arises whether their statements can be

accepted as applicable to Western India. A little reflection will

however show that the picture that we get from these Smritis

must have been true of Western India. The earliest com-
mentator to explain the terms puga> kula,

y
sreni, etc., occurring in these Smritis

in connection with the village administration of justice is

Vijnaneswara, the celebrated author of the Mitakshara, and

his explanations of these terms are followed
Reasons ^y even the northern commentators. Now
discussed TT ..__ .,

Vijnaneswara was a westerner and flourished

at Kalyam in the eleventh century.
* It is therefore natural

to presume that he wouldr not have been able to explain

satisfactorily the minute differences in the various types

of local courts mentioned by Yajnavalkya had he not been

intimately acquainted with the working of these courts in the

dominion of his patron which embraced the Deccan and the

Karnatak. That these courts existed in the villages of Western

India in the days Vijnaneswara would appear as almost certain, if

clear evidence can be adduced to prove that the puga courts

mentioned by Yajnavalkya, Narada and Brihaspati, and explained

by Vijnaneswara, continued to exist precisely in the old form

even in the Mahomedan period. If these village courts can be

shown to be existing in Western India even after the Mahomedan

conquest, receiving recognition and support even of the foreign

invaders, it stands to reason that they must have had a long

history behind them when the Mahomedans arrived on the

scene. It will then become certain that they were existing in

Western India during the Hindu period.

Cf.

^ Sg: SR <?<=F cir fsrfaqfa:
>o

W3?a f^pq^qtq^: I etc., Mitakshar*.
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Let us first briefly analyse the composition of these courts

as described by the Smritis. From Yajnavalkya
Popular courts

{{ t 30 1
it appears that puga, freni and kula were

described in the , 1 , ., , .,.'..--
Smritis three popular tribunals existing in village com-

munities. The MitGkshara explains pnga as an

assemblage of persons of different castes and professions but

residing in the same place.
2 This explanation, it will be at

once recognized, tallies entirely with the nature of the council of

gr&mamahattaras in our Western Indian Communities, which

also consisted, as we have shown, 3 of the village elders of various

castes and professions residing at the same place. The chief

village court then was of gramamahattaras or puga and we
shall soon show how it continued to exist down

Their three to the British period. The guild courts (fre$i)
lasses

"

and the family courts (kula) were subordinate

to it ; for Brihaspati says :

'

Relatives, companies (of artisans), assemblies (of co-

inhabitants) and other persons duly authorized by the king should

decide law suits among men excepting causes concerning violent

crimes/
1 When a cause has not been duly investigated by a meeting

of kindred, it shall be decided after due deliberation by companies

(of artisans) ; when it has not been duly decided by these, it

should be decided by the assemblies of co-inhabitants, and when
it has not been sufficiently laid out by these it should be tried

by appointed judges/
4 Narada also states that such was the

gradation of village courts. He introduces a further classification

and says that courts are (i) stationary, (ii) peripatetic, (iii) officially

authorized and (ivj presided over by the king himself. 5
Stationary

courts are those in towns and villages ; peripatetic courts are

courts of caravans and merchants (for Brihaspati states that the

2

ftwnatat fiRR^fart ^wwfoirffrri ^51: y*\v. \

3 See pp. 23, 24 ante. *
i. 28-30.

5

sifMgm q
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courts of guilds and carvans exist wherever the guilds and
caravans go);

1
officially authorized courts are courts of the special

judicial officers appointed to try special cases; and court presided
over by the king was the highest tribunal.

It will be shown in a subsequent chapter that guilds did not

exist in the Western Indian village communities ;

*t obviously follows that the guild courts were
ties non-existent there. The principle however

underlying the idea of a guild court, viz., a

person ought to be tried and his cause judged by his peers, was
well recognized in Western India; for as we

?eco|nized
Ple sha11 Presently sh w, even in the early Maho-

medan period it was followed wherever practical.
2

It is therefore natural to presume that it must have been followed
in the preceding Hindu period as it was well known to

Gautama 3
, Manu 4 and Sukra. 5

As regards the kula court, it may be observed that it hardly
deserves the name of a court. Filing a suit

Kula courts , , ^ . _
&

betore the puga or village Panchayat was a

costly affair ; a certain percentage on the value of the property
in dispute had to be paid, as we shall soon show, for the expenses

of te suit ; so naturally parties tried to compose
their differences by referring them to their

relatives. This procedure was common in the

Maharashtra down to the time of Pratapsimha (A.D. 1836) who
exhorts his subjects to follow it before referring their suits to the

atrr i
i. 26

>

2 See supra, p. 47.
3

i *i. 23.

c! cfiRqfl[
I viii. 39.

f er ^ f?

: ^ I etc.,

24, 25,

6
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Panchayats * and we may therefore well conclude that it must
have existed in the Hindu period also which we are here reviewing.

To conclude then, we may confidently assert that throughout
the Hindu period, our village communities in

Conclusion Western India were enjoying the right of self-
about the Hindu ,. ,. . , . . f .,

period adjudication. The principal village court was
called puga and consisted of the village

worthies gr&mamahattaras ; but before a case was referred to

that court, an effort was made to arrive at a compromise through
the influence of family elders or caste committees. There

was an appeal allowed, as all the Smritis show, against the

decision of the local court, to the court of the king's chief

justice and last to the king himself. But the king's part in

deciding suits either at the first instance or in appeals did not

theoretically much differ from that of the British Crown in

deciding the Privy Council appeals.
2

Narada Smriti lays down (chapters i-iv) minute rules about

the judicial procedure, how and when summons

procedure
or warrants should be issued, when pleaders

should be allowed, what should be the rules of

evidence, when should res judicata be admitted as a defence,

when should re-trial be permitted, etc. Most of these

rules are found to be guiding our village Panchayats,

even in the subsequent Mahomedan and Maratha periods ;

so there can be no doubt they that were followed by the

Western Indian village communities during the Hindu period.

We shall briefly refer to them while dealing with the question

of the procedure of Panchayats during the Maratha period.

Having so far considered the Hindu period (300 B.C. to 1300

A.D.), we now turn to the early Mahomedan (A.D.

1300-1600), Maratha (1600-1720) and Peshwa

periods. Messrs. Rajwade, Parasnis, Khare and

Bharata Itihasa Samshodhaka Ma$$ala, Poona, have published

many papers connected with the judicial affairs of this period.

In Volume No. 12 of the last mentioned Map<Jala, Mr. Bhat gives

a very valuable summary of the judicial procedure which was

observed in the Satara Kingdom down to 1836. We shall refer

to this document as Pratapsimha's Code, which it may be

observed in passing, consists of only thirty-nine sections.

, p. 47.
* See Narada, i. 46ff ; Brihaspati, ii. 34ff ; Sukra, iv. 5, 184-201.
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From these papers it appears that settlement of village

disputes by mutual understanding through the friendly interven-

tion of some influential relatives was quite common in Maha-

rashtra down to the middle of the last century. Elphinstone

refers to this practice, and Pratapsimha observes in Section 1 of

his code that it is a time-honoured custom in his dominions.

Failing to arrive at a mutual understanding, the villagers

used to refer the matter to the pateL He used

Se
n

panchayat

f
to try his best to arrive at an amicable settle-

exactly ment, failing this, he would refer the case to
resembled fizga ^Q Panchayat. This was a cosmopolitan body

consisting of the patel }
the kulkarni and all the village servants

including mahars and mangs. Thus the judgment of the village

Panchayat in Babaji Javaji vs. Babaji Baji delivered in A.D. 1673

is signed by twenty-three patels, ten chougdlas, four gold-

smiths, one carpenter, one potter, two shoemakers, six mahars

and one mang^ Such is the case also of other Panchayat

decisions, both earlier and later, which are usually signed by the

paid, accountant and balutedars. 2 It therefore follows that

the Panchayats which usodr-to decide village disputes consisted

of various castes
(faSRKVNTT)

and professions (fiT5[?Tlfaf ) re-

siding in the village community (Qr^sgpffjf3ffg?f[^). It was thus

the exact prototype of puga of the days of Yajnavalkya and

Narada ;
and the fact that it should have survived the shock of

Mahomedan invasions and consequent anarchy in Western India

clearly proves that it must have existed as a very popular

institution in the preceding age in our presidency. The

technical name of the Panchayat was, however, changed by this

time and it was called gota (ritff).

Having described the constitution of the Panchayat or gota

let us ascertain the sanction underlying its

The sanction decisions. On this important point many scholars
behind the , -. - . .,

Panchayat
^ave expressed altogether erroneous views.

Thus Sir Henry Maine has observed that in the

almost inconceivable case of disobedience to the award of the

village council, the sole punishment or the sole certain punishment

1 Ait. Lekh. t
xvi. 55.

2
Ibid., xv. 3, 33, 435

; xvi, 53, 57,
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would appear to be universal disapprobation.
1 This view

still seems to be current and popular ; for the revival of the

Panchayat is declared to be impracticable on the ground that

public disapprobation is an inadequate sanction for the present

age.

But the fact is that the sanction behind the Panchayat decisions

was not so flimsy in the past; had it been so,
Power of tate ^ decisions would not have been carried out.

The key to the success of the Panchayat system lay in the fact

that the central power used to enforce the Panchayat decisions

by the physical force of the state at its command. Hindu kings

were voluntarily delegating their judicial powers to these local

bodies ; there was, therefore, no question of lack of physical

sanction for the Panchayat decisions. That such was actually

the case in the Hindu period will appear beyond doubt from the

dictum of Brihaspati who distinctly lays down
mn i evi ence ^^ ^e ^mg s^a|j afoide by and enforce the

decisions of the pugas, srenis^ etc., because his powers are

delegated to them : flrfjrf

1% 3 fUcff: o The qualifying clause

* sanctioned by the king
1 which Yajnavalkya intro-

duces to describe the local courts, shows that the Central Govern-

ment always enforced the Panchayat decisions. That these

statements of Smritikaras are not expressions of pious wishes

but observations based on actual facts, and facts

Confirmed by which were obtaining in Western India, will
Moslem practice _ -

, , ,

in Western India appear abundantly clear when we remember
that even under the Adil Shahl of Bijapur the

same state of things continued to exist. In this connection the

case of Narsoji Jagdale of Masur (in Satara District) is very

important and illuminating. In the reign of Ibrahim Adil Shah

of Bijapur (A.D. 1512-1548) there was a dispute

Leading case of between this Jagdale and one Bapaji Musalman

Musahnan* of Karad regarding the patilki watan of

Masur. The case was first decided by the

gota of Masur which decreed in favour of Jagdale. Being

dissatified with this decision, the defendant Bapaji Musalman

1
Maine, Vill. Com., p. 68.
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appealed to the District Panchayat at Karad which however
confirmed the decision of the lower gota. Bapaji then went
direct to the Bijapur court and complained to the Emperor that

the Panchas at Karad were partial to his opponent, being their

co-religionists, and, therefore, their decision should be set aside.

But even this allegation of the miscarriage of justice made by
his own co-religionist could not induce the Mahomedan Emperor
to order a re- trial of the case at his ; own court. What he did

was to order a re-trial of the case by the Pan'chayat at Paithan or

Pratishth&na remarking
' Pratishth&na is a well known place.

Cases are often referred to its Panchayat for decision. Partiality

or corruption is never suspected there/ * The case was

accordingly transferred to the Pratishthdna Panchas who after

examining the evidence confirmed the former decisions. And
Ibrahim Adil Shah accepted this decision and enforced it.

This case will make it quite clear why the Panchayat decisions

were obeyed by the people. Even under
Its significance __

f
._ , . ,

.__
, ,Mahomedan kings, even when Mahomedan

interests were involved, even when very important rights

were at stake, it was the local goto, which used to

decide the case and its decision was enforced by the ruling

power, be its Moslem or Maratha, unless it was reversed by a

higher Panchayat. The procedure then laid down by the Hindu

Smritis of the fifth century was so deep-rooted in Maharashtra

that even its foreign rulers were compelled to

Procedure the accept it. It is no wonder, then, that the Maratha
same under the _

, , , ,
. , . L ^^

Marathas Government should have followed it. Ihus when
the dispute about the patilki watan of Ravet

in Poona Pargana was taken to Shahaji, the father of Shtvaji,

he ordered that the Panchayat of the place concerned should

decide the case. 2
Shivaji's remarks, when one Ramaji Krishna

of Sonai took his case direct to him in 1668, are very interesting

and important. He said to the plaintiff :
* If you

Shivajijs
so wish, I shall send your case to your own vil-

remarks la e Panchayat ; or I shall transfer the case to

another Panchayat if that will meet your desire, or

I shall refer it to the District Panchayat if that course recommends

*n*ir

*
Raj., Ait. Lekh., vol. xvi, No. 82.
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itself to you. Let me know what you like. 1 '

Shivaji is here

obviously stating all possible alternatives and it is most remark-

able that trial of the case by himself or by one of his officers is

not one of the alternatives enumerated. Under Shivaji's son

Rajaram, the same practice was continued; when a very

important dispute involving the watan right to more than

twenty villages was referred to him, he immediately directed

the local Panchayats to decide it.
2 Clear documentary evidence

is available to show that the case under Shahu was the same.

Under the Peshwas also the old practice was continued.

TT ,
When a case was taken direct to a Mamlatdar,

Under Peshwas . - , , .

he used to see whether he could himself bring

about an amicable understanding, but if not, he used to

refer the case to a Panchayat, whose decision he would usually

accept, endorse, and enforce. Elphinstone states 3 that the

decisions of even Ramashastri Prabhune and his deputies were

usually mere reiterations of the decisions of the panchas to whom
the cases had been referred, though their names do not appear

in the decrees.

The facts mentioned above will make it quite clear that the

power of the state was always behind the

Anarchy not
village Panchayats in Wertern India. They

the source of ..... . . , ...

their power dl& not owe their existence to the prevailing

anarchy in the country, as Sir Henry Maine

thought. His statement * that no Government existed outside

the village capable of giving authority to any other court or

judge
'

is completely refuted by the facts cited
Maine's above. Village Panchayats flourished in Maha-

rashtra not because there was no government,

but because every government that was installed in the country

was deliberately referring all cases back to the village Panchayat

even if they were brought before its officers.

*rt3re

Parasnis* Nivadapatra, p. 12ff.
2
Raj,, Ait. Lekh., xv, No. 12.

3
Elp. p. 68.
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Having: thus ascertained the sanction behind the Panchayats,
we now proceed to discuss their jurisdiction.

Jurisdiction The first thing to note is that there was no pecu-
practically
unlimited niary limit to their jurisdiction. The property

involved in the suit might be worth several

thousand, still the local village Panchayat and none else would

try the case. This is clear from the Jagdale case about the dispute

involving watandari right to twenty villages. The case was, as

we have stated above, taken direct to Rajaram, but he immediate-

ly referred it back to the various village Gotas or Panchayats

concerned. There were however some limitations of a different

kind. We have already seen how the Smriti-

Guild and karas laid down the principle of trial by peers and
caste cases _ , .

. .,
_ . ,

excluded : Why recommended that guilds, merchants, foresters,

etc., should be tried by their own courts. The
observation of this principle naturally excluded some cases from

the jurisdiction of the local gota. This principle, recommended
also by Pratapsimha 1 was usually followed by our village

communities throughout the Maratha period. Thus it was the

local BrahmaiiLa sabha at Chakana and not the local gota which

decided the case, Murarbhat Brahme vs. Wasudeo Bhat Brahme
in 1671. 2 The judgment in the case of Sadananda Gosavi of

Nimb (near Satara) regarding the suicide committed in the

Matha by a lady, is signed only by the Dasnami Gosavis to whose

fraternity Sadananda belonged.
3

Religious disputes were

invariably decided by the Sankaracharya of Kolhapur. These

limitations apart, none others existed to circumscribe the jurisdic-

tion of the village Panchayats. We now turn to the question of

procedure.

Before any suit was entertained, the parties to it had to sign

a r&jinama or agreement expressing their

stamp
d
duties willingness to abide by the gota's decision. They

had also to provide securities for the payment

of Keraki (stamp dues from the successful litigant) and Gunhegari

(fines due from the unsuccessful one) to the Government.

These together amounted to about 10 per cent, of the value

of the property involved,
4 the successful litigant's share being

1
Pratapsimha's Code, Section 6,

*
Raj,, Ait. Lekh., xv, No, 433,

3
Raj., Ait. Lekh., xv, pp. 169, 170,

*
Pratapsimha?$ Code, Section 23.
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half of his opponent's. Many scholars have puzzled their

heads to discover the reasons that induced the village Panchas

to undertake the troublesome duties of their office, and none

has so far satisfactorily explained them, as far as I am aware.

Section 28 of Pratapsimha's Code solves the whole mystery.

It says that one-fifth of the Keraki and Gunhegari shall be

credited to Government to pay the bailiff and

stationary expenses and the remainder shall be

distributed among the Panchas by way of their

remuneration. This practice in the days of Pratapsimha must

have been a time-honoured one, as most of the remaining ones

are shown to be ; so we may well conclude that the task of the

members of the Panchayat, who actually undertook the adjudica-

tion business, was by no means a wholly thankless one.

If the defendant or his witnesses were refractory, Government
could compel their attendence. The reference

Defendant to bailiff expenses in the code of Pratapsimha
compelled to , ,. .,11 .1- ^
attend shows this quite clearly ; this was the case even

under the old Hindu kings ; for Sukra,
1

Brihaspati
3 and Narada3

lay down minute rules about the issue

of summons and arrest. Apart, however, from this possibility of

physical compulsion, there was one other important consideration

quite sufficient to induce the defendant to attend, and that was the

rule that, if a defendant avoided presenting

himself at a trial, the case was to be adjudged

against him. Yajnavalkya lays down this

rule,
4 and the fact that it was actually followed in practice in

Western India is proved by its being quoted as authority in the

judgment of the case of Dasoba Gosavi vs. Sarvajna Gosavi ;

this judgment was delivered in A.D. 1695 and decided the case

against Sarvajna Gosavi on the ground that he would not

present himself at the trial.
5 This is one more proof to show

that the rules in Narada, Sukra and Yajnavalkya smritis were

positive laws based upon the actual practice of the time and

followed in Western India down to the British period.

1
iv. 5, 184, 201. a

i. 8.
3

i. 47,
4

$t sftqwrar

3'

8
BJ.S.M., vol. iii.
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To proceed to the actual trial, we find that it was more or less

an informal affair. The opinion of the wiser
Actual trial , . ^. , , -, ,,

and more influential members gradually pre-

vailed. It does not seem that all the balutedars and patels

and accountants were present throughout the trial ; the actual

trial must have been conducted by the wise and influential

members of the locality. The decision which they arrived at

was endorsed and attested to by the remaining members of

the Panchayat. Such at any rate was the practice under the

Peshwas when the Panchayat used to consist of three or five

persons selected with the joint consent of the parties.

Metcalfe and Elphinstone have observed that no written

records were kept of the Panchayat decisions.

writing

8 kePt The numerous Points, darkhasts, judgments and

decrees belonging to the Maratha period that

have been discovered and published in the Deccan render their

theory altogether untenable. Narada observes that a writer

was a necessary factor of a Sabha, and Vishnu, Sukra and

Brihaspati concur with him. So we may well conclude that

even in the Hindu age (B.C. 300 to 1300 A.D.) the procedure

was in writing, at least so far as the material parts of trial and

evidence were concerned.
The usual meeting place for the Panchayat was the local

temple ; the religious awe it inspired among the inhabitants was

very useful in ascertaining the truth. Sometimes, if a holy place

was nearby, the Panchas and the parties used to assemble there.

Even a king would prefer a tlrtha or holy place to his grand and

comfortable court hall : thus when King Shahu took up the case

of Supe Watan for decision, he ordered the parties and the

Panchas to assemble at Mahuli, a holy place three miles from

Satara, and not at his court in the capital. Then again the

formalities and oaths which a witness had to take were

such as to strike terror in a religious mind. The witness

had to bathe, come before the village God with drenched

garments, touch the foreheads of his wife and children, and

then take an oath 1 which was quite sufficient to stifle in that

1 We give one sample here :-$ft5c[I^f
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God-fearing age any tendency to tell a lie. Truth therefore

was usually discovered ; the cases were tried locally, most of

the villagers knew the true nature of the dispute, and

it was really very difficult to tell a lie in the face of

neighbours and elders. People moreover were remarkably

truthful, a fact
whicK^is

attested to by Megasthenes, Hiuen

Tsang and Marco Polo. 1

In connection with the rules of evidence, we should like

to make one more observation, viz. ordeals
Ordeals

resorted to only when there was no

alternative way to ascertain the truth. There are numerous

cases recorded in Maratha papers where the defendant's request

to make the plantiff undergo an ordeal was refused on the

ground that human evidence being available, resort to an ordeal

was out of the question. Here our Panchayats are seen following

the rule of Yajnavalkya
2 that an ordeal may be permitted only

when documentary or oral evidence is not forthcoming.
3

Raj., Ait. Lekh. t

xvii, No. 7.
1 Marco Polo's testimony which is applicable to Western India is quoted

here. Of Gujarati merchants he says : 'They are the most honourable

merchants that can be found. No consideration whatever can induce them

to speak an untruth even though their lives should depend on it. When

any foreign merchant unacquainted with the usages of the country

introduces himself to one of these and commits to his hand the care of his

adventure, this Brahmin undertakes the management of it, disposes of the

goods and renders a faithful account of the proceeds, attending

scrupulously to the interest of the stranger and not demanding any

recompense for the trouble, should the owner uncourteously omit to make
him the gratuitous offer.' Marco Polo's^ Travels (Wright's edition), p. 401.

n H. 22.

3
It may be here noted that this method of having a resort

to^
ordeals

only when there was no other alternative was not followed in Southern

India during the contemporary period. For, after an analysis of Mysore
and Coorg inscriptions, Lewis Rice concludes

' Of judicial procedure there

is very little sign; disputes were often decided by ordeals.' From the

remarks he makes on pp. 176-7 of his book it seems clear that ordeals

were quite unnecessarily resorted to in Mysore and Coorg during the period

1020 to 1720.
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Two minor points in connection with procedure remain to be

considered, and these are appeals and transfers.

The case of Narsoji Jagdale of Masur, to which

we have already referred, shows how an appeal

lay against the decision of the village Panchayat to the Pargana
or District Panchayat. A second appeal was allowed only

in exceptional cases when, for example, the integrity of the

lower courts was challenged, and it was usually heard by a royal

officer. Shivaji's statement to Ramaji Krishna, quoted already,

shows how cases were occasionally transferred from one Panchayat
to another. There are actual records of such transfers when a

written order to try the case was given by the Central

Government to the Panchayat of the place where the case was

transferred. Such a writ was called a Sthalapatra.

The above picture of administration of village justice holds

good of both the Karnatak and Maharashtra. It is true that

most of the evidence relied upon is drawn from Maharashtra ;

but things were not much different in the Karnatak. That

province was included in what the Marathas called their

Swarftjya or home province and its administration was governed

by similar principles. We have also seen how decision by

Panchayat was regarded as the most ordinary method even by
the Mahomedan emperors at Bijapur.

The case of Gujarat, however, was different. That province
was for full four centuries under stable Moslem
administration. But it was different with Maha.

rashtra and the Karnatak : the Moslem control

over Maharashtra was more or less nominal, and though
a Moslem power was ruling at Bijapur for two hundred years,

the Karnatak was not much affected ; for the Adil Shahi adminis-

tration was saturated through and through by the Maratha

influence. 1

In Gujarat, however, the Moslem rule was intolerant and well

grounded and its influence on the village commu-

Mahomedans nities was considerable. The judicial functions

of the village communities were considerably

affected owing to the establishment of regular courts and non-

recognition by the state of the village Panchayats. Under the

1 Rise of the Maratha Power > pp. 26-34, Oxford History of India
,

pp. 292-6.
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Moslem rule, in every town there was a Quazi to try the cases of

.Mahomedans, and a Sadr, those of non-Mahomedans. Appeals

against their decisions were entertained by the Quazi and Sadr

at the subha ; as a last resort the Ahmadabad decisions

were subject to an appeal to the Kazi-u-Kuzzat and Sadr-

us-Sadur at Delhi. 1 No reference is made here to the village

disputes ; but we cannot be far wrong if we infer that some

of the villagers must have preferred to get their cases

decided by the regular courts of the power of the land, chiefly

because the requisite sanction was lacking to the Panchayat

decision. In Maharashtra, we have seen that there was no other

court at all ; even Moslem rulers were not entertaining cases

independently of the village courts, and so the Panchayats

prospered there. These circumstances were absent in Maho-

medan Gujarat where Hindu tradition could not influence Govern-

ment ideals, and that fact must have told upon their efficiency.

Nor were things much improved with theifall of the Moslem

power ; for the Marathas who became the next
Under Marath as . .

,
. _.- ,

~ , ,, ...
rulers of the province did not find the requisite

leisure and opportunity to establish stable administration. Of

course, Panchayat system was revived, but it did not become such

an efficient instrument there as in the Deccan. The Kamavisdar

or Taluka officer who used to grant the Panc&ayat would demand
25 per cent, as his commission and the successful party, being

better able to pay the sum, was held responsible for its payment.
This was not the best atmosphere for the successful working of

the system. As a natural result we find that at the advent of

the British rule the Panchayats in Gujarat were not so strong

and powerful as those in the Deccan. 2

With the advent of the British rule, the village Panchayats
ceased to exist and function even in the Deccan.

Panchayats This phenomenon has been attempted to be
disappear under

, . , . __ .
-, , . , M

British rule explained by Maine and his followers on the

ground that the Panchayats owed their existence

to the prevailing anarchy in the country, there being no Govern-
ment outside the village capable to give authority to any other

court. It is already shown (pp. 43, 44) how this view is alto*

gether untenable. The Panchayats ceased to function because

0. G
1

,, i, pp. 1, 213. 2 Rise of the Maratha Power, p, 22,
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British Government did not delegate its judicial powers to them.

It would 1

not, like Shivaji, or Ibrahim Adilshah, refereevery

disputant back to the Panchayat of his village ; it set up its own
courts and appointed its own officers with authority to entertain

all suits. And what was still worse, it would not enforce

the decisions arrived at by the local Panchayat courts. When
people discovered that power of the state was behind the .newly-

established tribunals, they naturally abandoned their old courts

and resorted to the new ones. The failure of the conciliation

courts under the Deccan Agricultural Relief Act, which were tried

about twelve years {ago in- the Deccan/,was due to the same
reason. Every litigant under the Deccan Agricultural Relief Act

was compelled' no doubt to refer his case to the conciliator before

he was allowed to file his suit in the regular law courts ; but^both

parties knew that the conciliator could not give the final decree,

that either of them was at liberty to reject his award ; so it was

soon discovered that conciliators could achieve nothing and their

courts were abolished. Here again the cause of failure was the

same ; the state would not enforce the decisions as final unless

reversed by a higher authority.

The revival of the village court is intimately connected with

the revival of the ^llage council, and the conditions necessary

for both will be found discussed in the last section of the con-

cluding chapter.



CHAPTER IV

DEFENCE AND SAFETY

PROTECTION of person and property is the most indispensable

function of the state in any civilized community.
Introduction The gtate may be cal]ed upQn tQ discharg:e this

function either when there are private internal disputes or when

there are open external attacks. We have seen in the last

chapter what arrangement was made by our village communities

to meet the former contingency ; we shall discuss here the pre-

cautions taken to meet the latter.

We have already seen in our first chapter how the headman
was from the early Vedic times the protector

The local militia of the village communities. Paniya Jataka, we

headman have seen, represents the village communities

as largely self-reliant in the matter of the village

defence and such continued to be the case even under the Mauryas.

For the Arthasastra states that while colonizing new tracts of

territory, an endeavour should be made to make the villages

able to defend themselves, if necessary, with mutual help.
1

Such must have been the icase with regard to our village

communities ; for, they were being founded at about this time.

A new forest-covered country had to be occupied, cultivated and

developed ;
it is therefore but natural that every village unit

should be so organized as to be able to defend itself. We have

already seen how this inference is justified by a verse in the

Saptafati where we read of a *

gramani
'

leading an expedition

against Vindhya freebooters who were probably threatening the

village peace.
2 That this martial spirit continued to animate

the villagers of the Deccan during the Chalukya and Rashtrakuta

ii, i.

qgt m $qgr %mtft w$ i vn, si, etc,
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periods will appear evident from the testimony of Hiuen Tsang,
who when talking of the people of Maharashtra says :

' The
disposition of the people is honest and simple ; they are of a

tall stature and of a stern, vindictive character. To their

benefactors they are grateful, to their enemies they are relentless.

If they are insulted, they will risk their lives to avenge them-

selves. ... If they are going to seek revenge they first give
their enemies a warning, then each being armed, they attack

each other:with lances.' 1 We can therefore well believe that our

village communities which consisted of such a sturdy material

could not have been much perturbed to hear of the advent of a

marauding band in the neighbourhood of their hearths and homes.

On such occasions of public danger, the brave villagers would
unite together and offer a stubborn resistance to the freebooters.

And those who laid down their lives in such skirmishes were

immortalized by the villagers by the erection of suitable

memorials. Inscriptional evidence supports our statements ; the

Hattimallur inscription (in Dharwar District) of Krishna I, dated

A.D. 765 records the deaths of two village warriors in defence

of their village ; another inscription of the same place but of the

time of Dhruva I, records the villagers' tribute to the memory of

Dommarakandya wijo laid down his life on the occasion of a

cattle raid. 2

This local militia was usually supplemented by the police

and military forces of the Central Government.

Help from the There is a general belief that during the Hindu
Central Govern- 1 ,1 ^ A 1 ^ *. j 1

ment rule, the Central Government used to neglect

altogether the defence of the villages in the

interior of their dominions. There is, however, clear evidence

to show that though the villagers were expected to be more
self-reliant than they are at present, they were not entirely

thiown on their own resources for the defence of their hearths

and homes. The help of the Central Government was also forth-

coming as the need arose. Nice arrangements were made about

the policing and garrisoning of the interior under the Mauryas.
3

Manu recommends that police stations should be established for

1
Beal, ii, p. 256.

2
Ep. Ind., vi, p. 163.

'" ~
| ii, ch, i.
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every two, three or five villages according to circumstances ;

1

and there is ample evidence to show that this recommendation

was actually followed in practice by Chalukya, Valabhi, Rashtra-

kuta and Silahara rulers of Western India. For, most of the

village grants of these monarchs contain an exhortation that the

villages granted away are not to be entered into by regular or

irregular troops. The precise significance of this expression
*

achatabhatapravesyah
'

will be understood only when we remem-

ber that in ancient times, when troops or sepoys were required for

any purely local purpose, the inhabitants of the locality had to

pay for their help. What the grants then signify by the expres-

sion in question is that villages mentioned in the grants were

exempted from this liability. It therefore follows that the visits

of such regular and irregular troops must have been frequent

enough for the purpose of detection of crime or the chastisement

of robbers. Irregular troops mentioned in the inscriptions were

recruited from the wild tribes and foresters who seem to have

been always engaged by the Deccan kings, probably because the

robbers and freebooters themselves came from their class.

In the period that followed the break up and overthrow of the

Hindu kingdoms in Western India, there was naturally a good
deal of confusion and anarchy ; and in th^ period the village

communities seem to have been entirely thrown on their own
resources. Mr. Rajwade observes that about 25 per cent of the

old villages in the Deccan are now deserted ; and this took place

during this period. The withdrawal of the protection of the

Central Government did not however make our village com-
munities despondent ; they promptly adopted

Agreements with some additional measures of self-protection.

Services of the chieftains of the plundering

robbers were engaged for the village defence and the agreement

with them often included a clause to restore the stolen property.

This was obvious blackmailing but it afforded considerable

safety. Another measure adopted was the repairing and

strengthening of the village walls and fortifications. This

practice existed in the days of Chanakya, for his Arthatastra lays

down that around every village at a distance of 800 angulas, an
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enclosure with timber posts shall be made. 1 Hiuen Tsang
observes of most of the towns in Gujarat, Kathiawar and

Maharashtra that they were walled 'and fortified, and this might
have been probably the case also of the contemporary villages.

What was true under the Chalukyas may also be true under the

Rashtrakutas, 'though we have no direct historic evidence to

support the conjecture. Village walls however became a common
feature during the Moslem period and no wonder ; for in the

matter of maintaining order, the Mogul Government was weakest

and least capable of improvement with time. It no doubt

undertook to defend the community from foreign invasion and

internal revolt and to protect life and property in the cities by

its own agents ; but the policing of the vast local areas was left

to the localities themselves. 2 The natural con-
Fortifications of

seqUence of such circumstances was the revival

of the village wall. In the Maratha period

also, the village wall was a common feature in our Western

Indian communities, for, whenever a reference is made to the

village life in the popular songs of the period, village gates and

ramparts are invariably referred to. 3 This continued to be the

case down to the British period ; nay, the village wall has

disappeared only within living memory.

These arrangements for external defence were intended to

afford protection only against gangs of robbers

Wartime condi- an(j freebooters. The protection that they could
tlons

afford in the event of a general war was bound

to be inadequate. It would be convenient here to consider the

effects of such general wars and consequent changes of dynasties

on the fate of our village communities.

Megasthenes notes that wars in India did not affect the

village life owing to the chivalrous methods

Did wars affect o f warfare obtaining in the country. It may
then be concluded that the rules of tradition

described in detail in Manu vii. 90ff were

I in, 10.

2 Sarkar, Mogul Administration, p. 8.

3 Cf . for example HWF ^55 Jftf^F 3$Ffair 5Rt I

<TR3o5 *roa ^5STra*t I
in the

' Bhondla '

songs.
>0 NO

8
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actually practised in the Maurya and Andhra periods. In

Western India, after the Andhra-Kshatrap period, there were

not frequent changes of dynasties. The period of two centuries

and a half that followed the fall of the Andhras is a blank in the

history of the greater part of the Deccan ; so we do not know

whether there was or was not a constant warfare going on in the

country at that time. But subsequent to this dark period,

dynastic changes did not take place very frequently in the

Deccan. The Gurjars, the Valabhis, the Chalukyas, the

Rashtrukutas, the later Chalukyas, the Yadavas and the

vSilaharas ruled their dominions in Western India, each for about

two centuries. The regular gradation of officers,

Hindu period
t^ie men^on f police and detective authorities

and of taxation agencies make it quite clear that

the administration of these dynasties was strong, stable, and

well organized; there was no internal warfare going on, and the

external feuds between the contemporary dynasties were not

very frequent. So we may well conclude that throughout the

Hindu period, our village communities were not much affected

by the changes of dynasties that then took place. There

is no evidence whatever to show that village communities

were frequently Changing masters during the rule of one

dynasty owing to the quarrels and fetids of subordinate

chieftains.

At the advent of the Mahomedan rule, a change took place and

took place for the worse. The Mahomedan war-

Mahomedan fare was conducted on principles that were almost

development savage ;
and their Maratha opponents in Western

India were not slow to pay the invaders back in

their own coin. As a result, the life of village communities was

very seriously affected. For several centuries, Khandesh, Nasik

and Ahmadnagar were changing masters with alarming rapidity ;

and as a natural result of the ruthless warfare, many villages

were again and again sacked and destroyed. Even in the

heart of Maharashtra, things were not much different ; for, the

Maratha papers show that here too the communities were often

receiving rude shocks. It is true, as Metcalfe observes,
1 that

as soon as the storm was over, the villagers used to return,

1

Quoted in B.P.L.S., i. 170
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rebuild their houses and resume their occupations. But these

tribulations, the serious material loss they involved, and the still

more serious mental depression they produced, arrested the

natural development of the village communities. But for these

misfortunes, they would have developed old institutions and

founded new one $ which would have excited the envy and

admiration of the modern age.

We shall now briefly notice the police arrangements. And
here for the sake of variety we shall reverse our usual procedure,

describe at the outset the arrangements as they existed at the

advent of the British rule and try to trace their history in the

past and development in the future.

The headman was in charge of the police arrangements, but

the actual duty of watch and ward was entrusted
Internal defence

, , , L -

to a watchman, a person usually of low extraction.

1 His duties,' says Elphinstone,
' are to keep watch at night and

to find out all arrivals and departures, observe all strangers and

report all suspicious persons to the Patel. The watchman is

likewise bound to know the character of each
Watchman's man jn the village, and, in the event of theft

Peshwa times being committed within the village bounds, it is

his^business to detect the thief. He is enabled

to do this by his early habits of inquisitiveness and observation

as well as by the nature of his allowance, which being partly

a small share of grain and similar property belonging to each

house, he is kept always on the watch for ascertaining his

fees and always in motion to collect them/ 1
If a theft or

robbery was committed, he had either to detect the culprit, or

to trace his footsteps to a neighbouring village ; otherwise he

was compelled to make up the loss caused by the theft. His
liability was of course limited by his means and it was based

on a shrewd suspicion that he himself might be the thief or in

league with him. If the watchman refused to pay, his grainshare

at the harvest time was cut off, his land was transferred to his

nearest relation or he was fined, imprisoned and given severe

corporal punishment. If it was found impossible or impracticable

to make up the loss by exacting the whole sum from the watch-

man, the remainder was levied on the village as a whole.
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This arrangement described by Elphinstone as prevailing in

the Deccan was also in vogue in Kathiawar 1

Governra^nf and Karnatak 2 and has been continued with

slight changes under the British rule. The

principle of communal liability has been now abandoned through-

out the Bombay Presidency ; it is enforced on very rare occasions

in some backward tracts of the Punjab and Burma. In all other

respects, the old arrangement has been continued and no wonder.

The usefulness of the system is attested to by British administra-

tors on many occasions ; for instance, the Bombay Administration

Report, 1882-3, says :

' The actual importance of the village

police cannot for a moment be overlooked. Without the aid

of the village police not a single offence could be traced

out. They are the real backbone of the detective police.

They know all that is going on and know everyone in the

village/

Let us now see the past history of this arrangement. Its

distinguishing feature was that the guardians of

Government the village were to be held responsible for the

immemorial results of non-feasance or misfeasance of their

duties ; and that they were to compensate the

party injured through the imperfect performance of their duties.

Elphinstone says that the watchman, and if necessary the village,

was saddled with the responsibility of compensation ; but in

earlier days, it appears quite clearly, that the headman, other

Government police officers and ultimately the Government itself

were required to compensate the party aggrieved. Thus Vishnu

lays down :

' If the king has been unable to recover stolen

goods, he must pay their value out of his treasury/
3 Narada

concurs with Vishnu. 4 That these were not pious wishes of the

Smritikars but actual facts in real polity will be clear from the

endorsement they receive from the Arthasftstra of Chaijakya.

Now Chaijakya, it will be admitted on all hands, was the last

person to recognize any responsibility that would deplete the

treasury ; but even he says,
' When any part of merchandise has

1 Kathiawar Gazetteer, p. 171.
* See the various Karnatak District Gazetteers.

3
iii, 67,

* Parisistha^n', 18. Cf. also 3?rq*cfa II, 10, 26, 8
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been lost or stolen, the headman of the village shall make up
the loss. Whatever merchandise is stolen or lost in the inter-

vening places between any two villages, shall the superintendent

of the pasture make good. If there is no pasture land, then

the officer called chorarajjuka shall make it good. Failing him,

the boundary and neighbouring villages shall make up the loss,

and if the property cannot be ultimately traced, the king shall

make up the loss out of his own treasury.'
* When Cha#akya

accepts such principles, we may confidently aver that they were

recognized all over India in the olden days.

This principle of official and communal responsibility was then

a peculiar feature of our communities ever since

Principle not the earliest times. The principle may now
iniquitous in . - . . t . , ,

the past appear unjust and iniquitous ; but in the old

days of simplicity and honesty, it did not work

iniquitously. There were no railways and telegraphs ; each

village community was an isolated unit, the villagers were

usually honest and so theft was generally committed by outsiders

whose arrival and whereabouts the watchman was bound to

know and watch ; nor could a thief bolt away in no time to a

distant place as can be the case now. With due vigilance, it

was possible to detecj him, and the possibility of the communal

liability being enforced secured a willing co-operation of all the

villagers. The principle then was well suited to old days and

we may passingly observe that it was enforced even in England
in the days of King Alfred. 2

In the Hindu period, the village police arrangement was

usually supplemented by the police department
Central Police o f the Central Government. We have already
Department, , , ,. _ .

J ,

B.C. 300-1300A.D. seen how regular police officers were appointed

under the Mauryas, and similar was the case

under the Valabhis, Gurjars, Chalukyas, and Rashtrakutas. For,

many of the village grants of the kings of these dynasties

cf jwifga* ^ri

swrfea ftsfaiwwt s$\^ i

1
Bk - Iv ch - 13 -

2
Elph., p. 49,
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mention l officers called ' choroddharanikas
' and (

Dan^apasikas*

who were obviously, as their names clearly show, police and

detective officers appointed to arrest and chastize robbers and

desperate characters.

In the Mahomedan period however, this help from Central

Government began to become irregular. We
have already seen how the Moslem administra-

andtheMarathas tion practically used to leave the villagers to
in the Deccan

rake care of themselves> Some kind of arrange-

ment was made in Gujarat by the establishment of some police

posts in each district, their number varying according to the

character of the people ;

2 but the arrangement did not work

well. The Deccan communities however did not receive even

this help during the Mahomedan times. Things however soon

improved with the establishment of Swarajya under Shivaji and

his successors who revived the old practice of appointing police

officers for a group of villages. Under the Peshwas even

detective officers called Tapasnavis were regularly appointed.
3

Such then is in brief, the history of the defence and safety

arrangements of our village communities.

in Antroli Charoli grant of Karkaraya A.D. 751

I ........ in Valabhi grant of 3iladitya I, A.D. 615 ...

FI..... Valabhi plate of Dharasena I, A.D. 526 and
o

Ganeshgada plate of Dhruvasana I, etc.
2 B.G. t i. 1, p. 210.

3
Imp. Gaz., viii, p. 370.



CHAPTER V

TAXATION AND VILLAGE FUNDS

HAVING so far examined the history of the officials, institutions

and arrangements in our village communities
Introduction .

with regard to the discharge of primary Govern-

ment duties, it is but proper that we should now undertake the

question of Government dues. We therefore propose to discuss

in this chapter the question of village taxation, its incidence,

and its division between the Central and Local Government.

Since very early times, land revenue has been the principal

source of revenue in India. We need not here

trace *ts h *story in prehistoric times as we are

principally concerned with Western India ; suffice

it to say that the tax existed several centuries before the days
of Chanakya. In Western India then, ever since the foundation

of our village communities during the fifth and fourth centuries

B.C. the tax has been in existence
;

some exemptions and

concessions were granted at the beginning when the village

communities were being first established in a hitherto untilled

and uninhabited land,
1 but these concessions were only for

a limited number of years, at the end of which the land was

taxed according to the usual principles.

For a long time the tax was collected in kind. From the

data supplied by the J&tak&s, Rhys-Davids
concludes 2 that grain crops were in the Jataka

period massed in a public granary for the

exercise of the king's tithe prior to their removal to private

barns. The same was the condition under the Mauryas, for

Chanakya lays down a fine of fifty-three panas for an unauthoriz-

ed removal of corn from fields. 3 Public granaries existed in

every village, they are referred to in the Jatakas* and mentioned

in the Arthasastra.* For central granaries officers known as

Kosthadhikaris were appointed ; the village granary was in

1 ArthaSastra, Bk. II, Ch. i.
2
J.K.A.S., 1901, p. 859.

3

g^q: gcfcrcm^R f?ifaKJKT?r tfe: i
- 22.

4
J.R.A.S., 1901, p. 861. *

i. 15.
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charge of the Accountant ; for one of his duties, as mentioned

by Sukra,
1 is to deliver and receive goods only after entering

an acknowledgement thereof. Payment continued to be in kind

under the Valabhis, Chalukyas, Rashtrakutas and Yadavas; their

grants distinctly refer to a grainshare in kind : cf . the expression

sadhanyahiranyadeyah. There can however be no room for

doubt on the point, for the revenue in grain continued to be the

order of the day even under the Mahomedans for a long time.

Todar Mall, the Revenue Member of Akbar, was the first to

introduce the cash payment system. In the

Snce I65o
ment Deccan

> however, the old system continued for

half a century more; cash payments were in-

troduced there only under Shah Jahan. 2

As regards the manner of collection, the tax has been in

western India always taken from the individual peasant proprietor.

While dealing with Land Tenures (chapter VI), we shall show how
the rayatwari system has been from the earliest times, the order

of the day in Western India ; naturally therefore there was no

middleman. Even the Mahomedan rulers did not, in the Deccan,

introduce the Zemindari system ; under the Bahamani rule, the

Aumils or revenue officers continued to collect the village

revenues from the village headman, 3 who, with the assistance

of the Accountant, used to gather it froln each tenant. The

Mahomedans introduced the farming system only at the time of

the commencement of the decline of their power, and before this

decline commenced the larger part of Western India was already

freed from their rule.

The amount of tax collected from each cultivator was never

fixed ; it varied with the needs, nature and

va*
p^entage inclination of Government. Manu recommends

a levy of 16 per cent
; but the statement of ukra

that a king should exact the proportion laid down by Manu only

in times of stress seems to show that the usual percentage was
less than 16. On the other hand, it is clear from the Arthafastra

that the tax levied under the Mauryas was more than 25 per cent. 4

The available evidence being scanty, it is not possible to

find out the percentage that was charged by the various Hindu

Governments that flourished in Western India.

1
ii. 703. 2

B.P.L.S., iii, p. 204ff.
3 Grant Duff, i. 35ff.

4
Chap, v, section 2.
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The Land Revenue and the Local Fund apart, the villager

has not, under the British administration, to pay
Other taxes any other direct taxes. Such was not however
payable in the , f , ,

_ . .,

past
the case in the past ; for, the Smritikaras mention

several other taxes that were imposed upon the

villagers. Thus Manu refers to a 16 per cent duty on ghee, drugs,

honey, flesh, flowers and vegetables,
1

etc., a 2 per cent property
tax on cattle, gold,

2
etc., a special tax on merchants and so on ;

3

and other Smritikaras concur with him. That these recommenda-
tions of the Smritikaras were actually followed in practice becomes
clear from the ArthaSastra and Western India inscriptions. From
the former treatise it appears that the villagers had to pay octroi

duties, bazar dues, property taxes on cattle, goats and horses, etc.

There was also a ferry tax and a 16 per cent duty on flowers,

fruits, vegetables, seeds, fish, flesh,
4 etc.

Our inscriptions also mention most of these taxes. The

expression
* sakarukaro sadeyameyo

'

occurring in the village

grant recorded in Karli, No. 14, clearly shows that the villagers

had to pay under the Andhras and Kshatraps some taxes apart

from the land revenue. Most of the inscriptional village grants,

whether made by the Valabhis, or Chalukyas, or Rashtrakutas

or Yadavas, contain the expressions
'

sodrangah soparikarah' ;

the precise import of these expressions still remains to be

ascertained ; but it is generally admitted that they refer to some
taxes different from and in addition to the land revenue. And

i vn. isi.

\

I vii. 132.
c

2 _

T: | etc. vii. 130.

*TtK

w ^ S'JRW sfrNft ?;rq*rwKFj; i Vii. 127.

CT[fj; I etc. II, 22.

9
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the statements in some of the inscriptions make it quite clear

that these additional taxes were based upon principles laid

down in the Smritis.

Thus the Chammak copper plate grant makes it quite clear

that the tax on cows and bulls, and flowers and

milk mentioned in the Smritis was actually levied

in Berar during the sixth century ;

* the case with the Karnatak

was the same during the thirteenth century as appears from

the Behatti inscription of Krishna (saka 1175).
2 Octroi duties

are mentioned in the Aihole inscription of Vijayaditya Satyas-

raya
3 and the Kolhapur Varu$atirtha inscription of King

Ramdeo Rao Yadava dated A.D. 1272.* Nalgund and Shirur

inscriptions of Amoghavarsha (Dharwar District) mention a

tax on ghee which is assigned to the local temple. The

Anjaneri Jain inscription of the Yadava King Seu^achandra III

conclusively proves the existence of a shop tax. 5

We may, therefore, conclude that many of the petty taxes

mentioned in the Smritis were actually levied

t

S
ax^s

e strange in the villages in Western India throughout the

Hindu period. Nay, there were even some
others levied in certain localities which would appear in the

modern age to be very strange indeed. Thus the Belgamve
inscription of Vinayaditya, dated A.D. t>80, records how one

Kandarva, on being appointed the District Officer, remitted the

tax collected at the festivity of attaining puberty and the duty

leviable in the case of a man dying without a son. 6 A ' tax

: |
etc. Fleet: Gupta

Inscriptions, p. 238.

2

^^Wf^g^qft^q^^^M^ | J.B.B.R.A.S.

IV, p. 48.
3 Ind. Ant., vol. viii, p. 280. 4

Kolhapoor, p. 327.

j?!3"lcf ffcf I Mote : In the latter case the grantor is not the

> so he could not give the shop tax free as the king Seunachandra
could do. Ind. Ant., xii, p. 127.

6 /nd. Ant., vol. xix, p. 145,
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on persons not blessed with a son
'

is mentioned in the Shindoorli

(Kagal State S.M.C.) inscription of Simhanadeva, dated A.D.1277. 1

We should therefore have no hesitation in asserting that most

of the taxes referred to in the northern Smritis were actually

levied in the village communities of Western India.

Apart from these taxes in kind, taxes in labour were also

levied. ' Vishti
'

or forced labour is recom-

mended by all the Smritis and mentioned by
most of the Western India plates and inscriptions which assign

the right to exact it to the grantee of the village gifted

away.
As little is known about the fiscal administration of the

Mahomedans. it is difficult to surmise the
Moslem times ^ ^ .

, . . ,, , . _.. , <r 1. 1.1
state of things in the pre-Shivaji days. Probably

some of these taxes were collected, though it is very doubtful

whether they ever reached the Central Treasury.
Under the Marathas, Saudir Warrid Pattee formed a regular

^ . item in the village taxation. It was a duty in
Maratha times -,-,.. f

addition to and apart from the land revenue and

amounted to about 15 per cent thereof. Its constituents, as

mentioned by Blphinstone,
2 were as follows :

(1) Dukul Pattee (this was a 10 per cent duty on the

Inaddars.) (2) Miras Pattee (This was a similar

mentioned by charge on the Mirasdars.) (3) Mohterfa. (This
Elphinstone and was a tax on shop-keepers.) (4) House Tax.

records
Vlllage

(
5

) Marriage tax. (6) Buffalo tax, etc.

Most of the taxes mentioned by Elphinstone

were levied in villages, for, they appear in the village accounts

of the Maratha period. Thus on the credit side of the village

accounts for the year 1770 of the village Jategaon Budruk

appear the following entries 3
:

RS A P

(1) Land and other taxes ... ... 1,931 11

(2) Begaritax ... ... ... 29

(3) Contributions to the Darbar ... 60 00
(4) Berad (?) ... ... ... 500
(5) Adansura or the tax on traders ... 43 00

1
Kolhapoor, p. 333.

2
Elph., p. 29

3 Dr. Mann, Land and Labour in a Deccan Village, vol. ii, p. 36, 37,
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The British Government discontinued these taxes, probably
because it was a very tedious and troublesome

British times
tQ

still exist in some parts of Western India, especially in Native

States. The British Government however soon re-introduced

the old Saudir Warrid Pattee in a new and consolidated form,

namely the Local Fund.

Having so far dealt with the history of village taxation, we
now proceed to inquire into the appropriation of

taxes
Pr a 10n

tf16 Proceeds. Our inquiry here will be mainly
confined to the question : What part of the

revenues raised in the village was sent to the Central Govern-

ment, and what part was reserved for local village expenses.
At present, no portion of the taxes collected in a village is

credited to the account of the village to be spent by the villagers

for the general village needs ; was such the case in the past as

well?

This part of our inquiry is beset with serious difficulties.

Prof. B. K. Sarkar is compelled to observe,
1

Se^task
leS f * the heads of the income do not seem to have

been classified and specially earmarked as local

and national '. Dr. Mookerji while dealing with the sources of

the income of ancient corporations contents himself by enumer-

ating the sources of income of partnership firms and town

corporations, but leaves the question of the village communities

altogether unconsidered. 2

We have to confine our attention to Western India ; so the

valuable evidence of the Chola Inscriptions is not of much use

to us. We have already shown how that type of the village

council which was existing in the south was not existing in

Western India ; so it would not be very safe to apply mutatis

mutandis to Western India the conclusions based on the Chola

evidence. We must make an independent inquiry.

From an analysis of the available evidence, it clearly appears

that in the pre-British days, ever since the

Villages earliest times, there was a regular village fund,
a

made up by a contribution of part of the total

taxes collected in the village. But whether a

lump sum was assigned or whether particular taxes were

1 Political Institutions and Theories, etc., p. 112.
3 Local Self-Government, p. 251.
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*

localized*, we do not know. Probably both these practices

were in vogue. Thus in the Maurya period, some taxes were

clearly reserved for local purposes. For ins-

Testimony of
tance, the fine levied on a workman l who

Chanakya and . , , -. ,

Sukraniti refused to work according to the contract was
credited to the account of the village. It is

but natural to suppose that some such fines and dues must have

been specified for local purposes. From Sukraniti, on the other

hand, it appears that the custom of allowing a certain percentage

on the gross village revenues for local purposes was also in

vogue in other places and times. ukra states that the village

revenues were to be thus apportioned.
2

(1) The Headman was assigned ^ of the total revenues.

(2) The Army ,, T\
(3) Charity ,, ,, ^ ,, ,,

(4) People ,, V "

(5) Officers ,, ,, sr

(6) Personal ,, |

(7) Central Government ,, $ ,, ,,

From this system of allocation, it appears that the village

fund used to get about 8 to 16 per cent of the total gross
revenues. For, items Nos. 3 and 4, Charity and People,

were clearly meant tor local purposes, and so also seems to be

the case with items Nos. 5 and 6, Officers and Personal. For,

the item ' Officers
' seems to include ' nazars' to officers and other

expenses connected with the visits of the inspecting officers

which the villagers had to incur, and the item ' Personal
' seems

to be an allied one.

Our Western Indian inscriptions do not enable us to infer

whether the village fund existed and if so how

vmae records
it: was formed - As we sha11 presently see,

such a fund was existing under the Marathas, so

it would not be incorrect to infer that it might have existed in

the Hindu period. It was existing under the Mauryas and the

tradition must naturally have been continued under the later

dynasties. Otherwise, it is difficult to account for the sudden

emergence of this fund in the Maratha period. Dr. Mann,

2
i. 631-6 (English Translation published by the Panini Press).
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shows in his two books on * The Land and Labour in a Deccan

Village' how the village expenses in the Maratha period

normally amounted to about 12 to 20 per cent and how

they were defrayed out of the village revenues collected. We
quote here the figures for Pimpal Saudager * for five years and

they will show how even the 20 per cent limit was occasionally

exceeded in times of emergency.

Conclusion

It is thus clear that the village fund out of which the village

expenses were met, received a contribution

varying from 15 to 25 per cent. Elphinstone

also states that the village expenses amounted to about

10 to 20 per cent of the total Government demand. It is

interesting to note, as the above figures for 1829-30 show, that

even under the British period, and ten years after the annexation

of Maharashtra, Government found it necessary to sanction

22 per cent of the village revenues for the village expenses.

We would not therefore be wrong in maintaining that part of

the village revenues must have been utilized in the same way
under the old Hindu kings. Possibly as in the Maratha period

no special taxes were set apart as local taxes ; were it so, all the

taxes would not have been assigned to the grantees in the village

grants. But a varying percentage on the total revenues collected

seems to have been always assigned for the local purposes.

Our village communities then had to pay many more direct

taxes in the past than they do at present ; but

Village fund they also enjoyed the unique advantage of having
not the same as f .

, , M1 , . ..

the Local Fund a fairly large village fund at their disposal for

meeting the common wants of the community.

1 Land and Labour in a Deccan Village, vol. i, p. 42.
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How utilized

This village fund, it should be further noted, was collected and

spent in the village itself by its own inhabitants ; and so it can

not be compared with the modern Local Fund which goes to

the Central Treasury to be expended where the District Local

Board may deem necessary. The disappearance of the village

fund has lessened, as we shall presently show, the charms of the

village life.

Let us now see how the village fund was utilized. In this

connection Elphinstone observes :
* The main-

tenance of the village temple, its fixed and

authorized pensions and annual charities, its ceremonies and

religious festivals, its alms to beggars and entertainments to

guests, especially to Brahmins and Fakirs, its

Testimony of occasional amusements and tumbler dances, its
Elphmstone . _ . ,

nazars to superiors, its offerings to the patel

and other village officers on occasions of congratulations, the

expenses of the patel on the public affairs, the fees of the peons

stationed in the village, entail a number of expenses on the

community wich unless allowed from the Government revenue

(which is very rare) are defrayed by a tax on the village.
1

What these taxes were we have already seen ; we have quoted

Elphinstone here to give an itfea of how the village funds were

utilized. Elphinstone's statement is confirmed by the accounts

of Pimpal Saudagar and Jatagaon Budruk published by
Dr. Mann. We quote below the list of the items of expenditure

at each of these villages in the year 1791.

And old

Village
Records

PIMPAL SAUDAGAR (Quoted from pp. 40, 41.)

(1) Government

(2) Festivities

(3) Gosavi

(4) Minor charities

(5) Gifts

RAP
19-8-0

12-0-0

28-0-0

3-0-0

24-8-0

RAP
(6) Spent on the visits of

Government officers. 4-3-0

(7) Sundry ... 4-0-0

Total ... 37-7-0

-f- Unexpected expenses. 21-7-0

'Blph., p. 20,
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JATAGAON BUDRUK (Quoted from p. 50.)

RS

(1) Deshmukh ... 10

(2) Deshapande ... 16

(3) Sarpatil ... 10

(4) Chitnis ... 8

(5) Subha Accounts ... 12

(6) Kamavisdar ... 40

(7) Mahal Accounts ... 30

Total f ... 126

f These are allowances and pen-
sions by the Central Govern-
ment.

Kulkarni's pay
Stationery
Cart hire for the village

boat
Cart hire

Artillery (for village

defence)
Charity
Kaji

Waghya of Jejuri

Village Joshi

Ghee
Shimga festivities

Grocer's Bill

Presents

RAP
12- 0-0

3- 0-0

3- 8-0

1- 8-0

3-12-0

3- 8-0

1- 0-0

1- 0-0

4- 0-0

2- 0-0

8- 8-0

31- 0-0

2- 5-0

Total ... 76-12-0

N.B. These are purely village

expenses.

An analysis of these items of expenditure will show how
useful the village fund was to the villagers for

Disappearance meeting the various public needs. It enabled

its effect
^

them to entertain guests, to
1'

spend on charities,

to organize festivities, to relieve the poor and

distressed, to finance public shows and dramas and, the last but

not the least, to present nazars to the visiting officers without

being themselves compelled to contribute for that purpose.

Elphinstone notes that the discontinuance of the fund has made
the villager feel the want of his old charities and amusements.

What precisely has been the effect of this discontinuance we
shall show in the second part of our book which will deal with

the village life.

Before concluding this chapter, we must passingly note that

the Bombay Legislative Council has passed in

192 a VillaSe Panchayat Act which contemplates
the revival of this Village Fund to be managed,

collected, and spent by the local panchayats. Villagers however

have not so far evinced any desire for taking advantage of

the new opportunities that are opened to them by the Act.

In the concluding chapter, we shall try to explain this

phenomenon.

Act
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With the present chapter comes to an end the first part of

our essay dealing with the Village Government.
The concluding Government, apart from the persons who exer-

firs^part

Or
c *se ^s P wer is an abstract conception ; so we
first endeavoured to ascertain who were the

persons in whom the Governmental power was vested and

showed in the first two chapters that it was partly vested in

hereditary resident officers and partly in an informal council of

the village elders. The next point was to enquire as to how
the various Governmental functions were discharged, and we
have traced the history of adjudication, defence, and taxa-

tion and the village institutions connected with them. Life

in ancient times was very simple ; needs of the people were

few ; socialistic conception of state was then undreamt of even

in Europe ; so in our Western India village communities

Governmental action was usually confined to the defence of the

community, protection of person and property, settlement of

village disputes and the collection of the various taxes. In the

modern times, Government undertake many more duties, the

chief of which are legislation, education, sanitation, medical

relief, public works, settlement of land tenure, fostering of

commerce and industry and so on. But most of these functions

were not regarded even in Europe as falling within the legitimate

sphere of Governmental activities down to the last century. Legis-

lation, of course, was regarded there as one of the chief activities

of the state ; but in India the case was different, for here the

law was regarded as revealed and it could be modified by the

silent operation of custom rather than by the noisy process of

legislation. So we had no need of considering the question of

legislation while dealing with the question of Village Govern-

ment. As regards education, sanitation, medical relief, and

development of commerce and industry, we may observe that

these have been recently admitted even in Europe within the

sphere of Governmental activity, so there is no question of

instituting enquiries about them while discussing the question of

Village Government. The case of land tenures and public

works is rather different ; it may be argued that the state even

in ancient India was often determining land tenures and under-

taking public works. But such occasions were rare as far as

Western Indian village communities were concerned. Land tenures

were not much interfered with by the Government of the day ;

10
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public works too were directly undertaken by ihe state on rare

occasions. Land tenures and public works were more intimately

connected with the village life than with the Village Government,
and therefore we have decided to consider the questions connected

with them in our second part dealing with village life. Our task

therefore of tracing the history of Village Government has now
come to an end and we now proceed to deal with village life

in the second part.



Part II.-VILLAGE LIFE

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

WB considered in the first part the question of Village Govern-

ment and the various institutions and activities connected

with it. In this part, we shall consider the problem of

village life with all its complexities and manifold varieties.

Village life is a far more important question than Village

Government, for, after all, Government of a country is but the

reflection of its people's life and character. Besides we can

hardly get an adequate idea of our village communities by

considering and understanding merely their Government. We
must understand the inner forces that were silently but surely

shaping and determining the destinies of our communities ; and

this can best be done by studying, analysing and understanding

the village life.

In this part, therefore, we shall deal with the village life in

its various aspects. We shall at the outset consider the question

of the village settlement, its broad features and peculiarities.

Then we shall consider the village occupations which will give

us a glimpse into the needs of the village life and the ways
devised to meet them. Social, religious, and charitable activities

will then engage our attention and they will enable us to

understand the inner forces working in our communities. We
shall also consider the problem of village education, sanitation

and medical relief which we trust will complete the picture of

village life which we set ourselves to delineate in this part.



CHAPTER VI

VILLAGE SETTLEMENT

WHILE dealing with the question of village life, the first thing

that suggests itself is the village settlement. No village can

exist and no village life will be possible without a village settle-

ment; so, we propose to take up in this chapter the question of

village settlement and discuss the various problems connected

with it.

Usually the land situated within the boundaries of a village

is divided into three parts : one is set apart for
Settlement and

habitation, one for cultivation and one for
its divisions *

pasture. This arrangement is seen to obtain

even now all over Western India and can be shown to be

immemorial. Similar division of land is known to have existed

in the Teutonic communities in Europe even in prehistoric

times. 1 In fact such division of the village lands is so natural

in an agricultural community as to be almost inevitable. Our

communities in Western India have been mainly agricultural ; so

this division of the available village land nas been, ever since

their foundation, the order of the day. We have already seen how

Chanakya holds the superintendent of the pasture land responsi-

ble for a theft committed between two villages. This clearly

shows that the pasture land was a regular feature of village

settlements in the Maurya period. And we shall presently

show that such has ever been the case. Let us now consider

each of these three divisions separately.

A. VILLAGE SITE

At the time of the foundation of a new village community,
the selection of a suitable site for common

Selection of the hab{ tat ion { s the first question to be considered

and settled. Village communities in Western

India do not seem to have changed to any considerable extent

their original ancient sites
;
and the principles governing their

selection can be easily deduced from an examination of a few of

1
Maine, Village Communities East and West, p. 80,
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them. Usually the most convenient site for the purpose was

selected; sometimes indeed we come across a village situated at

a very inconvenient place, but this is due 'usually to a subse-

quent change of circumstances. Sometimes superstition plays

not an unimportant part in the selection of the residential site

and when this is the case, the site is not always convenient. In

a few villages, legends still survive as to why the particular site

was selected, but these are not always trustworthy. For the

possibility of these being later inventions cannot be altogether

excluded.

Usually, however, the most convenient site seems to have

been selected. Contiguity to water supply was the first and

foremost point of consideration, hence, if there was a stream or

river, the site was selected along its bank, but at a point of

elevation to avoid the danger of inundation in monsoons.

Cultivation being the primary purpose of the settlement, an

attempt was made to see if a piece of waste land could be

selected which would combine the other advantages as well.

After considering all these factors the site was finally

selected.

In Western Indian village communities, as a general rule,

the houses of the villagers are all located in a

scattered*
central place near each other. The Malabar type
of village consisting of widely separated houses

each surrounded by its owner's farm and garden is very rare.

That type is to be seen in some parts of Konkan and Canara,

where the ordinary type of the village settlement was found

impracticable partly owing to the poor nature of the soil which

required constant presence on the farm, partly owing to the hilly

nature of the land which rendered the congregation of all houses

at one place almost impossible, and partly owing to the absence

of any reasonable danger which would naturally necessitate

co-operation and neighbourly assistance every now and then.

The village site being selected, the next thing that was done

was to allot it to the colonizers. It was usual

Each caste has for members of each caste and profession to

locality congregate at one place and thus form their own
centres. Thus have arisen the carpenter lane,

the porter lane, the smith lane, etc. that we come across in

villages and towns. The untouchables were naturally assigned

a place on the outskirts of the main settlement.
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Silpastistra lays down minute rules about the structure of a

village, the length and breadth of its roads, the arrangement

of its houses, etc. ; but it appears doubtful whether the

colonizers of Western India had ever heard of those theories. As

far as their residential quarters and the arrangement of houses

and streets are concerned, our villages have not changed much ;

so, one wonders whether such rules had ever guided village

colonization. The rules in Sukramti 1 are more realistic and

seem to have been observed by our communities ; so we shall

briefly refer to them.
' The houses were to be arranged in rows. The Rajamarga

or the principal street was to be at the centre, ten
Village in the . . - 1M , , . , . ..

eighth century :
cubits wide and like the back of a tortoise (i.e.

streets, lanes, tapering towards the sides to facilitate drainage).

The houses were to face this Rajamarga, and at

their backs, were to be vithis (i.e. lanes) five cubits broad and

places for committing nuisances/ It will be seen that this

description of the village houses, streets, lanes, and by-lanes

tallies entirely with the conditions now obtaining in Western

India. We may therefore well assert that ever since their

foundations, our communities in Western India have always been

possessing residential settlements similar to those that now
exist.

The usual material for houses was mud and wood. The use

of stone for residential houses was not known
even to caPitals >

Valabhi for example, was all

built in wood and mud, hence the absence of any

imposing ruins at modern Wala. It was only after the eighth

century that stone came to be used for imposing and permanent
structures like temples, palaces and hospitals. The typical village

house has continued to be a tenement of mud and wood even to

the present day. Stone and iron are however being gradually

introduced in modern times.

Every village, it is true, did not hold weekly bazars ; still it

was usual for every village to set apart some
open sPace Preferably at the centre, for the sale

and purchase of articles. Similarly the contin-

gency of eventual development in future was provided for by

1
i. 530-7.
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reserving for residential purposes an area considerably more

than what was needed for the immediate needs. A plot was also

set apart for the cremation purposes at a considerable distance

from the residential quarters.

Roads to adjoining villages were also laid out and kept in

repairs. They were neglected only during the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries owing to

the disturbed and unsettled conditions of the

times. The road going from one village to another is often

mentioned in inscriptions
* as a boundary on one direction of the

fields given in charity. A road can be referred to as a boundary

only if it was certain that it would not vanish from sight owing
to its non-repairs.

The average population of the modern village is 387. In

the past, however, it was considerably more.

Cha^aky a says that while founding new villages, it

should be seen that at least five hundred persons

go to inhabit it. From the passage

aw ^s^iofa 3Nt?*me fr^wflt i
it

clearly appears that the population of villages in the days of

Chaiiakya varied froiji 500 to 2,500. The village in ancient times

then was usually more populous than now, and no wonder.

The irresistible economic forces of modern civilization, which

are depopulating villages and overcrowding cities, were then

absent altogether. The administration too was not then, as it is

now, a centralized one ; the villagers enjoyed large autonomy ;

they had not to run down to the Taluka or Bhukti headquarters

every now and then, be it for registration, adjudication, education,

or medical relief. Naturally therefore, the gravitation of towns

and cities being absent or negligible, the villages were in a

prosperous condition, more populous and extensive than they are

now. A comparison of the census returns of any village in

Western India during the last sixty years will bear out the truth

of our remarks.

1
Compare for example

tfWflr^^fa^feflRlTRl' q*Tr: !
^ the Kavi plates of Govinda III,

&to749; Inct.Ant., v, 145,
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B. ARABLE LANDS AND LAND TENURES

When a village community is founded, part of the land is set

apart for habitation and most of the remaining
Introduction . n i .L A i 1 t .

portion is parcelled out among the colonizers for

cultivation. Most of the village communities in Western India

are purely agricultural and so the question of Land Tenures is

very important. We propose to discuss it in this section.

At present, the Rayatwari system of land tenure prevails all

over Western India except some parts of

Rayatwari and
Gujarat and Kathiawar. In this section we shall

joint tenure
have to inquire as to what was the ancient system

of land tenure in Western India and whether it has been

preserved in tact to the present day. And, for this purpose, we
must first consider Sir Henry Maine's theory in this respect.

In his charming book Village Communities East and West

Sir Henry Maine enunciates the theory that the
ame s eory

rayatwari tenure in India is a decayed form of

the joint holding. Village communities in Northern India with

their joint holding system of land tenure represent the true

original type of Aryan village communities, a fact which is

further proved by the striking resemblance that exists between

them and the old Teutonic village communities on the

Continent.

Such in brief is Maine's theory and we shall have to examine

it carefully. For if it were true we shall have to account for the

rise of the Rayatwari tenure in this presidency.

The evolution of the notion of property makes it abundantly
clear that at some pre-historic time in the hoary

True in pre- past, the state of things in village communites
historic times -i,.^ 1.1-11 1-1- ,

in Europe might have resembled that which is conceived of

by Maine. The proprietory right in the village

site, pasture and lands must at that early time have been regarded
as vested in the community as a whole and not in its separate

members. Such types of villages are known to have existed in

Germany, 1 Jutland and Sleswick from where the Anglo-Saxons
went forth to conquer and occupy England.

2 What we have to

consider, then, is not whether such a type of village community
is possible, but whether, it was ever existing in India, and if so

existing, whether the modern joint-holding tenure obtaining in

1
Maine, VilL Com,

, pp, 107, 222, 227. *
Ibid., pp. 91-94.
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North India faithfully represents that type ; and finally whether

the rayatwari tenure is its decayed form.

All available evidence goes to show conclusively that the

stage of communal ownership of land had long
But not in India , . T ... . t

_T . --

passed m India even m the Vedic age. Expres-

sions like ^arer ' One who obtains cultivable land ', m$ ' One

who wins afield', ^cfalfec^
* One who conquers a piece of culti-

vable land
'

clearly show that the idea of individual property in

soil was already well prevalent ; hence it is that the Vedic singer

is as much anxious for the welfare of his children and cattle as

about his lands. 1 There can therefore be no doubt whatever that

the village community embodying the notion of communal

ownership did not exist even in the Vedic age.

The fact is that such a type has never existed in India. We
have seen what were the conditions in the Vedic

hStorictimes times; the same was the case in the Jataka

also go against period. Jatakas reveal a rural system of eco-
ne

nomy chiefly based on peasant proprietorship.
2

In the Maurya period, too, there was the system of individual

holding based upon individual proprietorship ; separate record

was kept of the lai;ds, cattle, and taxable capacity of every

householder by the Gopa.
3 The only type of land holding

known to Manu was the rayatwari one 4 and he distinctly

refers to the existence of individual proprietory right in the soil.
5

The same is the case with Narada and Sukra. The latter 's

Statement,
* The king should give each cultivator the deed of rent

having his own mark/ 6 leaves no doubt what-

ever on the point And when we remember that

the Jataka writers, Chanakya, Manu, Narada and

gra?ra at esfafi iqoiw tfftq i
* r- *,

41.6.
2
C.H., I, p. 198.

3
Arthatestra, II, 35.

4

: I
viii - 262 -

l^ I
i*. 44.

^o C

iv. 2. 223.

11
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Sukra were all northerners, we shall have no hesitation in

maintaining that even in Northern India, from the earliest times,

not only is there no trace of communal ownership, but even the

system of land tenure has been the rayatwari one. We shall

presently explain the origin of the present joint tenure system in

the north, but before doing so, we shall show how it does not at

all embody the idea of communal ownership.

In the typical joint holding village of the north, on which

Maine has based his theory, there is the sense
n

of unity and solidarity. There is the recognition

communal also of common interest, but there is no idea
owners p whatever of communal ownership. The notion

of communal ownership can be said to exist in a village commu-

nity when no villager has got any idea of a divided or undivided

ownership residing in him, when no one has any share that he

can call his own, when all co-operate in tilling the village fields,

raising the corn and storing it at a common granary from which

each is to take whatever is necessary for his needs. There is

no trace whatever of any of these conditions obtaining in the

North Indian village communities at the present day. What we
see there is this : a group of persons in the village community
holds the village lands not in joint-tenancy but as tenants-in-

common and owe a joint responsibility to the Government for

the payment of the land revenue assessed on the village. Joint

responsibility for Government revenue and the tenancy-in-

common however have nothing to do with the notion of com-

munal ownership as will appear from the history of their origin

which we give in the next para.

The prevalence of these tenures in the Punjab and the

United Provinces is due to historic causes.

Origin of these These provinces were subjected to invasions
tenures in the

mediaeval times after invasions both in the Hindu and Mahome-
dan periods. A daring chief comes forward,

conquers and occupies a tract of land and assigns to his

followers, by way of reward, villages, in the conquered territory.

Each grantee or assignee becomes the owner of the village

lands situated in his village. In course of time, his family

multiplies and in about a hundred years, instead of the one

original owner, there arises a co-sharing body

origin

ra
^ village proprietors, all descended from and

claiming through the original grantee. Naturally
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enough they become jointly responsible for the Government
demand, but each among them has a clear and vivid idea of his

own individual share of the village income ; there is no notion

whatever of communal ownership. Each claims his own share

and can enforce his right to it in a court of law.

In some cases tribal occupation of land has given rise to

this sort of tenure, A vivid consciousness of
ongm

tribal consanguinity often gives rise to a feeling

of cohesion among land-holding co-sharers. Such a feeling

naturally induces them to cultivate the habit of paying the land

revenue jointly in a lump sum especially because joint action

is best suited to resist fiscal oppression. Many such tribal

villages exist in the Punjab, the Lahore District alone having

sixty villages inhabited purely by the Arians. 1 But here again

there is no idea of communal ownership. Each farmer is

conscious of the separate ownership vested in him of his own

piece of land. If the conception of communal ownership were

explained to him, he will immediately repudiate it.

It will thus clearly appear that even the joint holding villages

of the north do not embody the conception of

Rayatwari communal ownership. Maine's theory that they
tenures prevalent , . . . A .. ..,,

in the north preserve the original Aryan type of village

community also falls to the ground ; for, we

have shown how they have developed the present form in

mediaeval times owing to definite extraneous historic causes.

And as regards his contention that the rayatwari tenure of

the Deccan is the decayed form of the joint tenure, we have

clearly shown from historic evidence how even in the north,

the Rayatwari system was existing down to mediaeval

times.

If then the Rayatwari tenure was the order of the day even

in the north from the Jataka times onwards, it

Therefore in follows that the same must have been the case

also with the Deccan and Western India. There is

ample inscriptional evidence to support this

statement, but as we have refuted Sir Henry Maine's theory,

and as nobody doubts the prevalence of the rayatwari system in

our part of the country since very early times, we think that no

1 Lahore Gazetteer : People,
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useful purpose can be served by- citing it here. We shall there-

fore proceed to explain, not how the rayatwari tenure arose in

Western India but how the non-rayatwari tenures have come

into existence in some parts of it, especially in Gujarat and

Kathiawar.

We find that the causes responsible for the displacement of

the ancient rayatwari system in Gujarat and

Bhagdari tenures Kathiawar were much the same as those operating
are exceptions :. , A , ., * -n* i -i

How they arose m the north. * As each tribe of Rajputs invaded

Kathiawar and Gujarat during the eleventh and

twelfth century, its chief bestowed on his relatives and followers

portions of lands he had won. The share of each grantee was

known as a Kapalgras and passed to his children and descendants.

The enterprising
*

grasias
* added more land to their share and

acquired a more influential position. But the lesser one had to

remain content with the share that was originally assigned to

him. He was, however, bound to make provision for his younger
children and so sub-division has gone on to a ruinous extent.

The result is that in some estates of a single village, there are

more than a hundred co-sharers who have fallen to the level of

peasants.
1 Such is the origin of the joint-holding tenures in

Gujarat and Kathiawar.

As regards the Deccan and the Karnatak', we have to observe

that the old rayatwari system has on the whole

remained unaffected. The extraneous political

preserved in the causes that led to its disappearance in the north

were absent here ; the hold of the Mahomedans
on these provinces was, as we have already shown, very weak
and shortlived ; and during their rule, they did not introduce the

farming system. The Marathas were a thrifty race and knew
that the intervention of the middleman would only result in the

shrinkage of the Government revenue. They therefore would

not adopt the system. In the case of Konkan however, they

departed from their principles ; Konkan was then as even now
difficult of access from Poona and so in the late Maratha period

the system of revenue farming was introduced in Kolaba and

Ratnagiri giving rise to the modern Khoti tenures. Parts of

Konkan excepted, the tenure of land throughout the Deccan and

Kathiawar Gazetteer-, pp, 315-16.
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Karnatak is however the Rayatwari one. It is true that there

are many Inam and Saranjam tenures especially in the Southern

Maratha country ; but here, the Inamdars have got the right to

receive merely the revenue ; usually they have no proprietory

rights in the soil. So these Inams and Saranjams have not

affected the essentially rayatwari character of the land holding.

The Inamdars have not developed into owners of soil as was

the case with the Bengali Zemindars.

We have already shown how the rayatwari system now

obtaining in the peninsula was prevalent even in

Rayatwari not of the north earlier than 600 B. c. This renders the
Dravidian

, . __

Origin theory that the rayatwari system is of Dravidian

origin, being copied by the Aryan settlers of the

south, altogether untenable. Havell's statement then that ' the

non-Aryan village system has survived and served as the

foundation of the Anglo-Indian land system
' l is singularly

without any foundation.

Before leaving the question of land tenure, we shall briefly

refer to one more aspect of it, viz., land owner-
Was State the

ship. We have already seen how there was no
owner of the J

lands ? idea of any communal ownership. Similarly,

there was no idea of the crown being the owner
of the land. The British contention that the state is the owner of

the land was usually not put forward by the Hindu kings. Even

Chanakya puts forth no such claim, his law of sale recognizes

private property in the land. 2 Jaimini definitely refuses to

admit that the crown is the proprietor of the lands in his realm,

for, he distinctly warns the Emperor that he cannot grant the

proprietory right in the soil to the grantees at a *

Viswajit
'

sacrifice for the simple reason that he himself has no such right

in it.
3 Manu's statement VfTRffefcffhfg' fl:

4 is only figurative ; for
o^

popular parlance uses similar expression all over the world.

At any rate in Western India the theory was never in vogue ;

none of the numerous grants of lands made by the Valabhis,

Gurjars, Rashtrakutas and Yadavas transfers any proprietory

1 //. A. R., p. 14.
2
Arthasfatra, III, 15.

viii. 39.
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right in the soil.
1 Even to-day the presumption of law in case

of inam lands is that the grantee is entitled only to the land

revenue ;
burden of proof lies heavily on him who maintains that

he is invested with a proprietory right.
2 We may therefore

conclude that the ownership of lands occupied by our village

communities in Western India was vested in the peasant

proprietors ; hence the proverbially deep attachment to the soil

exhibited all over the presidency by the farmer. The contention

of the British Government that the state in India was always the

owner of the soil is hardly based on any historic foundation.

P. S* Maine's theory of the periodical redistribution of land among the

villagers has not been examined, for there is no evidence whatever to

show that such redistribution ever took place in Western India. The theory

itself has been examined and refuted by Baden-Powell at pp. 117, 118 of his

book Village Communities in India.

C. THE VILLAGE PASTURE

All over Western India, in Gujarat, the Deccan and the Karnatak

the village pasture is even now a regular feature

Pastures are of of village communities. There are some cases

antiquity
where there is no pasture land, but its absence

there is due, not to there being no pasture land

set aside for the grazing purposes by the founders of these

communities, but to the subsequent arbitrary action of Govern-

ment or its agents in the modern period.

When the village communities were founded in Western

India, a plot of land was invariably set aside for grazing.

To an agricultural community this was an absolute necessity,

so much so, that even Chanakya states that a king ought to

grant pasture lands to villagers.
3 We have already seen how

every village had a pasture attached to it in the Maurya period,

1 Compare in this connection Nllakanfcha's observations in Vyavah&rama-

ei

ahpter

*
Rajya t>s. Balkrishna, 29 Bombay 415.

3

3?s&qrat wft qffcfr iwtarfr xw^ i n, 2.
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for, otherwise the responsibility for theft committed between

two villages could not have been thrown on the supervisor of

the pasture land. 1 Manu also lays down that four hundred cubits

of land all round the village shall be set apart as pasture land

which may be freely used by all the villagers.
2

A similar provision exists in Vishnu Smriti. 3

Manu, Vishnu and Chanakya are all northerners;

but we have seen how, many of their provisions even as regards

judicial procedure were actually in vogue in Western India. As
there was ample land available for the pasture purposes at the

beginning of the colonization, it is but natural to presume that,

following the custom in the north, our village communities

must have set apart a piece for pasturage everywhere. Other-

wise it would be difficult to explain the universal presence of the

village pasture even in the modern age. The village pasture

must be a very old and deep rooted institution ; otherwise, it

would not have served the shocks of so many dynastic

changes.

I
IV

> 13.

srrfq f^nqt JPRW ft i
vi. 237.

3
v. 147.



CHAPTER VII

VILLAGE OCCUPATIONS

HAVING considered the question of the village settlement, the

next problem that naturally suggests itself with regard to the

village life is the village occupations. So we propose to consider

it in this chapter.

The typical village in Western India is essentially agricultural;

so the main village occupations are agriculture

Agriculture the ana allied pursuits. Such has been the case
main village *.***. r

occupation
ever since the foundation of our communities.

It is true that the Jatakas occasionally refer to

villages exclusively populated by carpenters
1 and smiths ;

2
it

is also true that Chanakya refers to villages of soldiers,

labourers and dairymen.
3 But these were exceptions even

in the Jataka and Maurya period ; for while referring to the
r>

average village of his time, Chankya uses the term ^^W^RIJ?
*

consisting mostly of udras and farmers
' Our cave

inscriptions and plates refer to numerous villages, but none of

them is described as a carpenter's village or smith's village.

The usual type of village then in Western India has been of the

type described by Chanakya, and that description still holds true.

For, even now the immense majority in the village consists of

non-Brahmanas, and their profession is either agriculture or some
other pursuit subsidiary to it.

A farmer can hardly proceed with his work without the

assistance of a smith or a carpenter ; he wants
Other

. the axe-blade and the ploughshare, the plough
occupations , .

L , ... , ^ ,

subsidiary to it and the cart ; and smiths and carpenters alone

can supply these articles to him. Then apart

from his agricultural needs, he has also some others in

common with the rest of the population. There can hardly be

1 vol. ii, p. 18
;
vol. iv., pp. 159 and 207. 2 vol iii, p. 28.

3

qft?R3R

Bk, II. ch. 35.
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any civilized community which can dispense with the services
of a barber or a shoe-maker, a potter or a washerman. All
these and similar other artisans have been existing in villages
from times immemorial, but they exist merely to serve the
needs of the community. Hence it is that they are called
1

servants of the community
'

even by Chanakya ; hence it is

that their maintenance was guaranteed by the community ;

hence it is that they were not, and even now are not, accustomed
to migrate from village to village in search of better employment.

The peculiarity of the village occupations is that they are

just what are required to make the village community self-

contained and self-sufficient. Go to any village in Western
India and you will find there the carpenter, the smith, the

barber, the washerman, the potter and the shoe-maker. 1 There
are some exceptions here and there but they admit of a natural

explanation. Thus, in the forest-covered Canara, no village

community of the usual type exists
;
mere hamlets are scattered

here and there
; so naturally all these artisans or village servants

are not to be found. In some parts of Nagar, Sholapur and
Kolaba Districts, the soil is very poor ;

each village cannot
afford to maintain the full staff of the usual village servants ; and
so we find two or three villages having a common carpenter,

smith or shoe-maker.

But apart from those exceptions, we find that all over

Western India the village community possesses just as many
professions as, and no more than what are required to serve the

needs of its mainly agricultural population. What these

professions were is already indicated ; let us now see how their

members were remunerated for the services which they used to

render to the village community. Usually the ' Balute
'

or the

grain share system was followed, the origin and main features

of which will now be discussed.

Under this system a certain grain-share was paid every year

by each farmer to all the village artisans at the

described time of the annual harvest. Payment was not

made in cash but in kind ; nor was this payment
in kind made on each occasion the service was rendered, but

1
SeeNasik, Nagar, Khandesh, Satara, Poona, Sholapur, Kolaba, Thana,

Ahmadabad, Bharoch, Khandesh Canara and Kathiwar Gazetteers under
the head '

Village Communities.'

12
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annually at the harvest time. And finally we must note that

each farmer has to give a certain grain-share to each of the

village servants, whether he requires his services or not.

It is not difficult to understand why this system was

introduced. In olden days coins of preciousHow it arose , , ,
, . ,, TT .

t -,.metals were rarely used ; even m the Upanishadic

days they had not become common medium of exchange ; for

when the King Janaka set a prize for the best philosopher, it was

in kine and not in Nishkas or Karshapanas. If such was the

case in the days of Janaka, payment in coin in the still earlier

pre-historic times when the Aryans were founding

new vttkge communities m Northern India was

out of question. Villagers have a peculiar

attachment to their cattle and are reluctant to part with them

even in times of stress and difficulty ; so the use of cattle as a

medium of exchange for every-day purposes was out of question.

Payment in corn then was the only alternative left.

Now we must remember that the Aryans were colonizing an

unknown country infested by wild animals and

Among the inhabited by hostile tribes. It was therefore
Aryans in the 1^1-
north natural for them to endeavour to make their

village settlements as self-contained as possible.

And this could be done only by ensuring the permanent existence

of a village staff to serve the agricultural and other needs of the

community. The permanent existence of such a staff could be

secured only by guaranteeing toit a never-failing source of income.

For example, if the total annual income of a smith were to vary

with the needs of the village, as would be the case if it were

fixed in kind on each occasion in proportion to the work required

of him, it may often happen that the smith may be induced

to migrate to another village where he was likely to fare

better. The village community would thus cease to be

self-contained.

To avoid such a contingency, the Balute system was intro-

duced. Every member of the village staff was guaranteed a certain

per cent share from the produce of each farm in the village. He
could thus confidently rely upon a permanent annual income.

The arrangement was advantageous to the farmers as well.

When the harvest was long past, the improvident ones among
them may not always possess surplus corn for payment to the

carpenter, or smith, barber or potter. So, for the farmers too
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the annual payment at the time of harvest when corn is plentiful

was very convenient. Nor was there any danger of the village

servants going away from the village after receiving their pay-

ment in advance, for there was a deep sense of brotherhood and

strong attachment to the village.

It will be now evident how the Balute system must naturally

have been evolved in the Aryan communities when they were

colonizing Northern India. All circumstances necessary and

favourable for its rise were there and the Aryans were clever

enough to devise it.

We have endeavoured to show this rather at great length :

for, Baden-Powell maintains that the system is

Is the system o f Dravidian origin. He says :

' the idea of vil-
taken from the

.,
. , , f . - .

Dravidians ? lages with a gram-share from each cultivator is

Dravidian. Aryans copied it from Dravidians or

found it in India before them.' 1

It is difficult to subscribe to the theory enunciated by Baden-

Powell. It is already shown how it was just

natural for the Aryans to hit upon the system
under the peculiar circumstances of their new village communi-
ties. We shall now cite evidence to show that the system was
in vogue in Northern India several centuries before the

Christian era at a tihie when no Dravidian influence could be

suspected.

In his Arthafastra, Book V, chap. 2, Chankya deals with the

problem of raising additional revenues in times
Because it is o f national danger. He first considers the ques-
much earlier

than Chanakya tion or extra levies on the peasantry and says

that farmers may be required to raise an addi-

tional crop in the summer and compelled to surrender one-third

of the produce. The village collectors, he goes on to observe,

should also beg on behalf of Government and thus realize even

something more than the one-third. Of course this begging was

nothing but bidding and alms that were given in response to it

were nothing but forced benefactions. But Chanakya warns his

officers that '

they should avoid grain at the bottom of the harvest

heaps so that it may be utilized in making offerings to gods and

ancestors, in feeding cows or for the subsistence of mendicants

1 B. P. L. S., I, p. 120.
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and VILLAGE SERVANTS.' 1 It will be clear from this passage
that the method of remunerating the village servants in kind

annually at the time of harvest was well in vogue in Northern

India before the days of Chanakya. Nay, even at that early age, it

was such a deep-rooted and time-honoured custom that the lien of

the Balutedars on the crops collected in the farms could not be

defeated even by a greedy Government in times of national

emergency. The passage makes it quite clear that in the fourth

century B.C., it was regarded as incumbent on a farmer to offer

the grain-share allowance to the village servants as to offer the

oblations to gods and ancestors. 2 The system then must have

been several centuries in existence before the days of Chanakya,
and so the possibility of the Aryans copying it from the Dravi-

dians does not arise at all. For it is already shown in the intro-

duction how the opponents of the Vedic Aryans were not the

Dravidians and how the contact between the two races occurred

only in the south from the eighth century B.C. onwards. And
much earlier than this time must the Balute system have been in

existence ; otherwise, it would not have acquired such a sanctity

throughout Northern India in the fourth century B.C.

Having shown how the Balute system is of Aryan origin and

how it was prevalent all over India in the days
Balute as old as 01 _ .

.,
. v ,

our western * Chanakya 3 and much earlier, we have no
communities hesitation to assume that the Aryan settlers in
themselves Western India too must have introduced the

system in their new communities. The system exists all over

the presidency at present ;
there is ample evidence in the

Maratha period papers to show that the Balutedar's right to his

i

2 The disputes regarding the customary dues and duties of the village
artisans were to be decided by the headman with the assistance of the elders.

C. //. /, p. 434.
3 We may here passingly observe that the payment in cash regulated in

chapter I of Book IV of the Arthaiastra refers to the conditions obtaining in

cities and Government factories. It is difficult to imagine how it could ever

have been possible to require the village washerman to return clothes within

two or three days and to impose a fine if he failed to do so. That is practica-
ble only in laundries like those existing in cities like Bombay and not in

villages. A careful analysis of the chapter will bear out the truth of our

observation that the various artisans referred to in this chapter are not the

village artisans.
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grain-share was regarded as a regular watan, outsiders being

rigorously excluded from any participation in it. If this right
was valued as a watan, it follows that it must have been in exis-

tence even in the Hindu period (1-1200 A.D.). Unfortunately our

inscriptions supply us with no direct evidence on the point, but

it would be hardly reasonable to expect land grants and village

grants to reveal the mode of payment existing between the vil-

lagers and the village servants. They however supply indirect

evidence. Thus we know that the Balutedars were known as

' karu '

(3^) in the days of Peshwas ; and they are referred to

with a slight variation in designation as 'karu' (cRf^)
in most of

the Smtitis and some of the inscriptions. The fact, again, that

the karu (which term the commentators usually explain as

carpenter and smith) had to pay taxes in the form of work and

labour is in our opinion significant. It goes to show indirectly

that the grain-share system of payment was existing. How, we
shall show in the next para.

Manu starts with the theory, while laying down taxation

rules, that everybody in the state ought to be

compelled to pay something by way of taxation. 1

He lays down a tax in money for traders, a tax

in kind on some petty market articles like honey, vegetables,

fruits, etc. (VII, 137-8) but he is compelled to lay down a

tax in labour in case of karus or village artisans. Now if a

carpenter were selling ploughs, a smith ploughshares and axes, a

potter pots in the open village market, the Smirtikaras could

have imposed a certain per cent tax on ploughs, locks, axes, pots,

etc., as they did in the case of honey, vegetables, seeds and flesh.

But owing to the prevalence of the Balute system, there was no

need for the carpenter, smith, or potter to expose his goods in

the open market for sale. Each customer would come to his

house, give his order, and take the articles when prepared. Nor

was he paid at the time of each service rendered
; so, the procedure

of taking a part of the price tendered as a tax on the artisans was

also out of question. At the time of the harvest they received

spfcq

I vii. 137.
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some corn, but it was not obtained from any land in their

possession, so they could not come within the clutches of the

land-tax. It was possible to seize part of the grain-share accruing
to the artisans

; but this share was not always paid at one

particular time by all the farmers. Each selected his own
convenient time and the Balntedar too would often postpone his

claim to such future time as he may find convenient. So, if the

dictum that everybody ought to be compelled to pay something
by way of taxation were to be enforced against the village artisans,

the only practicable way of enforcing it, when the Balute system
prevails, is by compelling the artisans to work for the state. And
this is actually what Manu, 1 Vishnu 2 and others prescribe. In

our opinion this tax in labour on the artisans justifies the inference

that the Balute system must have been then in existence. The
universal prevalence of the system in the Maurya and Maratha

periods however justifies the conclusion about its existence in the

Hindu period even without the help of any indirect and inferential

evidence.

Having so far discussed the origin and prevalence of the

Balute system, we shall now see who were the
Who were not ,, , . , , ,

Balutedars ? persons that were entitled to be included among
the Balutedars. The Balute dues had to be paid

by every farmer to each Balutedar, and so naturally none was
admitted within the category whose services were not indispen-
sable practically to every member of the community. Thus
bricklayers, well-diggers and stone-masons were not included

among the Balutedars, the reason being that their services were
not required by all the villagers every now and then. A man
may build a house once in fifty years, why should he pay the

bricklayer every year at the harvest time ? Another may never

A , ,
build one at all, and this was the case of theAnd why . ., .

,

majority or the villagers of every generation.
So it was thought reasonable that the bricklayer should be paid
by him who wanted his services

; the whole community should
not be taxed for the former's maintenance. Well-diggers and
stone-masons too should be paid by those few who require their

qftqfcf: I vii. m.
ii. 33.
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services, the community would refuse to maintain them by

assigning grain-shares, The teacher too was not a^Balutedar

precisely for the same reason.

There were however two members in the community whose

services were indispensable and yet who were
Another reason

not induded in the list . These are the oilman

and the trader. The reason for the exclusion of these, however,

is not far to seek. The price of the commodities they sell varies

largely with the conditions of the market which none in the

village community could foresee or control. Naturally they

thought it safer and more profitable to have the option of selling

their commodities at the prices that may happen to be current for

the time being. Then again, the village merchant or oilman

had to pay in cash to those from whom he bought his commodi-

ties or groundnuts ;
he could not therefore afford to wait for

payment from his customers till the harvest time.

Having seen who were not the Balutedars and why, let us see

who were. Carpenters, barbers, smiths, shoe-
Who were

makers, potters and washermen are indispensable

to the very existence of the community ; so they

were all admitted to the privilege. Mangs supply ropes, thongs,

whips, etc., to the farmers. To an agricultural community their

services are indispensable, so they were also assigned a grain-

share. The Mahar was the guardian of the village ; it was

he who prevented and detected thefts ;
it was he who cleansed

the village and removed the dead carcasses lying on its streets

and lanes ; so he was also a Balutedar. The services of the

Changla, Tiraja and goldsmith were required for the village

Government ;
the Chaugla was the assistant of the Patel, the

Tarala was the village Government-messenger and the goldsmith

was required for assaying the coins given in payment of taxes

(the currency system being but ill-regulated) ; so all these were

included among the Balutedars. Two more Balutedars remain,

and they are the Joshi and the Gurva. Superstition is still rampant

in villages ;
even now, it is on the auspicious day as determined

by the village Joshi that the farmer goes forth to sow or reap,

to sell or purchase. The various religious rites too were

scrupulously performed with as much care and devotion by the

non-Brahmana as by the Brahmana. So a Joshi was an absolute

necessity for the village. The Gurava was the worshipper

of the village deity who was the guardian of the locality,
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and so the community naturally undertook to pay for his

maintenance.

These then are the usual Balutedars. Generally their 1 number

is twelve, but occasionally some more are admitted to the

privilege. Thus if the village has a good sprinkling of Moslem

population, the Mulani is also included among the Balutedars.

The bamboo-workers and the Kolis too are seen to figure among
them in some localities.

Let us now see what amount of grain each Balutedar received.

The amount was never fixed. Each cultivator
e gram b iare ^^ ^ ^^ some amount of corn and fodder ;

but

the amount itself depends, firstly on the extent of the services

performed for him by the Balutedar in question and secondly on

the out-turn of the crop. A man may use brass dishes and so he

may not require every now and then the leaf-dishes from Gurava ;

he would therefore pay him only a small grain allowance.

Another may require the services of the Gurava every day and

he will naturally pay him a much larger share. Similar is the

case of all other Balutedars.

The western economic civilization that has been slowly

permeating the country has not yet materially

theV stem
6 ^

affected the Balute system. The village

artisans still continue to receive their grain-share

at the harvest time and to supply the needs of the community
as they arise. Some members of these crafts occasionally go
out to cities like Poona or Bombay, work there for a term of

years and return to pass their old age among their kith and kin ;

but even their influence has not yet led the villager to conclude

that the system of cash payment on each occasion of service is

best suited for the village condition. Both the Balutedar and

his employer still prefer the old method and the reason is not

far to seek. The Indian village artisan is by nature an easy-

going man ;
the Balute system guarantees him a fixed income

and he prefers it to the uncertainty involved in the system of

cash payment on each occasion. It is true that if he exerts

himself to his utmost, the cash system will enable him to earn

more ;
but exerting one-self to one's utmost capacity is the last

thing that the villager desires. The cash system again may
drive his customers to seek the services of professional experts

in the adjoining towns and so his living may become very

precarious. Besides the right to the Balute is of the nature of a
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Watan or hereditary right and the attachment to the Watan

howsoever petty it may be, of the villager in Western

India is proverbial. It therefore seems probable that owing

to all these factors, the system may go on working for

several years more.

Under two conditions, however, the system may collapse ; and

these are caste jealousies and quarrels and the
w

|l

en
^

i

|
?

1 it:

introduction of the conditions of factory life in

villages. If the non-Brahmins for instance

decide to boycott the Brahmins, or the untouchables the

touchables, the system will come to an end. The experiment
of such boycotts was recently tried in some of the Western

Indian villages, but luckily, the Balutedars soon realized that it

was not to their best interests. Similarly if the conditions of

the factory life are introduced in villages, majority of its inhabi-

tants will not be dependent on agriculture ; they will be receiving
cash payments for their labour, and they may naturally prefer

to do the same to the village artisans. This tendency has

already evinced itself in villages adjoining big cities. But
vast majority of villages cannot suffer from such contagion, and
the Balute system promises to last at least for another half

century.

13



CHAPTER VIII

PUBLIC WORKS
IN the last chapter we considered the village occupations and

found how they were mainly those that were
Introduction ... M - ,

necessary to meet the ordinary daily needs of

the individual farmer. But in village life, apart from the

individual and private needs, there are public ones, and we
propose to consider how these latter were satisfied in our

village communities.

The construction and repairs of the village temple, chavdi,

or the headman's office, dharmashala or the rest-

house, the village wells and tanks, streets and

defence walls and embankments and canals,

when the local conditions rendered them possible these were the

usual public needs of the village life. In modern times

Government department in most of the countries undertake to

satisfy these needs. In ancient times, however, the activity of

the state was very restricted
;

it was thought reasonable that

just as villagers made their own arrangements for meeting their

private wants, so also they should exert themselves for satisfying

their public needs. The Central Governments would help

occasionally ; part of the village fund was also available ; but as

a general rule the villagers had to make their own arrangements.
The usual method of executing works of public utility was

Usuall et b
^y voluntary co-operation and self-taxation,

voluntary The spirit of offering voluntary service for

works of Public utility is very old ; it existed

in the Jataka period ; for a study of the Jataka

literature shows that the decisions of the village council were

promptly carried out by the members of the community, who
built motehalls and rest-houses and constructed reservoirs and

parks, each taking his share at a voluntary corvee, including

even women who also considered it a civic

Jataka and honour to participate in such village works of
Maurya periods _ . , ,

communal utility.
1 In the Maurya i period, the

same continued to be the case ; for the Artkas&stra lays down

1
Jat., vol. i, p. 199, specially important, J.R.A.S., 1901, 867ff.
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minute rules 'as to how such works of public utility were to be

encouraged.
1 The tradition thus found to be well established

in Northern India was continued by the' new
Deccan and

village communities in Western India. The

Inscriptions Nadwadinge plates of Akalavarsha show how
in order to meet the expenses of a local tank

the villagers agreed to pay a tax of three drammas on every
Brahmana marriage and of one on every Sudra one. 2 We shall

subsequently see in our chapter on village education, how the

villagers of Vaghli (Khandesh) and Salgoti (Bijapur) willingly

consented to an additional levy in order to meet the expenses
of the local colleges. This spirit obviously existed in the

Maratha period, for it was found to animate the village

communities all over Western India even in the British period

until recently. Thus in Ratnagiri District, the head of families

even now contribute according to their means towards the cost

of any public or charitable work, paying either something in

cash or supplying so many days' labour. 3 The same was the

case in Nasik and Khandesh where until recently it was quite

common for villagers to undertake village public works on a

co-operative principle, defraying the cost by contributions in

labour, kind or money.
4 Such also was the case in Sholapur,

5

Bijapur,
6 and other Canarese districts. In Kathiawar also this

practice was common. The spirit of co-operation is now dying

out but that is quite a different matter. 7

Having so far seen how the public works were undertaken

and managed, let us more particularly inquire

into the <3uestion of how they were financed.

We have already stated that public subscription

I wqr^SRtf?flr1$3R: ......
I
Bk - in, Ch. 9.

2 Ind. Ant., xii, p. 224.
3
Ratnagiri Gazetteer, p. 142.

* Gazetteers of the respective districts under the heading Village
Communities.

8 Ibid. Ibid.
7 This spirit of voluntary co-operation and taxation, we may passingly

point out, was common all over India. The Madras Famine Commission,
1880, observed in its report (pt. ii, p. 112) that so numerous were the

applications of the village communities desirous of raising subscription for

works of public utility in which they were individually interested that the
authorities were unable to pay attention to all. In many of the Punjab
villages the Malba tax for such purposes is still a common feature.
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iu kind, money or labour was resorted to, but the means of the

villagers were limited and subscription alone was not always

sufficient. It had to be supplemented from other sources.

Partial help from Central Government could usually be

relied upon. If the work in question was of

Central provincial or imperial importance, or obviously
Government's , - ^ P ^ ... .

help beyond the means of the village community,
Central Government would wholly or partly

defray the expenses. Thus roads from one village to another

were usually constructed and repaired by the

undertakings
Central Government. The trunk roads lined

with trees and punctuated with wells and rest-

houses which Asoka had constructed were financed out of the

Imperial exchequer ; the same seems to have been the practice in

later days ; for, Sukra says that * the king should have the roads

repaired by men who have been sued against or imprisoned.'
1

Costly works beyond the means of the community were again
financed by the Central Government. Rudradaman boasts that

he had no recourse to forced labour or benefactions when he

reconstructed the magnificent dam at Girnar. 2 The college

building and twenty-seven hostels for students
(ii) Endowments at Vagh]i) a villag

r e in Khapdesh, were entirely

financed by King Seunachandra. The necessary endowments

for the feeding of students and maintenance of professors also

came from the Central Government. The same was the case

with regard to the Salgoti College, as will appear from the next

chapter.

The help from the Central Government was not always in

money ;
it was often in kind. Thus Chanakya

material
Ply f

says that a kin^ should either build temples,

reservoirs, rest-houses, etc., in the villages or

help others to construct them by a free supply of wood, land

and other materials. 3 The Central Government would also help

1
i. 536.

ER ........3$ fo*=TW ........ I Junagad Inscription.

>o
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sometimes by exemption from taxation as was the custom in

the Maurya period.
1 A fourth form this help

(iv) And would assume was by assigning the services of

labour the village artisans for such purposes. We
have already seen how all the labourers and

artisans were by law bound to work for the state two days every
month. Usually the Government would require them to discharge

this liability by working at the village public works. The
headman could thus coerce those who would not voluntarily

co-operate for the village undertakings.

Another source from which our communities derived not

inconsiderable help in financing works of public

comfn^ to aVd
Y

utility was the religious sentiment of the
since very old people. Religion was a dominant factor in the

past ;
and it was insistent in emphasizing the

spiritual benefit arising from performing such works of public

utility as wells, gardens and rest-houses. This gPTH^~ "" o

(ishtapiirtd) conception was so old that even in Upanishadic

times 2 men thought that highest beatitude could
f

be Attained by building rest-houses and temple-

halls, by digging wells, tanks and reservoirs and

by helping to keep 'these undet repairs.
3 Nor does the pre-

valence of the Jnanamarga or Karmakancla, seem to have

affected people's faith in the religious benefit arising from such

: qgtf: I etc.iii.9.

Mundaka, i. 2, 10.

3 For an illustrative definition of g^fCfct we quote Yama , i. 69-70.

:z 35H1
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works ; for Chanakya notices the practice
* and almost all the later

Smritis like LaghuSamkha and others strongly recommend it.

That these recommendations were followed by the people

appears clearly from the numerous inscriptions
Followed in TTT T _. rn . u n

practice
m Western India. They could influence even

a foreigner like Ushabhadata as appears from

the numerous benefactions of his recorded in Karli and Nasik

caves. 2 The numerous halls, railings, rooms, water basins, etc.,

that are seen constructed at Karli, Nasik, Bhedsa, Bhaja and

Badami prove that Buddhism was also exercising a similar

influence, an influence which had permeated, as the residence and

professions of the various donors show, the humblest classes in

the most distant parts of the Deccan. It is but natural to presume
that some at least of these devoted pilgrims must have done

similar acts at their own villages, an inference
Even in modern ,, , . , , - - - . . , ,

jjays
that is supported by local inquiry m many of the

villages in Western India, which shows that

temples and rest-houses in those villages were usually built by
such religious-minded people. Even now this spirit is not dead

;

we may therefore well conclude that our communities must have

been receiving substantial help in the past from private charity

in the construction and repairs of the village public works.

Help from all these sources, however, was not always
sufficient to meet the village needs. Central

Public loans ^ - .
, .

Government may refuse assistance, private

charity may not be forthcoming ; the works necessary may be

too costly to be defrayed out of the public subscription that was

possible 4o collect. Repairs of the village wall, costs of occa-

sional * shibundee
'

or village defence against
In Maratha , . . , , ,

period marauders, construction of a considerable em-

bankment, could not always be financed by
public subscriptions. In such cases, Elphinstone informs us,

3

: i
m. 10.

qpi^t

Nasik, No. 10 ; Karli, No. 19.

3
Elfi. t p. 20.
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that the village communities in Western India were in the habit

of raising the necessary sums by a public loan. The debt was

gradually redeemed by an additional annual assessment and

sometimes even by mortgages of village lands on the part of

villagers. If the grant of land was small no rent was charged

by Government ; but if it was a large grant, the Government

dues were paid by other ryots and the creditor still enjoyed the

land rent-free. Such land grants were known as ' Gaum Nishut

Inams.'

From the Chola epigraphs, it distinctly appears that this

practice of raising loans for village public works was quite

common in the extreme south during the tenth, eleventh and

twelfth centuries. 1 Whether it existed in Western India in the

pre-Maratha period we do not know. Our inscriptions are silent

on the point and it is not quite safe as we have already observed,

to apply mutatis mutandis the conclusions based
And the Hindu *u ru 1 j^^u t. T A'

period upon the Chola records to the rest of India.

But as the practice was well in vogue even in the

unsettled Maratha and Mahomedan times, we may reasonably

presume that the tradition was handed down to that age by the

preceding one. Were it a novel experiment, it would not have

succeeded ; for, people are very chary of investing money in times

of trouble and anarchy when the security offered is rather

doubtful or novel. The custom then of raising such public loans

must have existed in the Hindu period in our villages.

These then were the arrangements made by our village

communities for satisfying public needs. Their
Conclusion . , c ,, ,. f _

essential feature was the co-operation of all

villagers in the task of common interest. Even when the

Central Government used to assist, as was the case in Gujarat

even under the Mahomedan rule, it was for the purchase of

acquiring land and materials ; villagers themselves had to orga-

nize the necessary machinery and carry out the work. 2

1 Ukkal inscriptions, Nos. 3, 7, 9 and 10.
a
E.G., i. 1.



CHAPTER IX

EDUCATION, MEDICAL RELIEF AND SANITATION

IN the last chapter we discussed the communal needs of the village

life and the measures adopted to meet them.

Education, sanitation and medical relief are in

the present age regarded as general needs to be satisfied by the

state ;
but such was not the case in the past. We therefore did

not consider the problems connected with them in the last chapter ;

we shall deal with them in the present one.

A. EDUCATION

In the Hindu, Mahomedan and Maratha periods, the spread

of literacy was not regarded as coming within

Education not the sphere of state activity. This need not

communa?
S

need surprise us, for even in Europe, the conditions

were exactly similar down to the middle of the

last century. The attitude of the masses too, towards the three

R's was not much different from what it is even at present ; so

the initiation of the village boys in the mystery of the three R's

was not regarded as a communal necessity. Village education

was therefore left entirely to private agency and enterprise.

As it would be a lengthy digression, we do not propose to

enter into question of the evolution of educational

historic systems
institutes m India. Otherwise, we would have

shown how in the earliest times education was a

purely family concern, each father initiating his son in the Vedic

study and the profession of his caste, how in course of time,

owing to economic pressure and diversity of pursuits, this system

gave way to another, under which children used to be sent to the

teacher's house for a more or less permanent stay during the

educational course, and how finally owing to the growing
secularization of studies and allied causes, even this system was

supplanted by the primitive prototype of the present one, under

which a teacher maintained by the community teaches such of the

boys as are sent to the school during: the school period. Suffice

it to say that this last system was already evolved as early as the

Smriti period. It is true that the Smritis disapprove of the paid
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teacher 1 but their disapproval itself is sufficient to show that he

had already made his appearance in society even at that early

date.

This paid teacher or
ijficRpGEfrqcfi

as the Smritis call him has

then been in existence since very early times in
*

our communities. He was not a grain-sharer ;

for education of children in the three R's was
not regarded as a communal necessity. He has therefore no

definite place in the village economy like the smith or carpenter.

Mr. John Matthai indeed maintains 2 that he has such a place,

being paid by rent-free land or grain-share ; this assertion, how-

ever, seems to be unfounded at least as far as our Presidency is

concerned
; for in Bombay he nowhere figures

among theBalutedars or Watandars. The village

in general did not require his services ; certain sections of the

community wanted him ; and it was naturally deemed reasonable

that they alone should be responsible for his pay and main-

tenance.

Let us then see how he was maintained. In this respect no

uniform practice seems to have existed in the
How was he

pre-British days. In some extremely rare cases
paid r

only Sie was assigned a grain share, and then he

used to impart instructions gratis to all the village boys. But

usually the schoolmaster received no such grain-share, nor did he

obtain any regular pay ; the parents of the children who received

education at his hands used to pay him according to their means.

In some villages again, as appears from the Bombay Education

Report, 1882-83
,
the schoolmaster used to receive no monthly

fees from his pupils but a fixed annual income from the

villagers.

In addition to these more or less regular payments, the school-

master used to receive some gifts in kind or
His other

money on holidays (like the new year day,

Dassara, etc.) and festivities (like the thread

ceremony, marriage, etc.). This was by no means a negligible

source of income. He was again the letter-writer of the village

and was often employed in drawing up deeds, bonds and leases.

1
Every Smriti excludes him from 'Srcidha ceremony, cf . Yajnavalkya,

i. 223.
2

Vill. Govt., p. 39.

14
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Sometimes he also possessed some elementary knowledge of

medicine which again was of some help to him. These various

sources of income along with what he received from his pupils

were generally sufficient to give him a modest income.

The professional teacher does not seem to have been a regular

feature of our village communities. Only large
Teacher of some

villages seem to have engaged his services.
kind or other in

every Village
But that does not mean that the children had no

facilities for learning the three R's. The village

Joshi or some member of his family would devote some time to

the education of such of the village children as cared to receive

it. Generally, only the boys of the Brahmanas and well-to-do

high class Marathas evinced a desire for learning the three R's ;

and the village Joshi could, with the monitorial system, well

manage to impart that knowledge to them. The Joshi was, as

we have seen, a Balutedar, but he used to receive occasionally

some additional presents for his labours.

The information so far given is largely based on local inquiry
in some of the Deccan villages and on what

by the writer has iearnt from h js old grand unde
Mr. Moropant Kulkarni who is familiarly ac-

quainted with the conditions as they were in the fifties of the

last century. It would seem that some^such system was in

existence throughout the Maratha period. If there was no school,

some well-to-do member of the Brahmana community or at least

the Joshi would undertake the education of the few village boys
who wished to receive it. The system was well suited to the

needs of a time when literacy was not much
Court of

^

valued. It was working satisfactorily in the

testimony
Deccan at the beginning of the last century ; for,

it has received a glorious tribute from the Court

of Directors. In their dispatch, dated June 3, 1814, they observe :

'This venerable and benevolent institution of the Hindus (viz.,

the village teacher) is represented to have withstood the shock

of revolutions, and to its operation is ascribed the general

intelligence of the natives as scribes and accountants. We are

so strongly persuaded of its great utility that we are desirous

that you should take early measures to inform yourselves of its

present state, and that you will report to us the result of your

inquiries, affording in the meanwhile such protection to the

village teachers in all their just rights and immunities as may
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appear necessary . . . . ; for, humble as their situation may
appear, we understand that these village teachers are held in

high veneration throughout India/

From this unstinted tribute from an unexpected quarter, it

will be clear that many villages had in pre-British days some

arrangement for imparting primary education. The system was

an unsuited one for an age like the present one and so it has

naturally collapsed.

In the Hindu period, it appears probable that a similar

system was in vogue, with this difference only
Hindu period th&t there were more well.to .do Brahmanas to

undertake the education work than there were in the subsequent

days. The numerous grants to Brahmanas, known technically

as * Brahmadeya
'

grants show how the bounty of the Hindu

monarchs was always inclined towards the endowments of

temples and learned Brahmanas, These grants do not impose

any direct obligation on the Brahmanas to teach the village

boys free ; but people in olden days were more religious and

devotional, more inclined to obey the Sastric injunctions when

there were no pressing considerations for acting otherwise. So

we may well believe that though most of these grants are for

^f^5^^^"?J[^T^i.e. fcr meeting the expenses of the livelihood and

religious observations, the grantees must have, as a matter of

course, discharged the Brahmin's duty of '

adhyapana
'

or

teaching in return for their being freed from the care of the daily

bread.

In the Mahomedan times, the conditions were altered to some

extent. But luckily thatrule was not well-estab-
os.em eno

listed for any considerable time in the greater

part of Western India, so the effects of confiscation of the

Brahmadeya grants were not much felt. It need hardly be

mentioned that the Mahomedan rulers did not in the least

trouble themselves about rural education. Their grants also

had not the indirect effect of spreading general education; for,

they were usually confined ito mosques alone, and the Mulani

there could usually attract only Mahomedan pupils.

Such then is the history and nature of the arrangement made
for primary education. It does not seem that

Female Educa-
gjrjs were given any education in literacy in

tlOD
historic times in Western India. The correct
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conclusion that is to be drawn from verses like

"

or
^F^f| fefi *T"faT35f3" cftfTTBIJTd fe^*3^ ^? I

which

refer to girls knowing writing is that in high families, they were

often literate ; any other conclusion is bound to be fallacious.

Literacy was not valued even in case of boys ;
the case of girls

then was out of question altogether.

Facilities for higher education at present exist only in towns

and cities. Such was not the case in the past
Facilities for when celebrated seminaries and colleges were

often located in villages. No survey of village

education will therefore be adequate and complete without a

reference to these village-colleges or rather college-villages.

We shall proceed to inquire as to whether such institutions

existed in Western India, and if so, what was their nature and

how they were financed.

The existence of such village-colleges in Western India can

be proved beyond all doubt. The Rashtrakuta
and Yadava inscriptions give detailed accounts

of three such institutions, one existing at Salgoti,

a village near Indi in Bijapur District, another flourishing at

Vaghli in Khandesh, and a third at Patana, now a deserted

village near Chalisgaum. Before inquiring whether any more
institutes of the type existed, let us first try to understand the

nature of these colleges.

The Salgoti inscription of Krishna III, dated 945, gives us a

very valuable and detailed picture of the local

Sal* o
C

ti

llege ^ institute and its management. The college was
located in a magnificent building built by Nara-

yaiia,
3 a minister of Krishna III. Students from distant coun-

1
SafitaSatt, iii. 44. 2

Ibid., vii. 71.

3

51T55T
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tries resorted to it
* and twenty-seven hostels were necessary to

accommodate them .
2
Boarding and lodging was

free 50 acres of land being: end wed by the king

for meeting those expenses.
3 The provision

for the light charges of this big academy was made by another

grant of 12 acres
;

4 and the principal was assigned fifty acres by

way of remuneration."5 The inhabitants of the village too were
not slow to appreciate the institution ; the institute used to

receive from them five coins at the time of each marriage, two
and a half at the time of each thread ceremony and one and a

quarter at the time of each tonsure. 6
Besides, whenever

a feast was given in the village, the host used to entertain as

many teachers and students as he could afford to entertain.

The inscription, however, gives us no idea as to the course

of education followed there ; probably it was Vedic study,

though other branches of knowledge also may have been
included.

: e'fh

tffa (

ffxi:

qcqrfcrj ^rfa %F^ ^fcf

fl

^
1

NP
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The institute at Patana was also a similar big college founded

by Changadeva, a grandson of the famous

coUegea?pltana
astronomer Bhaskarachary a,

1 and for the study

of astronomy in general and his grandsire's

works in particular. This college also was liberally endowed

and, what is more interesting to note is, that the villagers here also

had voluntarily levied upon themselves several taxes for the up-

keep of the institution. Farmers were contributing a certain

amount of corn, oilmen, a certain amount of oil
; purchasers used

to pay a five per cent college tax and so on. 2

Vaghli inscription of Seunachandra II dated A. D. 1069 3

reveals the existence of a similar institution at

Vaghli. We find the king granting several lands

tax-free for maintaining the students and one

piece for supporting the teacher.

Three villages at least in Western India were thus undoubtedly
famous as important centres of learning during

Were similar the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries. How
colleges existing ,

_ ......
at other villages? many others possessed similar institutions we

do not know ; but we would be justified in infer-

ring that they must have been fairly numerous. We have already

shown how the grantees in Brahmadeya grants were usually

accustomed to discharge their duty of teaching or '

adhyapana '.

Grants of whole villages or large parts of a village were made

only to those Brahmanas, who were well known for their wide

learning and deep scholarship. We may therefore fairly conclude

that each Brahmadeya or Agrahara village must have as a rule

maintained an institution for higher education. It is true that the

plates themselves do not refer to any such institutions at the

Agrahara villages, but when we remember how the grantees of

Brahmadeya grants were, down to the British period, always in

the habit of giving free boarding, lodging and instructions in

f ........ariRrqrat qmv footer

qst qt <ST i

EJ- ' P- 30-

. L, ii, p. 228.
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higher sciences to many students, we shall feel no hesitation in

concluding that similar must have been the case in the Hindu

period. The absence of any reference to the duty of giving free

instructions to students in the higher branches of knowledge is

probably due to the king's desire for making an unconditional

grant. Why lose half the grace of the grant by laying down a

condition in express terms, which it was pretty certain would not

be violated in practice ?

We have discussed above the arrangements for higher and

primary education made in our village communities ; let us now
pass on to medical relief and sanitation.

B. MEDICAL RELIEF

Every village does not possess now, and did not possess in

the past, its own village physician. Owing to the absence of

modern civilization and its artificial life and injurious effects,

diseases were few. Elders again, both male and female, used to

possess, until recently, a surprising amount of medical knowledge.

Every person above forty used to know by experience how to treat

himself and others in the cases of ordinary ailments and diseases.

Under such circumstances it was hardly possible for a physi-

cian to find in a single village the necessary amount of work

sufficient to maintaVi himself. So usually a physician used to

establish his headquarters at a convenient centre in a group of

villages, and the villagers used to go out to consult him in cases

of serious disorders. The knowledge of the physician was by no

means that of a quack; the average villager is still unwilling to

entrust his case to an English-educated doctor.

Such was, and still continues to be, the condition of our

villages in Western India with regard to the medical relief. The
conditions in the past too were not much different. Unfortunately
evidence in this connection is sadly fragmentary ; it is indeed

unfair to expect votive inscriptions and literary plays of court

poets to throw any light on the conditions of medical relief in

village communities. In his rock inscription No. 2, A soka refers

to his importing and planting medicinal herbs in those part of

his wide dominions where they did not exist. But it does not seem
that even in that age, each village possessed a doctor; for, Asoka

simply says that he took measures to increase the medicinal

stores. The references to the physician in the Arthas&stra 1

1 Bk. IV, chap. 1
;
Bk. II, ch. 36.
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seem to show that he usually existed in large villages. Hala

in one place compares the condition of a lovesick heroine,

forsaken by her lover, to the condition of a critical patient in a

village without a doctor. 1 This incidental reference clearly points

out that the Deccan village under the Andhras did not always

possess a physician. Vishnu 's exhortation to a Snataka that he

should not live in a country, where there is no physician,
2 again

signifies by implication that each village was not expected to have

its own physician ; for, were such the case, he would not have

advised the Snataka not live in a village where there was no

physician. If then such were the conditions in the first, sixth

and nineteenth centuries, we may fairly conclude that they were

not much different in the interval between A.D. 600 and A.D.

1800. There is no evidence for the intervening period ; still

the inference seems to be well founded.

C. SANITATION

As regards the sanitary arrangements, the village does not

seem to have changed much. Watchman was the village

scavenger and when a carcass lying in the street was removed,

he honestly thought that his duty was done. Regular cleansing

of the village streets was unknown ; each house owner, however,

was more particular in the past in keeping fne street adjoining

his house clean than he is at present. Otherwise things were

much the same ; Sukra says that at the back of village houses there

should be by-lanes and places for committing nuisances ; and his

words still describe accurately the conditions in the modern

village. Nor can we conclude that things were better under the

Mauryas ; for the fines on persons committing nuisances on a

road by throwing mud on it were imposed only in towns and

cities. Villages were expressly excluded from their operation.

Injunctions like the following 'tftf^J 3T55 STSfqT ^frfsgt Sfftfa
NO

*T: I ratftift ^TTPT qTCreq: *T7rW 3
I did not influence

N> V-J

the villagers much ; for, strictly interpreted they do not exclude

the use of village by-lanes for the purposes to which they are

being put from times immemorial.

- vi. 100.

81. 67.
*

<
3
Satatapa, iv. 16.



CHAPTER X

RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT

So far, we had confined ourselves to the business-side of village-

life. But life does not mean business alone.
Introduction

oQ dreary>

Recreations and amusements are necessary to relieve the

monotony of daily pursuits. Our survey of village life would be

altogether incomplete were we to leave out of consideration the

question of recreation and amusement. We therefore propose

to discuss it briefly in this chapter.

As early as the Maurya period, village concerts used to be

arranged on occasions of holidays and festivities.
Village concerts , M1 ,.-Here too, as in other aspects of village life,

the villagers were actuated by a spirit of brotherhood,

co-operation and mutual assistance. Not to co-operate in and

contribute for such public shows and dramas was regarded

as a sin against society ;
a person guilty of such conduct was

treated as an outcaste. In the Maurya period he was not

allowed to witness the show or performance ; and if he did

so stealthily, he was fined twice the amount ot the subscription

otherwise due from him. 1

Such shows and dramas were quite common in the Maurya
period. They are called ' Preksha '

by Chaiiakya
In the Maurya an^ Samaja

'

by Asoka. From Chullavagga
period and ~ , A f .

,
. . . AT ...

subsequent ages
v - ^- " an(^ Asoka S rock inscription, No. 4, it is

evident that the Samaja consisted of dancing,

singing andmusic, dramatic performances and acrobatic feats. Ihe

Samaja was quite common in Western India under the Andhras.

Nasik inscription No. 2, refers to Gotamiputra Satakarni's

^ 5BR1&I

I
<Arthas&strat ii, ch. 1.

15
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practice of encouraging: them; 1 a simile in the Saptasatl
2

makes it abundantly clear that the '

nati
' was quite a familiar

figure to the average villager in the Deccan. As regards the

Chalukya, Rashtrakuta and Yadava periods, there is no historic

or inscriptional evidence ; but when we remember bow these

shows and dramas were quite common in villages even at a time

when there was hardly any trace of the classical drama, we can

well maintain that they could not have disappeared from the

village life during the Augustan period of Sanskrit drama. The

tradition was handed down unbroken down to a time well within

living memory. Pauranic dramas performed by village amateur

actors were quite common thirty years ago. And even now we
find such plays occasionally performed in some villages in

Western India.

The actors in these concerts were either local amateurs or

outside professional men. The fact that villagers
Actors both used to co-operate in such undertakings clearly
amateurs and .

professionals
shows that usually the actors in the drama were

drawn from local amateurs. Occasionally,

however, professional singers, dancers and actors used to visit

villages in olden days. Chanakya deplores that the visits of

such professional persons should interfere with the agricultural

affairs of the peasantry and he lays down that they should

not be allowed to enter the village.
3

Imperial injunctions in

such matters were probably honoured more in their breach

than in their observance. The injunction however is valuable

as showing that visits from professional men were quite

common in the past. Nor has the practice died down even at

present ;
for '

Bhavayyas
'

or popular actors still move about the

Gujarat villages in the summer performing the popular Pauranic

plays in the open spaces of villages where the villagers eagerly
assemble to witness and enjoy them.

qwri
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The concerts of local amateurs were usually arranged on

occasions of public holidays and festivities like

^rformance
Rama Navami, Gokula AshtamI, Gaijesha

Chaturthi, Dasara and Holika. These festi-

vities were more common in the past than they are now,

for, some of them are no longer observed. Thus Kaumudi
festival was undoubtedly observed as a gala day in the days of

Chanakya and Sudraka,
1 but its name even is unknown now.

Similarly there was an Indraprayana festival at the celebration of

which a holiday was prescribed for schools. 2 The Holika too was

celebrated on a more comprehensive scale than now. The

entry of Rs. 8-8-0 for Shimga expenses in the accounts of

Jategaon Budruk for 1791 shows clearly how the whole village

celebrated it as a common festival and how part of the village

fund was utilized for it. And no wonder, for the Holika festival

is a very old institution. From an incidental reference to it in

the Saptasatl
*

it appears that the manner also in which the

festival was celebrated was not much different from the

present one.

Such then were the arrangements made at the time of holidays

. and festivities. Another source of recreation was
Fairs

the fair. Fairs were more numerous m the past ;

and they afforded opportunities for many sided amusements.

There were dancers, singers, and actors ; there were wrestling

matches, bull-fights, cock-fights, ram-fights, there were acrobatic

feats and humdrum performances ; the market contained many
rare articles which the villagers were anxious to purchase.

Everybody therefore thronged to the fair ; even people from

adjoining villages used to visit them either for amusement or

for business.

In the Vedic times we have seen how the sabha partook much
of the character of a modern club. There was a convival

gathering, there was gambling, there were talks on village

matters. Such clubs were not unknown in later days.

Mudrarakshasa, Act IV.
2

i. 9.

I
iv.
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Vatsyayana gives a detailed description of these merry

gatherings,
1

(which were in his days called *

goshthis ') and

what is more interesting in connection with our inquiry, exhorts

the villagers to imitate them. 2 We do not know whether the

club described by Vatsyayana was ever a normal feature of the

daily village life in Western India ; the proba-

Evening biltty is that it was not such a feature.

the chvdi
a

However it should be noted that its want was

more than compensated by the daily evening

gathering at the chavdi or temple. At these evening gatherings

there were no daily dances as Vatsyayana would desire, but

occasionally the village musician would come and sing to the

merriment of the tired peasantry. There was also the pleasure

of mutual conversation, narration of an interesting story by
one villager, discussion of an important topic by another,

revelation of an astounding piece of news by a third, all

contributing to the mirth, recreation and amusement of the

people assembled. The day's fatigue was forgotten and each

went home refreshed and delighted.

1 Kamasutra, ch. iv, p. 47.
2

qrcrarat

re[t ^



CHAPTER XI

RELIGION AND CHARITY

ONE more aspect of village life remains to be considered to make

our picture complete and that is the religious aspect. We now

propose to discuss it in this chapter.

Hindus are still an essentially religious people, but the

religion's hold on their minds was still firmer in
The village the pagt NQ vjuage therefore could exist
tempi^

without at least one temple ; the first business of

our colonizers in Western India must have been to erect a temple
to the God most revered by the settlers. This god was the

protecting guardian of the community and was called the

gramadevata of the place. Every village has one such grama-
devata as the proverb

' no God no village
'

implies.

In most of the villages of Western India, the village temple is

still endowed with a rent-free land to defray the
s mam

expenses connected with its worship, upkeep and

repair. This temple inam was left untouched even by British

Government ;
and no wonder ; for it is the most ancient of the

various types of inams now existing. The temple inams were

common in the Maratha period and the numerous temple grants

of the Hindu period made by the monarchs of Valabhi, Gurjara,

Chalukya, and Rashtrakuta dynasties show that the same was the

case in the Hindu period. In most of the cases, however, the

temple inams are as old as the communities themselves
; when

the communities were founded in Western India, there was ample

land for assignment and so, we may be sure, that every village

temple was assigned some lands for its upkeep. The practice

was prevalent in Northern India in the days of Chanakya, and

we shall not be wrong in conjecturing its prevalence among the

colonizers of Western India.

The temple was the centre of many village activities. It was

there that the children of the villagers assembled

morning and evening to learn the three R's.

It was to the temple that the village litigants

used to repair to get their quarrels settled by the Panchayat. It

was to the same place that the way-worn traveller, reaching the
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village in the evening dusk, used to repair for his nocturnal

sojourn. It was in the temple precincts that the villagers used to

assemble in the evening for social talks and recreation. It was to

the same holy place that, in case of an epidemic, the villagers used

to repair, all in a body, to pray to the deity to graciously stop the

common calamity. And it was the temple hall where the religious

sermons were delivered on the days of religious sanctity and

observances. Temple then has naturally been an indispensable

feature of our village communities.

The history of the village worship and religion in Western

India is a fascinating one. The Buddhistic wave
in the Anclhra period, the Shaiva revival under

Sankaracharya, the progress of Jainism in

Gujarat and Kathiawar under the late Chalukyas, the setback it

received in the eouth at the rise and spread of the Lingayat sect

in the twelfth century, the lise of the Pandharpur school, the

superstitious and primitive notions borrowed
Cannot be dealt from the Ngas and Em^ the resuscitation of

Vaishnavism in Gujarat under Vallabhacharya ;

all these were in their turn reflected in the village life, influenc-

ing the form of village worship and moulding the character of the

village folk. Want of space however prevents us from undertaking
such an inquiry ;

we are also doubtful wheVher it would not be

too remotely related with the theme of the present book.

Religion, whatever its form or name may be, first and foremost

emphasizes charity, and we shall content ourselves with inquiring

whether and how far charity was a prominent feature of village

life.

There is ample evidence to show that charitable activities

were remarkable features of the village life in
Village chanties Westem India The reception of Dangers and

guests, the relief of the poor and the distressed were duties

which every village was bound to discharge. Arthatastra says
hat the headman or gramadhyaksha should look after the needs

of the guests and visitors. From the description of villages

given by Bana,
x

it is clear that the rest-house formed a regular
feature of the village community in his times. A rest-house

Harshacharit', p. 176
;

cf. also Watters : On Yuan Chnang, i, p. 343.
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between every two villages was a common feature in the days
of Sukra. 1 That the conditions described by these northern

writers prevailed in the Deccan as well will appear from an

incidental metaphor in one of the verses in Saptasah where a

thirsty traveller being served with water at the village rest-house

is referred to.

As regards the expenses connected with the guest house and

poor relief, it may be observed that some
ow mance

contribution was received from the village fund.

My grand uncle states that in the pre-British and even in the

early British days,
'

Atitabhyagata
'

or reception of guests,
' Dharmadaya

'

or relief of the poor and ' Devas-
Contribution thana

'

or temple expenses were invariably the
from village ,

.
i .L

fund first charges on the village revenues. Elphmstone
also notes that the maintenance of the village

temple, its fixed and authorized pension and annual charities,

its alms to beggars and entertainments to guests were regarded

as salabada or permanent charges on the village revenues.

Among the items of village expenditure of Pimpal Saudagar and

Jategaon Budruk (which are already quoted, see pp. 71, 72)

charity figures prominently and takes the lion's share of the village

fund. We may therefore well conclude that part of the village

fund was always utilized for this purpose in Western India.

The contribution from the village fund was supplemented by

grants from various other sources. The village

temple with its inam land would contribute

something ; merchants would set apart part of

their profits for this purpose ;
there were caste funds available

for such needs. And lastly there were endowments both

private and public, made specifically for the purpose of receiving

and feeding guests and poor people. They were fairly common
in the Hindu period and not unknown in the Maratha regime.

2

Such endowments could not be possible for every village ; but

their want was to some extent made up by the gifts of the

charitably-disposed and well-to-do members of the community.
3

1
i. 538-46.

2 Vide Nilgunda Inscription of Tilaip, II
; Ep. 2nd., iv. 207 ; Kolhapur

Inscription of Bhoja, II
; Ep. fnd., iii. 216

; Vadagaum Maratha temple
papers published by B.I.S.M., etc.

3 Peculiar sanctity attached to Brahmana bhojana and alms to the poor
is still a dominant factor in Hindu life.
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This poor-relief fund made up by contributions from these

various sources enabled the villages to discharge
Modern times ^ eminently humane function which undoubtedly

lent a charm to the village life. The weary traveller, the needy

Brahmana, the holy pilgrim were sure to get a night's lodging

and boarding at the place of their sojourn ;
the hosts too must

have, after the day's labour, passed the time pleasantly, listening

to the tales of distant lands and different peoples. What with

the disallowance of the '

Atitabhyagata
'

charge by the British

Government, and what with the spread of materialistic notions

of the modern civilization, this feature has now passed away
from the life of the village community and passed away for

ever.

Our review of the village life and its history comes here to

an end. Village life without a village settlement

How th

S

epicture
was impossible ; so we first discussed the history

of our village o f the various problems connected with the
comp e e

vmag e site, pasture and arable lands. Then we
took up the question of the village occupations and it enabled us

to see what arrangements were made in our communities to

meet the general individual needs of its members. Next we
took up the question of general public nepds and discussed the

history of village public works. Then we turned to public but

special needs and traced the history of education and medical

relief. Having thus exhausted the every-day business needs of

village life, we turned to its lighter aspects and discussed the

question of amusement and recreation of our visage folk. After

considering the principal needs of the body as well as mind in

the village life, we turned to the needs of the spirit and briefly

discussed the question of religion and charity. The survey of

the village life which was proposed to be taken in this part has

thus become fairly complete, hardly any important aspect being
left unconsidered.



CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSION

HAVING now traced and discussed the history of all the principal

aspects and institutions of the village communities in Western

India, our task has well nigh come to an end. Some general

questions however still remain to be considered, which, owing
to the method we had followed in the treatment of our theme,
we had so long no opportunity to discuss in a connected manner.

To a historian of the village communities in Western India, the

reader may well ask : You dealt with Western Indian village

communities
; but what are the distinguishing features that

mark them out from the North or South Indian communities ?

You narrated the history, but what are its lessons ? You
discussed the past, but is it of any use in shaping the future ?

These, we think, are legitimate expectations which a historian

ought to satisfy ; so, hough we have already made scattered

observations on all these topics, we shall discuss them in a

connected manner by way of resume in this concluding chapter.

A. PECULIARLY WESTERN FEATURES

Let us first take the question of determining the peculiarly

western features of our communities. At the
"

outset it may be observed that even to-day,
numerous than there is a remarkable uniformity to be observed

difference. Why? m ^e realm of culture and civilization through-

out the various provinces of India. This unity

was even much more remarkable and all-sided in the past.

Down to the period of Asoka there was the unity of language ;

the various provincial dialects in the Asoka inscriptions vary but

slightly from one another. There was also the unity of religion ;

the various sects, whether Hindu or Buddhistic, embodying to

a great extent the same central conceptions of spiritual life, had

more points of agreement than those of difference. As regards

social and political customs, manners and institutions, our village

communities in the various provinces were, until the Mahomedan

period, guided to a very great extent by the rules laid down in

the Smritis. There is a remarkable uniformity and agreement
16
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among the Smriti writers ; and we have found that the rules laid

down in the Smritis were generally observed in the village

communities all over India. We have pointed out many such

instances. Thus we have shown how the intricate rules of legal

procedure laid down by Sukra, Narada and Brihaspati, who were

all northerners, were faithfully observed even by the Western

Indian village communities and even during the Mahomedan

period (pp. 44-45, 48, etc.). We have shown how the Puga court

of the Northern Smritikaras was actually functioning in

Maharashtra down to the British period (p. 46). We have

shown how the * lekhaka
'

or village accountant, though referred

to by a solitary Northern writer (namely Sukra) was a regular

feature of Western Indian villages several centuries before that

writer's time (p. 13). We have here referred to some typical

instances, a careful reader can easily multiply them. 1

Naturally, therefore, there are more points of resemblance

than those of difference among the village communities of the

various parts of India. Resemblance, however, should not

blind us to the differences, for the latter do undoubtedly exist.

Let us see what they are and also ascertain their causes.

Western Communities and Northern Communities. Down to

the Mahomedan period, there were hardly any

between
Q

points of difference ; but* the varying fortunes

Northern and of the communities under the Mahomedan rule

subsequently changed the situation. Western

India, Gujarat excepted, was never under the

Moslem rule for a considerable time, and even during its

existence, the Mahomedan rule was surprisingly transformed

by the dominant Hindu influence. 2 The same was the case of

the earlier 3aka invaders, most of whom and whose followers

soon became followers of Buddhism or Hinduism. In Northern

India, however, the case was different, the Moslem rule was

firmly fixed there for six centuries. The village communities

therefore were considerably affected by the new situation. (1) The

old rayatwari system was replaced by the new Zemindari and

Bhagdari systems that were introduced by the new masters.

This change did not take place in Western India, except in certain

parts of Gujarat and Kathiawar because the requisite Moslem

1 Vidt back especially to pp. 66, 99 102, for more instances in taxa-

tion, public loans, co-operation, etc
1 Ranade, Rise of the Maratha Power, pp. 26-34.
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influence was non-existent. (2) The Zemindars or the Bhagdars
became the most influential members of ,the village communities.

The headman's influence was affected and he became a mere

peUy officer. In the Western communities, on the othei hand, the

headman retains his influence even to the present day practically

unabted. (3) Owing to the practical independence enjoyed

by the Deccan and the Karnatak, the Panchayats could rely upon
the power of the state to execute their decrees

; they were

therefore down to the British days exercising their functions in

full vigour. In the north as well as in Gujarat, however, this

sanction being not always available, the Panchayats soon lost

much of their power.
1

(4) The dominant Mahomedan influence

affected in the north even social manners of the villagers, the

parda system was introduced among the Hindus ; the language
and dress were also changed. In our Western communities

neither the parda system was introduced nor were any notice-

able changes brought about in the dress and language of the

people.

Western and Southern Communities. The differences that

_ existed between the Western and Southern
Between
Western and village communities did not arise owing to the

Southern different degree of the Mahomedan influence ;

communities . . , ^ ,. ^ ^ ,. .

they were due to the different traditions

inherited by the two communities. (1) The village council was

usually an informal body in the West, neither elected, nor function-

ing through standing sub-committees, nor meeting regularly.

In the South it was a formal body, formally elected, meeting

regularly, working through standing committees and discharging

duties like banking, trusteeship, etc., which were never

undertaken in the North or West by the village councils. 2

(2) Dravidians were converts to Hinduism and their zeal, in

carrying out its orthodox behests was, as is usually the case

with converts, far more intense than that of the Hindu Aryans
themselves. Superstition and orthodoxy were therefore rampant
in the South Indian village communities. Thus Brahmaflas

alone were eligible for election to the council, nobody being

allowed to stand as a candidate who could not teach Mantra

Brahmafla.
3 In Western India we have seen (ante, p. 23) how the

1
Rauade, Rise of t!ie Maratha Power, p. 22.

~
Vide, pp. 27-30.

3 Uttarrnaliut inscription, quoted at p. 170 of Corporate Life in Ancient
India.
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gota
'

or the Panchayat council consisted not only of non-

Brahmins but also of the untouchables. (3) Similarly in our

Western communities, though the mahar, mang and shoemaker

were regarded as untouchable, still tney were not prohibited

from using public roads. Even this was not permitted in the

South. (4) The Marathas were a sturdy race, loving independ-

ence and tighting for it
;
so iheir institutions did not sutler irom

the tyranny ot their own rulers. iSuch was not the case with

the Soucnern communities. Mr. Aiyengar observes :

* Under

the kings of uie last Vijayanagar dynasty, as well as during the

rule 01 the kings oi the Baham^m line, me political and social

institutions together with tneir otticial macmnery m Southern

India, wiiicn hdd been m exisceace irum Uie earliest times Had

been shaKen to Uie root and branch . . . Sometimes they were

destroyed witaout pioper substitutes in their places. ... Ihe

WCHK imbecile mouarcas in wiiobe naiids tne ancient kingdoms
ot unera, Jr'andya, Cnuia and Jr'aUava ieil, parcelled out dominions

into portions and entrusted them to petty viceroys and chieiiams

... as their fancies and wmms dictated, wno in tlieir turn

created a number ot principalities which they gave away to their

subordinates in return tor military service. These changes

appear to have happened duung tne sixteentn and seventeenth

centuries. It was during tins perioc* that liit, old systems vanished

or lost most ot their glory'.
1 ViUage communities in the

Ueccan never tolerated and thereiore never sullered irom

any such tyranny irom native rulers. The village headman
could practically dictate his own terms to the Mamlatdar who
used to come tor settling the year's revenue.-

B. TEACHINGS OF HISTORY

Having discussed and stated the peculiarly Western features,

,we proceed to consider the lessons of tne history we have so far

narrated.

(1) Our history shows that the observations made by early

writers like Metcalfe and Maine about Indian

Village village communities being unchanging have
communities . -, , . ,

not unchanging to be accepted with great reservations, (a) The
differences between the Western and Northern

communities that were pointed out in the last section were all

1 Historic Sketches of the Ancient Deccan, pp. 313-14
9
Elph., p. 27.
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due to the fact that the communities in the North had changed

owing to the factors that were not operating in Western India.

() Since the days of Elphinstone and Metcalfe, we have actually

noticed before our very eyes how most of the village institutions

that excited their admiration have gone into oblivion. So

the myth of these communities remaining unchanged must be

given up. (c) Nor can it be maintained that leaving apart from

consideration the changes introduced by the Moslem and

British induences, there were no changes taking place in the

Hindu period. For, we have seen how the influence of the

Veclic sabha dwindled down in the Brahma^ic age, how under the

Maurya Imperialism, the jurisdiction of the local council and

Pancliayat was considerably curtailed, how ' lekhaka '

or the

accountant did not exist in earlier times but came into existence

subsequently, how the regular council of elders was not in

existence clown to the Valabni period and so on. To conclude,

history shows us that botn internal and external torces have

been wonting out changes in our village communities. The
Manomedan influence was not powerful enough, so the institu-

tions continued to exist but their giowth was arrested and

etticiency weakened (sec a?ite
y p. 2V) ; the Bricish influence,

dominant and all-sided, has all but killed most ot the village

institutions. 'ihe neadman has lost his importance, the

accountant has ceased to be hereditary, the village council no

longer exists, the Panenayat is never heard of, the village tund

has also vamsned. Village lite to a great extent remains the

same, people still till their lands and sow their crops in the

old manner ; but even here changes are coming and coming
fast enough. Tne theory theretore that the Indian village

communities do not change is completely disproved by the

teachings of history. Metcalfe had based it on an imperfect

knowledge of the present and the past ; had he, for example,
known that 25 per cent, of the village settlements in the Deccan

are deserted places, he would never have said that * even though
a country remained for a series of years the scene of continued

pillage and massacre, the scattered villagers would nevertheless

return when the power of peaceful possession revived.'

(2) Similarly our history shows us that our village com-

munities were never in historic times republics
Communities Metcalfe had thought. In the Vedic times
not republics t vi u *u *. u -n'

it appears probable enough that each village
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commtmitiy was an independent republic, but throughout the

historic period, the community was always subordinate to and

a constituent of larger political units. In the Jataka period, we
have seen how the taxes and serious criminals were sent to the

Central Government ; the Maurya period need not be even

considered ; for, it was an age of imperialism par excellence ;
but

even under the Valabhi, Chalukya, Rashtrakuta and Yadava kings,

the village was a regular unit of the state and no republic.

The fixed order of officials invariably mentioned in the grants

shows that there was a real control from the Central Government.

Were the villages republics, the grants would have been

addressed only to the Gramakutas ; they mention the Rashtra-

kutas and Vishayapatis obviously because these district and

divisional officers were exercising a general supervision and

control over the, village administration. The Smritis also mention

how the headman was to report serious cases to the officer over

ten villages, the latter to the officer over twenty villages and

so on,
1 and Sukranlti enjoins the king to inspect his villages :

' The king should personally inspect every year the villages,

towns and provinces and must know which subjects have been

pleased and which oppressed by the staff officers and deliberate

upon matters brought forward by the people. He should take

the side not of his officers but of his subjects.' (i. 751. 52.)

We have also shown how the amount of the land revenue

varied with the needs or whims of the Central Government.

The defence arrangements of the community were supplemented

by the police and military departments of the Central Govern-

ment. The same was the case with regard to the public works

where help from the Central Government in one form or another

was often forthcoming. To call the village communities then as

small independent republics, is hardly what the facts would justify.

(3) The word republics again is very unfortunate ; it

conveys the notions of democracy, of equal
Communities not

rights, of general election and so on. Nothing
democratic, but f t , . , ,

1
... ...

self-governing
of the kind took place in our village communities.

There was no idea of equality ; the elders and

the worthy were instinctively obeyed and respected ; they owed
their power to no election but to their, intrinsic worth and

influence. Metcalfe and others however could be excused in

1 Manu vii, 115.
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giving: the appellation
*

republic
'

; they found that an amount
of local self-government undreamt of in Western countries was

being enjoyed by the Indian village communities ; so they

naturally thought of designating them as republics. But we in

modern days should never forget that democratic notions were

never prevalent in our village communities, it will therefore

naturally take considerable time for our modern village com-

munities to adjust themselves to a machinery like that contem-

plated by the Bombay Village Panchayat Act, 1920.

(4) Our village communities were managing most of their

affairs, but they were managing them in a most

formalism informal manner. Strict formalism they had no

notion of, a fact which modern legislators

should never forget.

(5) The most important lesson, however, which the history

of the past has to teach is in connection with the possibility of

the future revival of the old village institutions. We shall deal

with this topic in the next and last section of this chapter.

C. FUTURE REVIVAL

It must have been clear to our readers that it is not possible

to revive all the aspects and institutions of the

old Villa2e life - The world is growing more
is the main materialistic day by day and even India is no
question

exception ; so, that simplicity, truthfulness,

sincerity and religiousness which, we have seen, were charac-

teristic of our old village folk and lent a peculiar charm to their

life have now disappeared and disappeared for ever. Govern-

ment have abolished the Kulkarni Watan and it seems that it

would not be easy to. revive it. Similarly the principle of

communal liability for village thefts can no longer be enforced

in the modern days of growing dishonesty, refined roguery and

quick transit. The question of revival therefore centres round

the question of the revival of the old village council in a modern

form and the possibility of all the old functions being entrusted

to it to the same extent as before.

This problem of reviving the old council has been before the

Government and the people for the last fifty

? years - Government have been issuing resolu-

tions after resolutions, people have been framing

schemes after schemes, and yet no revival seems to be in sight.
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At its first session, the Reformed Bombay Legislative Council

passed the Village Panchayat Act, 1920, with a view to revive

the old village councils all over the presidency. The Act is a

nice measure and contemplates the delegation of many of the

powers of municipal Government including the power of taxation,

and yet it has evoked no response. Nay, on August 6, 1923, the

minister concerned stated in the council in reply to a question

that villagers in many places were opposing the institution of

the Panchayat on the ground that it will involve additional

taxation. If the villagers themselves are thus opposed to the

revival of the old institutions, are we to conclude that there is no

possibility of the resuscitation of the glorious past ?

In our opinion the task of revival is not a hopeless one ; it

is however very difficult ; the efforts made so
Revival not

far ^ ave fa {] e ft because thev were not made on
impossible

the proper lines. The old village councils were

not superimpositions from without; they were natural outcomes

of the forces working within and the conditions obtaining in the

old village communities ; they were therefore naturally success-

ful. If we try to understand the secret of this success, the

problem of the future revival will solve itself.

The villagers in the past regarded them, elves as members of

a big family. In a family the misfortunes of any
Secret of the one member are the misfortunes of all ; and
success in the . ... . . Tr

past
similar was the case with our communities. If

a person suffered from theft, the rest of the

community would ultimately make np the loss if the stolen goods

could not be recovered ; if a Balutedar could not get sufficient

grain, the community would not leave him to

feeling*

11y starve ; it would sanction a suitable grant from

the village funds. 1 The Balute system embodies

this conception of the village being a big family ;
in a joint Hindu

family, every member works for the family and the family

provides for him
; similarly in the old village^ community, the

carpenter, the smith, the shoemaker existed for the village and

the village in turn provided for them.

This subconscious feeling of all being the members of a big

family had naturally produced a sense of harmony
(iij armony ^^ good will among the villagers. Factions

1 Land and Labour in a Deccan Village^ vol. i, p. 42 (Pimpal Saudagar.)
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and feuds were few and far between. The sense of family

brotherhood, the dreac of being exposed and punished by the

local Panchayat as a mischief-monger, the absence of economic

jealousies and rivairies had all combined in producing a remark-

able atmosphere of mutual harmony, regard, and goodwill and

thus prepared the ground for the successlul

ivespint

er"

working of the Panchayats. We have already

shown in Chapter Vill how the practice of

mutual co-operation for works ot public utility was well grounded
in our communities ; and no wonder. For, just as members of

a joint Hindu family, living harmoniously, willingly and volun-

tarily co-operate in the management of the tamily concerns, so

also would villagers co-operate in the execution of the public

works necessary for the community. The pievailing harmony in

society facilitated the work of co-operation to a very remarkable

extent.

This public spirit and habit of co-operation was further

fostered by the policy of the Central Government.
(iv) Government It allowed greatest possible scope for Loca1

willing to ,, ,,

to ^ . . _

delegate powers belt-Government. Decentralization was earned

to the extreme limits. There was no Loca"

Board or Public Works Department ;
the villagers, therefore,

had either to sink the village well themselves or to goon
without one. Tiiere was no Education Department ; the villagers

had either to manage a school themselves or to go on without

one. Kings would refuse to settle civil disputes through their

officers ; villagers, therefore, had to make their own arrangement
for settling them. Owing to this policy of the Central Govern-

ment, the villagers had to evolve some machinery for the

discharge of these communal duties. All will no doubt co-operate

Wh ld
in the works of public utility ; but still there must

vested with be some persons to organize, supervise, guide
power without and control. And to whom else should the
election .,, . - .

villagers turn for the discharge of this onerous

and thankless duty if not to the village elders, who on account

of their age, experience, influence, work, and sagacity naturally

appeared as the best fitted for the task ? There was no question

of election ; (even at Uttarmallur, it should be remembered the

various sub-committees were selected by lot and not elected) the

elders were the most competent to do the duty and nobody
dreamt of questioning their power. To revert once more to our

17
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old simile, in a joint Hindu family, the authority of the elders is

unquestioned, they are instinctively.revered and obeyed ; similar

was the case of the village elders. They, therefore, came to be

entrusted with the powers with which the community was

endowed ; and thus had arisen the village counci) It was a

natural outcome of the various forces working within the

community. It was the direct result of the decentralization

policy of the Central Government. It worked successtuLy

because there was harmony, good will, public spirit, and the

habit of co-operation.

The general causes that led to the decay of the old village

institutions have been already indicated, they
Future revival : aeec| no t fte discussed again ; we shall now
its conditions . , . . ,

enumerated give a general idea of the lines on which

efforts ought to be made to revive the old

village council.

(i) In the modern age of individualism and sectarianism,

the revival of the old family feeling that existed

among the villagers is almost impossible. A
strenuous effort, however, must be made to

inculcate in its stead the sense of civic responsibility. This

sense can permeate the masses only if they are educated on the

proper lines. Education must instil the sense of local patriotism

and public duty among the villagers. No village council can

succeed without either the old notion of family feeling or the

modern conception of civic responsibility. Niether does at

present exist in the villagers' mind and so the efforts to

revive the village council are riot succeeding.

(ii) The spirit of co-operation ought to be fostered. In

the olden days villagers would willingly

co-operation
co-operate, as we have shown already, in

works of public utility. They have lost this

habit, we need not stop to inquire why ; and it must be revived.

A village council can hardly achieve anything without the

co-operation and assistance of the villagers.

(iii) Co-operation is hardly possible without an atmosphere
of harmony and goodwill. This atmosphere

Harmony t . ... .

has become conspicuous by its absence in the

modern times. Most of the villages are at present torn by
factions and feuds. There are mutual jealousies, rivalries,

quarrels and intrigues. The present writer believes that they
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are principally due to the new awakening of the consciousness

of the rights of the individual unaccompanied by the conscious-

ness of the duties of the individual. If the latter consciousness

is awakened and strengthened, many of the feuds will disappear

and co-operation will be facilitated.

(iv) Internal revival and reformation, however, are not

sufficient. Government must evince a genuine
desire to dele ate its powers to the local bodies.

In the old days, we have seen, how the policy

of Government practically compelled the village communities to

have their own Panchayats. Government must strive hard to

make the Panchayats popular. This they are not doing. The
Hon. Minister for Local Self-Government stated in the August
1923 session of the Bombay Council that the Panchayat Act of

1920 was not popular, but admitted that the Government had

done nothing to make it popular. This attitude of indifference

must be replaced by a genuine desire to make the Panchayats

popular among the villagers.

(v) The villagers are perfect strangers to formalism.

Government, must therefore, make the working
Formalism rules of the village councils considerably elastic.

rttexed

be
Similarly they are unacquainted with the

modern democratic machinery. So efforts must

be made to popularize it among them.

(vi) Institutions are much, but they are not all ; they can

succeed only if there are competent men to

Drain on the conduct them. So it is not enough to constitute
village-ability M1 M . , x ,

must be stopped
a village council; care must be taken to see

that there are competent men to work on it in

villages. As it is, the village is being drained of its best

elements. If there is a clever carpenter, he immediately migrates
to a town ; if there is a brilliant boy, he goes out for education

and in nine cases out of ten, he will not return to reside in his

native place. There was no such drain in the past. Villages

possessed competent persons to discharge civic duties. Such is

no longer the case. The average level of the village ability and

intelligence has considerably gone down. This proce'ss must be

stopped and that can be done only by making villages economic-

ally more self-reliant. As far as possible, suitable opportunities

must be offered in the village itself for the utilization of its best

brains, talents and ability. This can, to a certain extent, be done
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by reforming: agriculture on the American lines and by

establishing cottage industries on the lines indicated by the

Industrial Commission. If no efforts on these lines arc made,

it would become growingly more and more difficult to find

suitable men to work on the village council.

(vii) As regards the stumbling block of additional taxation,

which is naturally frightening the villagers,
Additional some measures must be adopted to get over the
taxation no
stumbling difficulty. In the olden days, we have seen, the

block, for it Government used to impose additional taxes for
can be avoided

local purposes ; but they were all spent locally

in the village itself. There is no reason why the local fund of

each village should not be similarly set apart for purely local

needs. That would supply the village Panchayats with the

necessary funds without the necessity of imposing any additional

taxes. They will then welcome the new Act. They are at

present heavily taxed and naturally they do not like the prospect

of paying anything more, even though that may be for their own
benefit. If however Government is unable to

Bv a errant localize
'

the whole of the village local fund, it

local fund should at least give back a part of it to each

village and call upon it to make up the

deficiency. This deficiency, however, should be made up by a

tax either in money or in labour. The villagers may have no

money to spare for new taxes, but certainly they have ample
time to spare for domg works of public utility. They lead

practically an idle life for two months after the

harvest in March; they should therefore be

compelled, either to pay so much contribution to

the village fund, or to do so many davs' labour for the village

works. We hive already shown how this corvee was quite

common in the past and there is no reason why it shouM not be

revived in future in the case of those who cannot give the

contribution in money. It is therefore possible to start village

Panchayats without the necessity of any additional taxation

if Government consent to grant to every village 50 per cent of

its Local Fund and the people agree to make up the deficiency

by a contribution either in money or in labour.

It will not be difficult to delegate judicial powers to such a

revived council. Modern law being complicate, only simple
cases of facts can be in the beginning entrusted to the villagers ;
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care also will have to be taken to see that the even course of

justice is not deflected by factious quarrels. But under the

reformed conditions of the village life above outlined, miscarri-

ages of justice will be few ; and the village Panchayats will

soon begin to function in their pristine glory if they are once

set on the proper road.

If sincere efforts are made on the above lines the revival

of the village life and village council will not be
Conclusion ..^ . ,

..

difficult. Strenuous exertions are necessary
both on the part of the Government and of the people. Will

they throw off their lethargy ? Will they strive to reform and

regenerate village life ? Will they realize that the real life of a

nation throbs in its villages and try their utmost to elevate and

ennoble it ?



APPENDIX

DRAVIDIAN CIVILIZATION AND VILLAGE
COMMUNITIES

WE had summarily rejected the view in our Introduction that

the ' dasas
' who opposed the Vedic Aryans in India were

Dravidians, on the ground that the Dravidians being a highly

civilized race, the description in the Veda of the Dasas would

hardly suit them (p. xiii). We shall very briefly set forth the

reasons for this assumption made in the Introduction.

Havell indeed observes 1 that the Dravidians were mere

hunters or nomads, but this view is hardly tenable. There is

clear historic evidence to prove that almost all the foreign

maritime trade of India in pre-historic times was monopolized

by them. 2 Hebrew names of the two principal imported

commodities, apes and peacocks, are obvious derivation from

Tamil ' kavi
' and ' thokai

' and there exists a close similarity

between the Greek words for rice (oryza), ginger (zinziber) and

cinnamon (karpion) and the corresponding Malayalam words
1

arisi/
' inchiver

' and '

karuppa.' The commercial intercourse

between the Dravidians and Egyptians was so close that the

Tamil language could be easily understood on the Egyptian

stage.
3 All these facts make it quite clear that the Dravidians

and not Aryans were the persons who were carrying on India's

maritime trade in the pre-historic times.

Scholars differ, as usual, in determining the antiquity of this

trade. Dr. Sayce, the famous Assyriologist, maintains that it

was as old as 3000 B.C. when Ur Bagas the first king of United

Babylonia ruled in Ur of the Chaldees. 4 Hewitt concurs with

this view. But J. Kennedy, Rhys-Davids and Bhuler can only

state that the trade was much earlier than the eighth century

B.C., earlier by how many centuries they cannot concur in

determining. We shall however be not far wrong in following

the policy of the golden mean and holding that the trade must

be at least as old as 2000 B.C. And this makes it almost coeval

with the Vedic age, from which it follows that the Dravidian

civilization is as old as the Aryan one. A people who could

1 H. A. R., P. 12.
* Rhys-Davids, Buddhistic India, p. 116.
* Carmichael Lectures, 1918, p. 36.

J. R. A.S., 1888, p. 337ff.
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monopolize all the rich maritime commerce of India with Persia,

Assyria, Egypt, Greece and Rome, a commerce which was

draining the wealth of these countries to such an extent as to

alarm their inhabitants, could not have been mere hunters or

nomads as Havell believes. They must have been highly

civilized and could not have been the prototypes of the basas

described in the Vedic literature. The precise nature of this

civilization, there are no means to ascertain. Thomas Foulkes

delineates its picture
* but it is based practically on Aryan

sources. The fact is that though the Aryanization of the south

has left the language and racial characteristics unaffected,

still the Aryan ideas have so thoroughly permeated the

society that there remains nothing even in the South Indian

legends and literature which can be definitely referred to the

pre-Aryan period. Nay, even the earliest dynasties, of which

we have any record, trace their origin to the heroes of the

Mahabharata.

Such being the case we have no means whatever to ascertain

the nature of the pure Dravidian village community as it

existed in the pre-Aryan days. The high Dravidian civilization

renders the existence of village communities as organized and

developed units of society an indisputable fact, but what were

their peculiar and salient features we do not know. The Rayat-

wari system and the grain share system are usually regarded by
scholars as the peculiar Dravidian features, but we have already

shown how this view is altogether untenable.'4

It will be now understood why we did not discuss the result

of the contact or the Aryan and Dravidian village communities

in pre-historic times. There was no evidence whatever to form

any idea about the purely Dravidian village community and its

institutions. Scholars, like Havell and Baden-Powell, who have

written about the purely Dravidian type of the village community
in pre-historic times can be shown to have made statements

that have no foundation and that can be easily refuted. It was

possible to institute a comparison between the Dravidian and

Aryan village communities only with regard to their features

in historic times, and this we have done. 3

aft

1 Ind. Ant., viii, p. 1.
2
ante, pp,85, 91,

s
ante, pp. 29-30,
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Metcalfe, Sir Charles : discussion of

the views of, 49, 58, 124-126.

Militia : 54, 55.

Mookerji, Radhakumud : discussion
of the views of, 34-36, 68.

Moslem rule : education during, 107 ;

Gujarat Panchayats, affected by,
51 ;

headman's duties during, 6
;

judicial administration under, in

Gujarat, 52 ; Panchayats^ decrees
enforced during, in Maharashtra,
45 ; social life, how far (influenced

by, 123
; village communities, how

affected by wars during, 58, 59;
weak in keeping order, 57 ; Zemin-
dari system under, 64.

N
Nllakantha : on land ownership, 86.

O
Occupations : agriculture the chief

one, 88 ; others subsidiary to it,

88, 89.

Ordeals : when permitted, 50.
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Paithana Panchayat : reputation of,

45,

Pancha Dravidam : meaning of, viii.

Panchayats : allowance for members
of, 48 ; anarchy not source of power
of, 46 ; antiquity of, 36 ; appeals
against the decisions of, 51 ;

con-

stitution of, 43
; constitution and

powers of, in the pre-Moslem
period, 37-42 ;

criminal cases not
triable by, 34-36; decisions enforced

by theAdil Shahi, theMarathasand
the Peshwas, 45, 46

; disappeared
under the British rule, 52, 53

;
Gota

the same as, 43
;
in Gujarat under

theMahomedansand theMarathas,
51, 52

; jurisdiction of, 47
; meeting

place of
, 49, 50 ; procedure in cases

before, 47-49 ; revival how far

possible, 132-133
;
sanction behind

the decisions of, 44, 45
; stamps

necessary in suits before, 47 ;

transfer of cases before, 51.

Pastures, 76, 86, 87.

Patana College, 110

Patel : see under Headman.
Physician : not in every village,

111, 112.

Pimpal Saudagar : accounts for five

years of, 70
; expenses in 1791 of,

7
J-

Police arrangements, 59.

Population of villages, 79.

Pratapsimha : Code of, 41, 42, 47,
48.

Public loans : how and when raised
in villages, 102, 103.

Public works : how financed, 100 ff
;

how managed, 98.

Puga courts, 40.

Rayatwari tenure : not a decayed
form of joint tenure, 80-83

;
not a

Dravidian institution, 85 ; once

prevailing in Northern India, 83
;

superseded there by the Bhagdari
tenures, 84

; why preserved in the

south, 84.

Recreation : club-life for, 116 ; con-
certs for, how and when organized,
113-114 ;

other means for, 115.

Revenue collection : usually head-
man's duty, 5, 6.

Roads : between different villages,
79, 100 ; in villages, 78.

Robber chiefs : agreements with, 56.

Sabha, x-xii.

Sabhftchara : meaning of, x-xii .

akya village communities, xii.

Salgpti College, 24, 28, 108-109.

Samiti : xi-xiii.

Sanitation in villages, 112.

Saudir Warrid Pattee, 67, 68.

Shivaji : respected Panchayat juris-

diction, 45-46
; did not revive

village council, 30,

Silpasastra : on village structure,
78.

Smritis : grainshare system in, 94 ;

judicial rules of, applicable to

Western India, 39
; taxes mention-

ed in, found in Western India, 66.

Sreni courts, 40, 41.

Stamp duties, 38, 47.

Stolen property : Government res-

ponsible for, 60, 61.

Taxes: in labour, 67; land-tax, 63,64;
mentioned in Smritis levied in

practice, 65, 66 ; new, how far

necessary for the revival of village
councils, 132

; petty ones assigned
to headman, 9

; strange ones, 66 ;

what percentage of, available for

village purposes, 68-70.
Teacher : how paid, 105

; not a

balutedar, 95, 105 ; other activities

of, 105 ;
revered by villagers, 106.

Teachings of history : 124ff.

Temple of the village : activities

associated with, 117, 118 ; rent-free

land for, 117.

Todar Mall, 64.

Town councils, 19.

Transfer of cases, 51.

U

Untouchables : as signatories to

Panchayat judgments, 43 ; com-
paratively better off in Western

India, 124.

Uttarmallur Inscription, 22, 23, 123.

Vaghli College, 110.

Vassakara, xiii.

Vedic times : village communities in,

ix ff.
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Village communities : common
characteristics of, 122; formalism
not known to, 127 ; history of, yet
unwritten, iii ; nature of, in Jataka

times, xiii ft"; and in Vedie times,
ix ff; not unchanging, 57-58,

124, 125 ; population of, 79 ; repub-
lican ?, 125, 126 ;

revival of, iiow far

possible, 127-133
; vSakya com-

munities not typical of contem-

porary times, xii ff
, self-contain-

ed, 89 ; self-governing;, 126.

Village councils : causes of success of,

128ff ;
constitution and functions

of, in the times of the Vedas, x fT
;

of the Jatakas, xiv, 16;_of the

Mauryas, 17-18; and the Andhra-

kshatrapas, 19
; declining in the

Brahmana age, xii
; distinction

between, in Western and Southern
and Northern India, 29, 122-124

;

formal, non-official but non-elec-
tive bodies from A.D. ^500-^:1200,
21-23

; functions of, in Western
India, 23; and the Karnatak, 27-28;

Gujarat ones under the Moslems,
31

; Moslem and Maratha time,
condition of, 29-30 ; non-Brahmins
included in, 23; revival of, how far

possible, 127-133 ; Sakyan ones
unusual in 600 B.C., xii, 15; sub-
committees of, not in Western
India, 25.

Village fund : Central Government
contribution to, 68-70 ; differentia-

ted from the Local Fund, 70-71 ;

how utilized, 71-72 ; suggestions
for its revival, 132; when dis-

appeared, 32, 72.

Village settlement : main features

of, 76.

Village site : how selected, divided
and allotted, 76-78.

Village wall, 56-57.

Vijayanagar dynasty : effect of mis-
rule under, on the village com-
munities, 124.

W
Wars : effect of, on village com-

munities, 57-58.

Watan : antiquity of the system ,
7-9

;

for the temple, 117.

Watchman : duties and responsibi-
lities of, 59, 112.

Western India : limits for the pur-
poses of the book defined, iv, viii.

Western Indian village communities :

based on the Aryan and not the
Dravidian model, vii ff

; charac-

teristics shared in common ,121-122;

distinguished from the Malabar,
77, Northern Indian, 122 ff, and
Southern Indian communities,
123, 124

; primitive ones not consi-

dered, Yr.


















